General Council Meeting

COUNCIL MINUTES

Meeting of the Central Highlands Regional Council held
in the Council Chambers, 65 Egerton Street, Emerald
on

Wednesday, 13 April 2022
Commenced at 9.00am
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MINUTES – GENERAL COUNCIL MEETING
HELD AT 9.00AM WEDNESDAY 13 APRIL 2022 IN THE CENTRAL HIGHLANDS REGIONAL COUNCIL
CHAMBERS, EMERALD OFFICE
PRESENT
Councillors
Councillor (Crs) Kerry Hayes (Mayor), Christine Rolfe (Deputy Mayor)
Councillors (Crs) Charles Brimblecombe, Anne Carpenter, Natalie Curtis, Janice Moriarty and Gai Sypher
Officers
Chief Executive Officer Sharon Houlihan, General Manager Communities John McDougall, General
Manager Corporate Services Margaret Gatt, Acting General Manager Customer and Commercial Services
Salomon Kloppers, General Manager Infrastructure and Utilities Jason Hoolihan and Minute Secretary
Marnie Wills

ACKNOWLEDGEMENT TO STAFF
Mayor Hayes acknowledged staff from the Central Highlands Regional Council who recently assisted the
Brisbane City Council in the recovery of their recent flood event. From 25 to 27 February 2022 Brisbane
received 80% of rainfall it would normally receive in an entire year. This led to widespread flooding across
Brisbane, impacting on residents, businesses and public infrastructure. Four staff members Paola Iona,
Fonuku Tuali, Jon Langtry and Rangi Mace hit the ground running for two weeks assisting in tasks
including moving debris and cleaning of parks and bridges. Mayor Hayes presented certificates of
appreciation to them acknowledging their willingness to help, be away from their family and assist our
council colleagues in Brisbane. Mayor Hayes also thanked management and support staff in the
infrastructure team for facilitating the involvement of the four staff in the recovery effort.
Mayor Hayes acknowledged our sister city Mayor Al Friesen from Altona Town Council, Manitoba, Canada
and thanked him for the recently received gifts which included their new flag symbolising their community.
The blue background represents open prairie skies, trust and confidence; bright yellow of sunflower
represents the warmth and energy of the people of Altona; and the modern design represents Altona
looking to the future. The ascending petals of different shapes and sizes represent the economic growth of
the town and the cultural diversity present within the community. Every person in Altona is important to
forming the community just as every petal is needed to form the sunflower image. We currently have the
2019 Queen Megan Fehr and Princess Kiara Thiessen, 2020 Queen Brooklyn Thiessen and Princess
Jayden Hildebrand and their mothers Martha Fehr and Sharleen Thiessen visiting our region for the
sunflower festival.

Adjournment
Meeting was adjourned at 9.12am
Meeting resumed at 9.15am

APOLOGIES
Crs Joseph Burns and Megan Daniels
Resolution:
Cr Curtis moved and seconded by Cr Carpenter “That a leave of absence as previously granted for
Councillors Joseph Burns and Megan Daniels for today’s meeting be recorded.”
2022 / 04 / 13 / 001

LEAVE OF ABSENCE
Nil

Carried (7-0)
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ACKNOWLEDGEMENT OF COUNTRY
Mayor Hayes acknowledged the traditional custodians of the land on which we meet today and he paid our
respects to the elders, past, present and emerging.

OPENING PRAYER
Captain Jisook Wunderlich from the Emerald Salvation Army delivered the opening prayer.
Attendance
Manager Planning and Environment K. Byrne and Acting Coordinator Planning and Development K. Isles
attended the meeting at 9.26am

CONFIRMATION OF MINUTES OF PREVIOUS MEETING
General Council Meeting: 23 March 2022
Resolution:
Cr Moriarty moved and seconded by Cr Carpenter “That the minutes of the previous General Council
Meeting held on 23 March 2022 be confirmed.”
2022 / 04 / 13 / 002

Carried (7-0)

BUSINESS ARISING OUT OF MINUTES
Nil

OUTSTANDING MEETING ACTIONS
Councillors reviewed the resolution register (meeting actions) update.

REVIEW OF UPCOMING AGENDA ITEMS
Councillors reviewed the upcoming agenda items.

CONFLICT OF INTEREST
Cr Sypher informed the meeting of a potential declarable conflict of interest in report 12.1.2 – Community
Grants Round 1, 2022 (as defined in section 150EN of the Local Government Act 2009). This potential
declarable conflict of interest arises due to her assisting the Bauhinia Polo Cross Club in writing their
application, however she is not a member of the club.
Cr Sypher advised the meeting that she wishes to participate in the decision in relation to this matter. Cr
Sypher acknowledged that eligible councillors must now determine, pursuant to section 150ES of the Local
Government Act 2009, whether she:
•
•

May participate in the decision about the matter, including by voting on the matter; or
Must leave the meeting, including any area set aside for the public, and stay away from the meeting
while the eligible councillors discuss and vote on the matter.

Resolution:
Cr Carpenter moved and seconded by Cr Brimblecombe “That Cr Sypher does not have a declarable
conflict of interest in the matter and is accordingly free to participate in the meeting whilst the matter is
discussed, including by voting on the matter.”
2022 / 04 / 13 / 003

PETITIONS (IF ANY)
Nil

Carried (6-0)
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Attendance
Chief Executive Officer S. Houlihan left the meeting at 9.30am and returned at 9.31am

DECISION ACTION REPORTS
Communities
Proposed Planning Scheme Amendment - Floodplain Management
Purpose:
The purpose of this report is to:
1. Endorse the Community Consultation Report that has documented the engagement actions
throughout the amendment process, including the recently completed formal public notification
period.
2. Seek support from Central Highlands Regional Council (council) to submit the final Planning
Scheme Amendment No. 6 – Planning Scheme (Major) Floodplain Management, to progress to the
Minister of State Development, Infrastructure, Local Government and Planning for approval to
adopt.
3. Gain council’s approval to adopt and commence the amendment upon receipt of the Minister’s
approval.
Resolution:
Cr Brimblecombe moved and seconded by Cr Moriarty “That Central Highlands Regional Council:
1. Endorses the Community Consultation Report (Draft Planning Scheme Amendment for Floodplain
Management) and in accordance with section 18.4 of the Minister’s Guidelines and Rules, authorise
its publication on the Central Highlands Regional Council’s website and for it to be provided together
with a letter to the one properly made submission.
2. Endorses the final draft of the proposed Planning Scheme Amendment No. 6 – Planning Scheme
(Major) Floodplain Management and amended planning scheme policy.
3. Progresses in accordance with section 21.1 of the Minister’s Guidelines and Rules, a copy of the
final draft of the amendment to the Minister seeking approval for adoption.
4. Authorises the Chief Executive Officer, on the provision that the Minister does not apply any
conditions, to undertake all steps identified in section 22 of the Minister’s Guidelines and Rules, to
enable the adoption and commencement of the proposed amendment in a timely manner.
5. Approves the repealing of any relevant Temporary Local Planning Instrument that may be in effect
at the time of the commencement of the planning scheme amendment.”
2022 / 04 / 13 / 004

Carried (7-0)

Attendance
Manager Planning and Environment K. Byrne and Acting Coordinator Planning and Development K. Isles
left the meeting at 9.43am
Acting Coordinator Sport and Recreation E. Tierney and Sport and Recreation Officer G. Down attended
the meeting at 9.44am

Community Grants - Round 1 2022
Purpose:
This report presents the Community Grant Assessment Panel’s recommendation for Central Highlands
Regional Council (council) to approve 24 of the 39 eligible applications received in Round 1 2022, to the
total value of $166,070.75 (ex GST).
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Resolution:
Cr Sypher moved and seconded by Cr Moriarty “That Central Highlands Regional Council approve
$166,070.75 (ex GST) in Round 1 of Community Grants 2022 to fund the 24 applications listed below, per
the Community Grants Program Assessment Panel‘s recommendation.

Organisation

Project

Grant
Category

Arcadia Valley
Recreation Association

Improvements to
Recreation Hall

Community
Assistance

Bauhinia Polocrosse
Club Inc

Upgrade clubroom
kitchen

Blackwater and District
Rugby League Football
Club Inc

Grant
Requested $

GST $
(if GST
registered)

Total $

5,000.00

NA

5,000.00

Community
Improvement

20,000.00

NA

20,000.00

Construction of referee
rooms at grounds

Community
Improvement

20,000.00

NA

20,000.00

Blackwater Clay Target
Club Inc

Purchase canteen fridge

Sport and
Recreation

5,000.00

NA

5,000.00

Blackwater Tiny Tots
Centre Inc

Purchase of fridge and
picnic tables

Community
Assistance

2,064.25

206.43

2,270.68

Callide Dawson Branch
of the Australian Stock
Horse Society Inc

Medical providers
(ambulance) at annual
Stock Horse Show
Australian School of
Etiquette professional
and personal
development for teens
and adults
Multi-code Junior
Football Precinct Master
Plan
Trailer maintenance and
purchase of computer
for events
Upgrade clubhouse
flooring

Sport and
Recreation

3,000.00

NA

3,000.00

Community
Assistance

4,688.00

NA

4,688.00

20,000.00

NA

20,000.00

Sport and
Recreation

3,370.00

NA

3,370.00

Sport and
Recreation

5,000.00

NA

5,000.00

Central Highlands
Agricultural Show
Society
Central Highlands
Junior Rugby Union Inc
Central Highlands
Triathlon Club
Dingo Tennis Club Inc

Community
Improvement

Emerald and District
Athletics Association Inc

Equipment replacement

Sport and
Recreation

5,000.00

NA

5,000.00

Emerald Gymnastics
and Trampoline Club
Inc

Training equipment

Sport and
Recreation

3,645.39

364.54

4,009.98

Emerald Junior Tigers
Rugby League Inc

Portable PA system

Sport and
Recreation

3,507.98

NA

3,507.98

Emerald Police and
Community Youth Club

RUBY – Rise Up Be
Yourself

Community
Assistance

1,185.44

118.54

1,303.98

Emerald Show Society
Inc

Light up the HIA pavilion

Community
Improvement

11,000.00

1,100

12,100.00

Gemfields Community
Garden Group Inc

Battery operated garden
equipment

Community
Assistance

2,000.00

NA

2,000.00

Gindie Tennis Club Inc

Replacement of broken
glass on beverage fridge

Sport and
Recreation

4,341.85

NA

4,341.85

Outback Exploratorium

Byte Wise Exhibition

Community
Assistance

5,000.00

500

5,500.00

Playgroup Queensland
Ltd - Tieri Possums
Playgroup

Purchase of new
equipment

Community
Assistance

4,584.84

458.48

5,043.32
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Sagittarius Creek Golf
Club Inc (Blackwater
Golf Club)

Blackwater Golf ProAm
tournament

Community
Assistance

Springsure Gun Club

Shed construction

Community
Improvement

Springsure Junior
Cricket Club

Spinfire Pro-1 Ball
Machine

Springsure Lions Club
Inc
Springsure State School
Parents and Citizens
Association

5,000.00

NA

5,000.00

20,000.00

NA

20,000.00

Sport and
Recreation

3,183.00

NA

3,183.00

Instant marquee for
community events

Community
Assistance

4,500.00

NA

4,500.00

Upgrade school bore

Community
Assistance

5,000.00

NA

5,000.00

Total Community Grants Round 1 2022, is $166,070.75 (ex GST).”
2022 / 04 / 13 / 005

Carried (7-0)

Attendance
Acting Coordinator Sport and Recreation E. Tierney and Sport and Recreation Officer G. Down left the
meeting at 9.51am
Manager Finance V. Coleman attended the meeting at 9.51am

Corporate Services
Budget Review 3
Purpose:
In accordance with council’s Budget Policy, the original budget is reviewed at least three times during the
year. This report summarises the outcomes of the Budget Review 3 (BR3) process and amends council’s
2021-22 budget position.
As per section 170 of the Local Government Regulations, council may amend the budget by resolution.
Resolution:
Cr Brimblecombe moved and seconded by Cr Rolfe “That Central Highlands Regional Council, in
accordance with sections 169 and 170 of the Local Government Regulation 2012 adopt the amendments to
the budget including the:
1.
2.
3.
4.
5.
6.

Statement of Comprehensive Income
Measures of Financial Sustainability
Statement of Financial Position
Statement of Cash Flows
Statement of Changes in Equity
Capital Program 2021-22”

2022 / 04 / 13 / 006

Attendance
Manager Finance V. Coleman left the meeting at 10.00am
Manager Governance M. Hoekstra attended the meeting at 10.01am

Carried (7-0)
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Draft Central Highlands Regional Council Corporate Plan 2022-2027
Purpose:
This report seeks councillors’ approval to release the Draft Central Highlands Regional Council Corporate
Plan 2022-2027 for public exhibition for the period 13 April 2022 to 13 May 2022. The report also requests
councillors to note the various communication, consultation and promotional activities that are planned for
the period of the public exhibition.
Resolution:
Cr Rolfe moved and seconded by Cr Brimblecombe “That Central Highlands Regional Council:
1. Approve the release of the Draft Central Highlands Regional Council Corporate Plan 2022-2027 for
a four-week public exhibition period being 13 April 2022 to 13 May 2022.
2. Note the various communication, consultation and promotional activities that are planned for the
period of the public exhibition.”
2022 / 04 / 13 / 007

Carried (6-1)
Cr Moriarty requested for her vote be recorded against the motion

Attendance
Manager Governance M. Hoekstra left the meeting at 10.15am

Adjournment
Meeting adjourned at 10.15am
Meeting resumed at 10.46am

Attendance
Manager Project Management Office K. Downey attended the meeting at 10.46am

Infrastructure and Utilities
Endorsement of nominations for Resources Community Infrastructure Fund Round 2
Purpose:
The purpose of this report is to identify projects that may be included in an application for funding through
the Resources Community Infrastructure Fund – Round 2, 2022.
Resolution:
Cr Rolfe moved and seconded by Cr Carpenter “That Central Highlands Regional Council endorse the
following projects for submission under the Resources Community Infrastructure Fund – Round 2, 2022.

Project Name
Springsure Aquatic Centre Renewal
/Upgrade
Blackwater Community Centre

Contribution
Council ($)

Total Project
Value ($)

300,000

5,300,000

94

5,000,000

0

407,000

100

407,000

Grant
Funding (%)

Application
($)

Furthermore, that if the application is successful, council will commit to the inclusion of required funds in the
2022-23 and 2023-24 budgets if the project cost exceeds the approved project application.”
2022 / 04 / 13 / 008

Carried (7-0)
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Attendance
Manager Project Management Office K. Downey left the meeting at 10.52am

Chief Executive Officer
Australian Local Government Association - 2022 National General Assembly
Purpose:
The Australian Local Government Association (ALGA) 2022 Regional Forum is being held on 19 June 2022
and the 2022 National General Assembly (NGA) from 20 to 22 June 2022 in Canberra. The theme of this
year’s National General Assembly is ‘Partners in Progress’.
This report is to determine council’s and councillors’ attendance at the conference.
Resolution:
Cr Brimblecombe moved and seconded by Cr Curtis “That Central Highlands Regional Council be
represented at the Australian Local Government Association (ALGA) 2022 Regional Forum and 2022
National General Assembly (NGA) being held in Canberra from 19 to 22 June 2022 by its Mayor, Cr Kerry
Hayes (delegate), Deputy Mayor Cr Christine Rolfe (delegate) and Councillors Daniels and Burns along
with Chief Executive Officer Sharon Houlihan.”
2022 / 04 / 13 / 009

Carried (7-0)

Attendance
Manager Information and Communications Technology C. Nicol-Dickson attended the meeting at 10.55am

INFORMATION REPORTS
Corporate Services
Record of Proceedings - Information and Communication Technology Steering Committee - 28
February 2022
Purpose:
This report summarises the key updates and decision outcomes of the Information and Communications
Technology (ICT) Steering Committee meeting held on the 28 February 2022.
Resolution:
Cr Moriarty moved and seconded by Cr Brimblecombe “That Central Highlands Regional Council receive
the record of proceedings of the Information and Communications Technology (ICT) Steering Committee
held on the 28 February 2022.”
2022 / 04 / 13 / 010

Carried (7-0)

Attendance
Manager Information and Communications Technology C. Nicol-Dickson left the meeting at 11.06am
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Customer and Commercial Services
Record of Proceedings - Community Consultation Buckland Tresswell - Wednesday 16 March 2022
Purpose:
This report provides a record of proceedings from the Buckland - Tresswell Community Consultation forum
held at Buckland Recreation Club on 16 March 2022.
Resolution:
Cr Sypher moved and seconded by Cr Carpenter “That Central Highlands Regional Council receive the
record of proceedings from the Buckland – Tresswell Community Consultation forum held at Buckland
Recreation Club on 16 March 2022 and note the following actions that have been logged as a customer
request (CRM);
1. Council to inspect the Allambie section of the Wealwandangie Road and schedule repairs where
appropriate. (CRM 2022/143007)
2. Council to inspect the Wharton Creek section of Buckland Road and schedule repairs if appropriate.
(CRM 2022/143014)
3. Council to inspect drainage issues at the end of the sealed Buckland airstrip / Buckland Road.
(CRM 2022/143017)
4. Council to inspect the approach to the Nogoa River Bridge on the Buckland Road and schedule
repairs if appropriate. (CRM 2022/143023)
5. Council to inspect the Dawson Development Road from ‘Castlevale’ to shire boundary and schedule
repairs if appropriate when water is available. (CRM2022/143028)”
2022 / 04 / 13 / 011

Carried (7-0)

LATE AGENDA ITEMS
Nil

GENERAL BUSINESS
(Verbal matters raised by Councillors either as a question, acknowledgement and or additional follow-up by officers)

Cr Rolfe
• National finals of the 50th Australian Camp Draft Association are being held in Springsure next
week. Cr Rolfe thanked the staff for the maintenance of the grounds. The grounds look fantastic.
• Cr Rolfe and Mayor Hayes acknowledged Cr Carpenters significant work on this event.
Cr Moriarty
• Appreciation for Minister Stewart and Minister Butcher who met with the Mayor and Councillors this
week and for the opportunity to advocate for projects in our region.
• Thank you to the staff of the Communities Department for the recent works and project planning
conducted at Lions Park in Blackwater
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CLOSURE OF MEETING
There being no further business, the Mayor closed the meeting at 11.14am.

CONFIRMED

MAYOR
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infrastructure plan mapping and supporting material) of the planning scheme.
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Citation and commencement
This planning scheme may be cited as the Central Highlands Planning Scheme 2016 (Amendment No. 5to be
inserted).
A notice was published in the Government Gazette No. 19 April 2021(to be inserted) for the planning scheme for
the Central Highlands Regional Council local government area.
The commencement date for the planning scheme was 19 April 2021(to be inserted).
Amendments to the planning scheme are included in Appendix 2 (Table of amendments).

Community Statement
The Central Highlands is located in the heart of Central Queensland and boasts welcoming communities, a
diverse economy, pristine landscapes, expansive infrastructure and a climate that supports active healthy
lifestyles.
Spanning almost 60,000 square kilometres, the Central Highlands has rich mineral resources and sapphire
producing areas along with diverse agricultural and pastoral industries. The Sapphire Gemfields and Carnarvon
Gauge National Park feature as key destinations for tourists visiting the region.
Central Highlands is defined by 13 communities and their surrounding rural areas: Arcadia Valley, Bauhinia,
Blackwater, Bluff, Capella, Comet, Dingo, Duaringa, Gemfields, Rolleston, Springsure and Tieri.
By 2031, the region’s population is set to reach 40,900 climbing from 31,861 in 2011. In line with the Central
Highlands 2022 Community Plan, the regional vision is:
In 2022… The Central Highlands is renowned for its diversity, liveability and prosperity, the region we are proud
to call home!
To realise this vision, Council will partner the community, government, business and industry to deliver on five
regional outcomes to achieve:
Resourceful Vibrant Communities
Integrated Quality Infrastructure
Diverse Prosperous Economy
Healthy Natural Environment
Proactive Open Governance
By 2031, the region is set to continue building a positive future by advancing these five outcomes as outlined in
the Central Highlands 2022 Community Plan.
These include:
Celebrating our diversity, lifestyle and heritage through strong social networks and active participation to
nurture the well-being of our unique safe communities.
Connecting and servicing our communities with quality maintained infrastructure and integrated transport
network, and through advanced telecommunications, innovative urban design and affordable housing
choices.
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Boasting a thriving responsive economy led by innovation, leading edge technology and a skilled
professional workforce that attracts continued investment across our diverse business, industry and
tourism enterprises.
Actively enjoying our pristine scenic landscapes and open green spaces while responsibly managing our
valued natural resources with innovative practices and sustainable planning.
Shaping our region through ongoing community engagement, proactive partnerships and strong
leadership to enhance communication and decision making for equitable future planning.
Editor’s note–The community statement is extrinsic material to the planning scheme.
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Part 1

About the planning scheme

1.1

Introduction

1. The Central Highlands Planning Scheme 2016 (the planning scheme) has been prepared in accordance with
the Sustainable Planning Act 2009 (the SP Act) as a framework for managing development in a way that
advances the purpose of the SP Act.
2. The planning scheme was amended for alignment with the Planning Act 2016 (the Act) by the Minister’s
rules under section 293 of the Act on 27 June 2017.
3. In seeking to achieve this purpose, the planning scheme sets out the Central Highlands Regional Council’s
intention for the future development in the planning scheme area, over the next fifteen years to 2031.
4. The planning scheme seeks to advance state and regional policies through more detailed local responses,
taking into account the local context.
5. While the planning scheme has been prepared with a nineteen year horizon, it will be reviewed periodically
in accordance with the Act to ensure that it responds appropriately to the changes of the community at a
local, regional and State level.
6. The planning scheme applies to the local government area of Central Highlands Regional Council including
all premises, roads, internal waterways and interrelates with the surrounding local government areas
identified on Map CHRC1 (Local government planning scheme area and context).
Editor’s note—State legislation may state that the planning scheme does not apply to certain areas, e.g. strategic
port land under the Transport Infrastructure Act 1994.

Map CHRC1 Local government planning scheme area and context
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1.2

Planning scheme components

1. The planning scheme comprises the following components:a. about the planning scheme;
b. State planning provisions;
c. the strategic framework;
d. the local government infrastructure plan;
e. tables of assessment;
f. the following zones;
i. Centre zone;
ii. Community facilities zone;
iii. Emerging community zone;
iv. Environmental management and conservation zone;
v. General residential zone;
A. Medium density residential precinct
vi. High density residential zone;
vii. Industry zone;
viii. Industry investigation zone;
ix. Low impact industry zone;
x. Neighbourhood centre zone;
xi. Principal centre zone;
xii. Recreation and open space zone;
xiii. Rural zone;
B. Gemfields Core Precinct
C. Gemfields Frame Precinct
D. Gemfields Balance Precinct
xiv. Rural residential zone;
xv. Special industry zone;
xvi. Specialised centre zone;
xvii. Township zone;
g. there are no local plans;
h. the following overlays;
i. Airport environs overlay;
ii. Biodiversity areas, waterways and wetlands overlay;
iii. Bushfire hazard overlay;
iv. Extractive and mineral resources overlay;
v. Flood hazard overlay;
vi. Agriculture overlay;
vii. Heritage overlay;
viii. Regional infrastructure overlay;
ix. Water resource catchments overlay;
i. the following development codes;
i. Reconfiguring a lot (subdividing one lot into two lots) and associated operational works code;
ii. Community residence requirements;
iii. Requirements for cropping involving forestry for wood production code for accepted development;
iv. Business uses code;
v. Caretaker’s accommodation code;
vi. Community activities code;
vii. Dual occupancy code;
viii. Dwelling house code;
ix. Extractive industry code;
x. Home based business code;
xi. Industry uses code;
xii. Multi-unit residential uses code;
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xiii. Nature-based tourism code;
xiv. Non-resident workforce accommodation code;
xv. Relocatable home park and tourist park code;
xvi. Residential care facility and retirement facility code;
xvii. Rural uses code;
xviii. Sales office code;
xix. Service station code;
xx. Telecommunications facility code;
xxi. Advertising devices code;
xxii. Landscaping code;
xxiii. Reconfiguring a lot code;
xxiv. Transport, parking and access code;
xxv. Works, services and infrastructure (development design) code;
j. schedules and appendices.
2. The following planning scheme policies;
a. Planning scheme policy for development works;
b. Planning scheme policy for other information that local government may require.

1.3

Interpretation

1.3.1

Definitions

1. A term used in the planning scheme has the meaning assigned to that term by:a. the Planning Act 2016 (the Act); or
b. the Planning Regulation 2017 (the Regulation), other than the regulated requirements; or
c. the definitions in Schedule 1 (Definitions) of the planning scheme; or
d. the Acts Interpretation Act 1954; or
e. the ordinary meaning where that term is not defined in the Act, the Regulation, Schedule 1
(Definitions) of the planning scheme or the Acts Interpretation Act 1954.
2. In the event a term has been assigned a meaning in more than one of the instruments listed in clause
1.3.1(1), the meaning contained in the instrument highest on the list will prevail.
3. A reference in the planning scheme to any act includes any regulation or instrument made under it, and
where amended or replaced, means the amended or replaced act.
4. A reference in the planning scheme to a specific resource document or standard means the latest version of
the resource document or standard.
5. A reference to a part, section, table or schedule is a reference to a part, section, table or schedule of the
planning scheme.
Editor’s note—in accordance with section 5(2)(a) of the Planning Regulation 2017, the regulated requirements do
not apply to this planning scheme.

1.3.2
1.
2.
3.
4.

Standard drawings, maps, notes, editor’s notes and footnotes

Standard drawings contained in codes or schedules are part of the planning scheme.
Maps provide information to support the outcomes and are part of the planning scheme.
Notes are identified by the title “note” and are part of the planning scheme.
Editor’s notes and footnotes are extrinsic material, as per the Acts Interpretation Act 1954, are identified by
the title “editor’s note” and “footnote” and are provided to assist in the interpretation of the planning scheme
—they do not have the force of law.
Note—this is an example of a note.
Editor’s note—this is an example of an editor’s note.
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Footnote—this is an example of a footnote.

1.3.3

Punctuation

1. A word followed by “;” is considered to be “and”.
2. A word followed by “; or” means either or both options can apply.

1.3.4

Zones for roads, waterways and reclaimed land

1. The following applies to a road, closed road, waterway or reclaimed land in the planning scheme area:a. if adjoined on both sides by land in the same zone—the road, waterway or reclaimed land is in the
same zone as the adjoining land; or
b. if adjoined on one side by land in a zone and adjoined on the other side by land in another zone—the
road, waterway or reclaimed land is in the same zone as the adjoining land when measured from a
point equidistant from the adjoining boundaries; or
c. if the road, waterway or reclaimed land is adjoined on one side only by land in a zone—the entire road,
waterway or reclaimed land is in the same zone as the adjoining land; or
d. if the road, waterway or reclaimed land is covered by a zone then that zone applies.
Editor’s note—the boundaries of the local government area are described by the maps referred to within the
Local Government Regulation 2012.

1.4

Categories of development

1. The categories of development under the Act are:a. accepted development;
Editor’s note—a development approval is not required for development identified as accepted development.
Under section 44(6)(a) of the Act, if a categorising instrument does not apply a category of development to a
particular development, the development is accepted development. Schedule 7 of the Regulation also
prescribes accepted development.

b. assessable development;
i. code assessment;
ii. impact assessment;
Editor’s note—a development approval is required for assessable development. Schedules 9, 10 and 12
of the Regulation also prescribe assessable development

c. prohibited development.
Editor’s note—a development application may not be made for prohibited development. Schedule 10 of the
Regulation prescribes prohibited development.

2. The planning scheme states the category of development for certain types of development, and specifies
the category of assessment for assessable development in the planning scheme area in Part 5 (Tables of
assessment).
Editor’s note—Section 43 of the Planning Act identifies that a categorising instrument categorises development
and specifies categories of assessment and may be a regulation or local categorising instrument. A local
categorising instrument includes a planning scheme, a TLPI or a variation approval.

1.5

Hierarchy of assessment benchmarks
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1. Where there is inconsistency between provisions within the planning scheme, the following rules apply:a. the strategic framework prevails over all other components to the extent of the inconsistency for impact
assessment;
b. relevant codes as specified in Schedules 6, and 10 of the Regulation prevail over all other components
to the extent of the inconsistency;
c. overlays prevail over all other components (other than the matters mentioned in (a) and (b)) to the
extent of the inconsistency;
d. zone codes prevail over use codes and other development codes to the extent of the inconsistency;
e. provisions of Part 9 Other Plans may override any of the above.

1.6

Building work regulated under the planning scheme

1. Section 17(b8(5) of the regulation identifies the assessment benchmarks for building workAct states that a
local planning schemeinstrument must not:a. include change the effectprovisions about building work to the extent the building work is regulated
under the building assessment provisions, unless permitted under1;
b. be inconsistent with the Building Act 1975.
c. Theeffect of assessment benchmarks identified in section 17(b) of the Planning Regulation2 or change
the effect of a building assessment provisions are listed in section 30 of the Building Act 1975provision.
Editor’s note—the building assessment provisions are stated in section 30 of the Building Act 1975 and are
assessment benchmarks for the carrying out of building assessment work or building work that is accepted
development subject to any requirements (see also section 31 of the Building Act 1975).

3. This planning scheme, through Part 5 (Tables of assessment), regulates building work in accordance
with sections 32 and 33 of the Building Act 1975.
Editor’s note—the Building Act 1975 (section 32) permits planning schemes to deal with the following matters
and form part of the building assessment provisions:regulate, for the Building Code of Australia (BCA) or the Queensland Development Code (QDC), matters
prescribed under a regulation including—
under section 10 of the Building Act 1975 (section 32). These includeRegulation, application of, or
variations to provisions contained in parts MP1.1, MP1.2 and MP1.3.2 of the QDC such as heights of
buildings related to obstruction and overshadowing, siting and design of buildings to provide visual
privacy and, adequate sight lines, on-site parking and outdoor living spaces. It may also regulate other
matters such as designating (MP1.1 only); and
under section 12 of the Building Regulation land liable to flooding, designating land as bushfire prone
areas and transport noise corridors; ;
deal with an aspectunder section 13 of, or matterthe Building Regulation aspects of building work
related to or incidental to building work prescribed under a regulation under section 32 of the Building
Act 1975;land liable to flooding.
specifyspecifying alternative boundary clearances and site cover provisions for particular Class 1 and
Class 10 structures under section 33 of the Building Act 1975 (alternative provisions).
Refer to Schedule 9 of the Regulation to determine assessable development, the type of assessment and any
referrals applying to the building work.

3. The building assessment provisions are contained in the followingthose parts of the planning scheme
specified in Table 1.6.1 (Building assessment provisions in the planning scheme):Table 1.6.1 Building assessment provisions
Building assessment matter addressed in the
planning scheme
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Flood hazard
Identification of part of the planning scheme area as a Schedule 2 Flood Flood risk categories as identified
naturalflood hazard management area (flood).
on the Flood hazard overlay maps (flooding and
inundation area)
Identification of the level to which floor levels of Section 7.2.5 Flood hazard overlay code
habitable rooms of a building must be built.
Bushfire hazard
Designation of part of the planning scheme area as a Schedule 2 Bushfire hazard overlay maps (medium or
designated bushfire prone area for the BCA and the high hazard bushfire area)
QDC.
Editor’s note—a decision in relation to building work that is assessable development under the planning scheme
should only be issued as a preliminary approval. See section 83(b) of the Building Act 1975.
Editor’s note—in a development application, the applicant may request preliminary approval for building work. The
decision on that development application is to be taken to be a referral agency’s response under section 56 of the Act,
for building work assessable against the Building Act 1975. The decision notice must state this.

1.7

Local government administrative matters

1.7.1

Flood hazard

1. Pursuant to section 32(b) of the Building Act 1975 and section 8 of the Building Regulation 2021 Central
Highlands Regional Council designates the areas mapped as the ‘flood risk categories' on the Flood hazard
overlay maps OM-05 to OM-05.25 in Schedule 2 as a flood hazard area.
2. Pursuant to section 32(b) of the Building Act 1975 and section 8 of the Building Regulation 2021 Central
Highlands Regional Council declares the level to which the finished floor levels of habitable rooms of a class
1 building must be built in the flood hazard area in Table 7.2.5.3.1 Assessment benchmarks for assessable
development – Flood hazard.
There are no local government administrative matters for the planning scheme.
1 Unless allowed under Sections 32 and 33 of the Building Act 1975 – refer section 8(5) of the Planning Act 2016 and

section 31(4) of the Building Act 1975.
2 These assessment benchmarks include the building assessment provisions stated in section 30(a) to (d), (f) and

(g) of the Building Act 1975. Section 31 of the Building Act 1975 also provides that the building assessment provisions
stated in section 30 of the Building Act 1975 are assessment benchmarks for the Act for the carrying out of building
assessment work or building work that is accepted development subject to requirements.
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3.3

Settlement pattern theme

3.3.1

Strategic outcomes

The strategic outcomes for the settlement pattern theme are the following:Towns and townships
a. The settlement pattern of the Central Highlands is characterised by a diversity of towns and townships within a
landscape of productive agricultural land and rural areas and interspersed by areas rich in natural resources.
Collectively, these towns and townships create a network of distinctive communities whose sense of identity
and place is shaped by their relationship to the surrounding rural and regional landscape.
Growth management and land use planning
b. Urban and rural residential development is consolidated and contained within identified growth boundaries so as
to:i. ensure development occurs in an orderly and logical sequence to maximise the efficient provision of
infrastructure and services;
ii. minimise the exposure of communities to natural hazards to an acceptable or tolerable level; and
iii. preserve productive rural lands, resource areas, areas that contain Matters of State Environmental
Significance, and scenic values.
c. Land use planning in the Central Highlands recognises the high level of competition for the use and
development of land, and establishes a framework that supports the sustainable use of recognised ecological
and economic resources.
d. Future population growth and housing needs are accommodated through a mix of broadhectare development at
suburban and rural residential densities, and infill development within existing residential areas.
e. Increased residential density is focused in close proximity to established services and amenities in towns
including Emerald, Blackwater, Tieri, Springsure and Capella, and where appropriate urban infrastructure is
available in townships including Bogantungan, Willows Gemfields, Anakie, Sapphire, Rubyvale, Comet, Bluff,
Dingo, Duaringa, Rolleston and Bauhinia.
f. Residential areas in towns and townships are comprised of a variety of housing types that meet the diverse
accommodation needs of the community, non-resident workforce, and visitors to the Central Highlands.
Central Highlands place model
g. Development and the pattern of settlement recognises and supports the following network of centres and
places as defined by the Central Highlands Place Model:i. Natural places;
ii. Rural places;
iii. Townships;
iv. Rural residential neighbourhoods;
v. Suburban neighbourhoods;
vi. Urban neighbourhoods;
vii. Activity centres; and
viii. Specific use places.
h. Retail, business, government and community facilities and services are accommodated within a defined
hierarchy of activity centres.
i. Emerald, as the Principal Activity Centre, provides the greatest concentration and broadest range of services
supporting the needs of the community, non-resident workforce, and visitors to the Central Highlands.
j. Smaller concentrations of retail, business and community facilities and services are located in other towns and
townships to meet the convenience needs of the community, non-resident workforce and visitors in their
immediate catchments.
k. The Major Activity Centre at Blackwater, and the District Activity Centres at Springsure and Capella, are
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k. The Major Activity Centre at Blackwater, and the District Activity Centres at Springsure and Capella, are
supported by a network of smaller Local and Neighbourhood Activity Centres located throughout the region,
each providing their own defined function and servicing the communities in which they are located.
Sustainable urban design
l. Development provides a more sustainable lifestyle for the Central Highlands community by implementing
sustainable urban design and providing design features that are sympathetic to the local climate.
m. Development design techniques reduce energy demand, support recycling and beneficial re-use of wastewater,
and contribute to the achievement of affordability of living outcomes.
Separation of incompatible land uses
n. Adequate buffers, separation distances or other suitable measures are provided to avoid or mitigate conflicts
between incompatible land uses and development.
Non-resident workforce accommodation
o. Non-resident workforce accommodation is only established where it can be demonstrated that there is a
legitimate need and any adverse economic or social impacts can be avoided or mitigated.
p. Non-resident workforce accommodation is appropriately designed and well-located to avoid adverse impacts
and provide occupants with an adequate level of comfort and amenity.
Natural hazards
q. The risk of, and the adverse impacts from, natural hazards (including flood, bushfire and landslide) are, to the
extent possible, avoided, minimised or mitigated to protect people and property and enhance the community’s
resilience to natural hazards.

3.3.2

Element 1 – Towns and townships

3.3.2.1

Specific outcomes

Towns
Note—‘towns’ in the Central Highlands include Emerald, Blackwater, Tieri, Capella and Springsure as identified on
Strategic Framework Map SFM-001a. These are further defined by the Central Highlands Place Model (refer to
section 3.3.4) as containing a number of different ‘Places’ including:i. Natural Places;
ii. Rural Places;
iii. Rural Residential Neighbourhoods;
iv. Suburban Neighbourhoods;
v. Urban Neighbourhoods;
vi. Activity Centres; and
vii. Specific Use Places.

a. Towns in the Central Highlands are well planned and structured settlements that efficiently accommodate a
broad range of urban land use activities. They generally comprise of a mix of Rural Residential, Suburban and
Urban Neighbourhoods providing housing choice and diversity to their residents.
b. Towns provide centres of activity that function as the focal point of higher order services and amenities which
service the broader regional community as well as concentrations of business and employment opportunities.
c. Towns accommodate additional urban development in a logical and orderly manner, taking into account
infrastructure capacity and environmental constraints.
d. Specific outcomes for Emerald:i. Emerald is the largest population centre in the Central Highlands and is comprised of a mix of Rural
Residential, Suburban and Urban Neighbourhoods, Centres of Activity and a CBD within a compact urban
Central Highlands Regional Council Planning Scheme 2016
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Residential, Suburban and Urban Neighbourhoods, Centres of Activity and a CBD within a compact urban
form;
ii. Emerald accommodates regionally significant health care facilities, business services, manufacturing and
retail activities, education facilities, government services, entertainment and sporting facilities, and civic
spaces;
iii. a wide range of industrial services are accommodated in Emerald to service resource activity in the region
and act as a complementary regional service hub and industrial centre in conjunction with Blackwater;
iv. a range of housing types that cater for specific community needs such as aged care, special needs,
affordable and single occupant dwellings are provided in Emerald in well serviced locations;
v. future population growth is accommodated through a mix of infill and broadhectare development that is
designed at a pedestrian scale around well located community and business services and facilities;
vi. broadhectare development in Emerald is accommodated in the Expansion Areas identified on Strategic
Framework Map SFM-001b; and
vii. new or intensified residential development in areas that are subject to flooding inundation is limited so as
not to increase the numbers of persons or property exposed to high levels of risk.
e. Specific outcomes for Blackwater:i. Blackwater is comprised of a mix of Suburban Neighbourhoods and Centres of Activity within a compact
urban form;
ii. Blackwater functions as a regional service hub and industrial centre to service resource activity in the
surrounding district;
iii. future population growth is accommodated through a mix of infill and broadhectare development that is
designed at a pedestrian scale around well located community and business services and facilities;
iv. development in the Blackwater Priority Development Area and the East Blackwater Priority Development
Area as shown on Strategic Framework Map SFM-001c is in accordance with the Urban Development
Area Development Scheme for the respective area.
Editor’s note— A priority development area (PDA) is a site declared by the state government to facilitate the
development of land in Queensland for economic development or community purposes. Development in the
Priority Development Areas of Blackwater and East Blackwater is assessed against the Blackwater UDA
Development Scheme or the East Blackwater UDA Development Scheme administered by Economic
Development Queensland.

f. Specific outcomes for Capella and Springsure:i. Capella and Springsure are comprised of Rural Residential and Suburban Neighbourhoods within a
compact urban form, and provide a range of commercial, industrial, and community facilities and services
that meet the needs of the towns and the surrounding rural communities; and
ii. population growth in Capella and Springsure is maintained at a lower level than in Emerald, and is
accommodated in the Expansion Areas identified on Strategic Framework Map SFM-001d and
Strategic Framework Map SFM-001e.
g. Tieri maintains and, where possible, enhances its service role for permanent and non-resident employees
engaged at the nearby Oaky Creek Coal Mine.
Editor’s note—there are relatively few sites in Tieri in private ownership with the vast majority of the town subject to
long-term leases established by Xstrata Coal Queensland. These unusual circumstances are a key determining
factor in the town’s development as any expansion beyond current leases will involve negotiation with the State
government and any relevant Native Title parties.

Townships
Note—‘townships’ in the Central Highlands include Bogantungan, Willows Gemfields, Anakie, Sapphire, Rubyvale,
Comet, Bluff, Dingo, Duaringa, Rolleston and Bauhinia as identified on Strategic Framework Map SFM-001a.

h. Townships in the Central Highlands are small population-based settlements that function as the focal point of
activity and services to the surrounding rural community. The role of townships to provide local and sub-regional
services to the broader rural community is reinforced.
i. With relatively small populations, the level of access to urban services varies and is provided in accordance
with the service expectations for each township as identified in the Local Government Infrastructure Plan.
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j. Townships are predominantly comprised of detached housing on larger lots structured around a traditional grid
street pattern, and may include commercial activities and community services in a main street format.
k. The Gemfields townships of Sapphire and Rubyvale have a unique form and layout of development that emerges
from the interaction between gem fossicking and mining activities and supporting urban development and
services. Development in Sapphire and Rubyvale is located and designed to maintain and protect the mining
influenced landscape and character of the townships.
l. Small home based businesses within a township provide services to the surrounding rural community and are
of a scale that does not impact on surrounding properties or detract from the township’s character.

3.3.3

Element 2 – Growth management and land use planning

3.3.3.1

Specific outcomes

a. Development of towns and townships occurs as a compact urban form within a defined Growth Boundary so as
to:i. promote urban consolidation and self-containment;
ii. minimise exposure to natural hazards such as flood and bushfire;
iii. reduce pressure on rural and natural resource rich lands and areas that contain Matters of State
Environmental Significance;
iv. preserves productive agricultural land for ongoing rural production activities; and
v. ensure the efficient provision of urban land and associated urban infrastructure and services.
b. Land within Growth Boundaries accommodates the land requirements to meet the Central Highlands housing,
employment and open space needs to 2031, based on contemporary population, housing and employment
projections.
c. Increasing the development capacity of land within identified Growth Boundaries is prioritised ahead of
expanding the spatial extent of the Growth Boundary to include additional land.
d. The Growth Boundary for Emerald is not expanded any further west, particularly on land that is constrained by
flooding or accommodates part of the existing or planned irrigation network. Any urban expansion proposed to
the east of Emerald is contained to the identified urban areas, or otherwise complies with the principles for
expanding Growth Boundaries as outlined in land use strategy 3.3.3.2(b) below.
e. Land within Growth Boundaries provides opportunity for:i. a range of housing types and lot sizes to meet the changing lifestyle needs of residents. Such housing is
provided at densities that are appropriate for the area and which promote a compact urban form; and
ii. activity centres, employment areas and higher density residential development (e.g. development at 15-20
dwellings per hectare) located within close proximity to the active transport network and capable of being
provided with public transport.
f. The majority of population growth and business expansion in the Central Highlands is accommodated through
infill and broadhectare development on allocated urban and rural residential land within the Growth Boundary.
g. Broadhectare development is focused in Expansion Areas adjacent to existing urban areas, as identified on
Strategic Framework Maps SFM-001b to SFM-001h.
h. Expansion Areas are developed in accordance with a master plan prepared and approved prior to
commencement of development.
Note—the master plan requirements in the Planning Scheme reflect the specific outcomes throughout this Strategic
Framework, particularly those contained in the Settlement Pattern theme.

i. Development avoids the establishment of incompatible land uses or fragmentation of identified Expansion Areas
to ensure that their ability to accommodate urban growth is not compromised.
j. Transport and land use are integrated to effectively promote a more compact urban form, particularly in
Emerald.
k. Development is located where physical and social infrastructure can be appropriately sequenced, funded and
delivered.
l. Land that contains a Matter of State Ecological Significance is maintained to ensure that it is available in
perpetuity to provide its natural services supporting biodiversity and ecosystem services.
m. Agriculturally productive land is protected from fragmentation and encroachment by incompatible land uses to
ensure that it is available in perpetuity to support food and agricultural commodity production.
n. Urban land is provided to accommodate population and employment growth supporting the long term expansion
of the Central Highlands community.
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o. Land with proven or potential mineral resource deposits is recognised as a valuable asset supporting the
region’s economic development.
3.3.3.2

Land use strategies

a. Where necessary and appropriate, future adjustments to the Growth Boundary are undertaken to reflect
improved information, correct anomalies, recognise constraints or accommodate additional growth where the
need for additional land can be demonstrated.
b. In towns and townships, expansion of Growth Boundaries, or provision of urban uses on land not allocated for
urban purposes, should only occur where:i. the need for additional land can be demonstrated;
ii. the land is contiguous to an existing Growth Boundary and is not ‘out of sequence’ or leapfrog
development;
iii. the land is physically suitable, free of Matters of State Ecological Significance or indigenous cultural
significance and not subject to unacceptable risk from natural hazards;
iv. existing and committed infrastructure is maximised;
v. access to transport and essential urban services can be delivered; and
vi. access to services and employment is available.
c. To ensure the logical and orderly development of towns and townships, any proposal to change a Growth
Boundary as identified on Strategic Framework Maps SFM-001b to SFM-001h is to demonstrate to
Council’s satisfaction an overriding planning need. If this need is consequentially supported, the change to the
Growth Boundary will be incorporated via an amendment to the Planning Scheme.
d. To ensure the logical and orderly growth of settlements, a planning study to identify medium and long term
strategies to accommodate future population growth, including the preferred urban form (expansion of existing
settlements and or new settlements), will be conducted by the Council post gazettal of the planning scheme.
Where appropriate, the outcomes from this planning study will be incorporated in subsequent amendments to
the planning scheme.

3.3.4

Element 3 – Network of centres and places (Central Highlands place model)

Note—all land in the Central Highlands has been categorised into a ‘Place’ type as described in Figure 3.1 (Central
Highlands Transect Model [Concept]). Each ‘Place’ has its own specific strategic planning outcome that is sought for its
character, land use and development.
The Central Highlands Place Model conceptually defines both the spatial distribution of ‘Places’ (as identified on the
relevant Strategic Framework Maps) as well as a vision for how these ‘Places’ will develop, look and function as unique
environments that combine to create the local settlement pattern.

Figure 3.1 Central Highlands Transect Model (Concept)
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3.3.4.1

Specific outcomes – Natural places

a. Natural Places are dominated by the natural environment. They perform essential functions as green space,
ecological and landscape areas vital to protecting the region’s ecological assets and biodiversity, and provide
access to natural experiences and a landscape frame for other places.
b. Natural Places include National Parks and similar publicly owned, natural areas, together with some privately
owned land with similar attributes.
c. Natural Places provide for low key activities that allow appropriate access for recreation and maintenance.
d. Development only occurs in Natural Places where protection of ecological and visual values is ensured and
potential impacts do not detract from the area’s environmental integrity and significance.
e. Natural Places on privately owned land are protected from the encroachment of rural, resource activities or
other activities that will detrimentally impact on the area’s environmental integrity and significance.
3.3.4.2

Specific outcomes – Rural places

a. Rural Places are predominantly used for rural production ranging from less intense activities such as cattle
grazing to more intensive cropping and animal husbandry, intensive animal industries, intensive horticulture,
extractive industry, forestry, and carbon sequestration.
b. Rural Places provide for the protection of valuable agricultural land and its rural production values through using
best practice and sustainable farming and land management techniques.
c. Development in Rural Places protects and maintains the function and viability of the Nogoa Mackenzie Water
Supply Scheme and in particular the Fairbairn Dam, and the Selma and Weemah Channel Systems.
d. Rural Places provide for traditional farm lifestyles, recognising that many residents have other employment off
the farm.
e. Rural Places contribute to the landscape setting of the Central Highlands and its urban communities located in
other place types described below.
f. Rural Places accommodate housing as dwelling houses on farm properties for those who live/work on the land.
g. Rural Places also provide opportunities for rural living, where residents live on large rural lots (but do not
necessarily use the land for any substantial rural production) and the residences and associated structures do
not negatively impact on the ongoing rural activities on adjoining rural lands.
h. Non-resident workforce accommodation, when located in Rural Places, is situated:i. At the preferred locations identified on the Strategic Framework Maps; or
ii. within close proximity to the project that the accommodation is intended to service.
3.3.4.3

Specific outcomes – Townships

a. Development supports the logical, orderly and sustainable growth of the townships of Bogantungan, Willows
Gemfields, Anakie, Sapphire, Rubyvale, Gindie, Comet, Bluff, Dingo, Duaringa, Rolleston and Bauhinia Downs
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as identified on Strategic Framework Map SFM-001a.
b. Any expansion of townships predominantly occurs at the following locations:i. at Sapphire, in Expansion Area 3 as identified on Strategic Framework Map SFM-001g;
ii. at Rubyvale, in Expansion Area 1 and Expansion Area 2 as identified on Strategic Framework Map
SFM-001g; and
iii. at Anakie, west of Anakie Sapphire Road.
c. Townships are small settlements surrounded by Rural Places and provide mostly detached housing on larger
lots.
d. Townships may also accommodate other types of dwelling houses including dual occupancy, townhouses and
apartments where in a low-rise, low density built form and able to provide appropriate on-site servicing and
infrastructure.
e. Townships are generally based on a robust, traditional grid street pattern, which is easy to navigate.
f. Any expansion of townships (except for Sapphire and Rubyvale) extends the existing grid pattern to reflect the
town’s historic character and urban structure.
g. Except for Sapphire and Rubyvale, non-resident workforce accommodation in townships is located in locations
identified on the Strategic Framework Maps.
h. Townships provide for small scale commercial, industrial and service activities to support the day to day needs
of the local community.
i. Townships may provide a limited range of community facilities and services, such as schools and public open
space to support the day to day needs of the local community.
j. Townships are serviced by a limited range of infrastructure networks such as road access, potable water,
energy and telecommunications. Townships are generally not serviced with wastewater collection and
treatment infrastructure.
3.3.4.4

Specific outcomes – Rural residential neighbourhoods

a. Existing Rural Residential Neighbourhoods are maintained in the towns of Emerald, Springsure and Capella as
identified on Strategic Framework Maps SFM-001b, SFM-001d and SFM-001e.
b. New Rural Residential Neighbourhoods are established in the following broadhectare development areas to
ensure that demand for this type of housing product in the region can be met:i. at Emerald, in the following areas identified on Strategic Framework SFM-001b, where it can be
demonstrated essential servicing is provided and adequate separation from neighbouring agricultural
activities is achieved:A. Expansion Area 1 on Caringal Road;
B. Expansion Area 6 east of the Gregory Highway; and
C. Expansion Area 7 west of Pilot Farm Road.
ii. at Capella, in the following areas identified on Strategic Framework Map SFM-001e:A. Expansion Area 2 west of Rubyvale Capella Road and north of Bonney Doon Road.
iii. at Springsure, in Expansion Areas 2 and 3 north of the Dawson Highway, as identified on Strategic
Framework Map SFM-001d.
c. Rural Residential Neighbourhoods:i. are contained within identified Growth Boundaries; and
ii. accommodate growth through a combination of infill and broadhectare development to meet the
population’s diverse housing needs.
d. Rural Residential Neighbourhoods provide housing and lifestyle options where the community can reside in a
low-rise, low density, park-like residential setting.
e. Where Rural Residential Neighbourhoods are not serviced by all urban infrastructure and services, residential
uses are designed to be self-sufficient and serviced by appropriate on-site infrastructure.
f. Rural Residential Neighbourhoods are based on a traditional grid street pattern, which is easy to navigate. Any
expansion of Rural Residential Neighbourhoods will extend the existing grid pattern.
g. Development in Rural Residential Neighbourhoods typically comprises single detached dwelling houses on
large lots; however, secondary dwellings and dual occupancy uses may also be established in a low-rise built
form that does not dominate the park-like residential nature of the surrounding environment.
h. Non-resident workforce accommodation should not be established in Rural Residential Neighbourhoods, unless
on a preferred site specifically identified for such purposes on the Strategic Framework Maps.
i. Rural residential development does not occur in locations where it would compromise the ability of the land to
be potentially further subdivided for urban purposes if required in the future, unless as part of a staged masterCentral Highlands Regional Council Planning Scheme 2016
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planned development in an emerging community zone.
j. Rural residential development does not compromise the ability of Rural zoned land in proximity to the
development to be used for agricultural purposes.
k. Development in allocated Rural Residential Neighbourhoods ensures the efficient delivery of services.
l. Allocation of additional land for rural residential uses outside of the allocated urban areas will only be
considered where existing residential uses have established on fragmented rural land contiguous to urban
areas, and where such land:i. is not subject to significant physical or environmental constraints; and
ii. can be provided with appropriate access and on-site water and sewerage services.
3.3.4.5

Specific outcomes – Suburban neighbourhoods

a. Suburban Neighbourhoods are contained within identified Growth Boundaries.
b. Suburban Neighbourhoods grow through a combination of infill development within established neighbourhoods
and broadhectare development areas to meet the population’s diverse housing needs.
c. New Suburban Neighbourhoods are established in the following broadhectare development areas:i. at Emerald, in the following areas identified on Strategic Framework Map SFM-001b:A. in Expansion Area 3 east of Codenwarra Road where new residential developments will provide a mix
of detached and attached dwellings, provided that it can be demonstrated that geological constraints
can be overcome and that safe access, essential servicing and connectivity to local services and
facilities can be achieved;
B. potentially in Expansion Area 4 to the north east of Codenwarra Road. Future development of this area
is, at this stage, only envisaged under a population growth scenario and at a time when the majority
(60%) of land supply in Expansion Area 3 has been developed; and
C. in Expansion Area 5 east of the Gregory Highway and south of the Capricorn Highway, and Expansion
Area 8 north of Pilot Farm Road, provided that it can be demonstrated that access, essential servicing
and connectivity to local services and facilities can be achieved;
ii. at Springsure, in the following area identified on Strategic Framework Map SFM-001d:A. Expansion Area 1 southeast of the town on the southern side of the Dawson Highway;
iii. at Capella, in the following area identified on Strategic Framework Map SFM-001e:A. Expansion Area 1 to the east of Burn Street (subject to demonstrating appropriate capacity of local
utilities to provide potable water);
iv. at Anakie, west of Anakie-Sapphire Road.
d. Infill development within established Suburban Neighbourhoods is focused in the following locations:i. at Emerald, between Cunningham Drive and Campbell Ford Drive (subject to the preparation of a structure
plan that resolves the land use, access, servicing and sequencing of development).
e. Suburban Neighbourhoods are designed and developed at a pedestrian scale and are supported by a grid
network of roads and pathways that provide good access to employment and services.
f. Suburban Neighbourhoods provide for a choice of housing types, including dwelling houses, dual occupancies,
multiple dwellings (including row house and townhouses) and live-work buildings in a low-rise built form.
g. Suburban Neighbourhood infill development optimises the use of residual vacant residential land in towns and
townships to accommodate a mix of existing and new dwellings within a well-structured walkable
neighbourhood form.
h. New Suburban Neighbourhoods optimise the use of available urban land by providing a mix of dwellings types
within a well-structured and walkable neighbourhood form.
i. An appropriate mix of dwelling types is provided in infill and broadhectare development areas to respond to the
current supply mismatch of small and large dwellings. Increased density of small dwellings is achieved in
specifically allocated infill and broadhectare development areas that are well-located with convenient access to
services and facilities.
j. Infill and broadhectare development supports the provision of special needs housing and housing for the elderly
in areas that are well-located with convenient access to services and facilities.
k. Infill and broadhectare development supports the delivery of affordable small and large dwellings to meet the
housing needs of low income households.
l. Infill and broadhectare development provides flexibility in building form to allow housing to adapt to the changing
needs of households.
m. Non-resident workforce accommodation is not established in Suburban Neighbourhoods, unless on a preferred
site specifically identified for such purposes on the Strategic Framework Maps.
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3.3.4.6

Specific outcomes – Urban neighbourhoods

a. Urban Neighbourhoods are contained within identified Growth Boundaries.
b. Urban Neighbourhoods grow through a combination of infill and broadhectare development to meet the
population’s diverse housing needs.
c. In Emerald, infill development occurs in Urban Neighbourhoods surrounding the Principal Activity Centre north
of the Capricorn Highway, east of Hospital Road and west of the Emerald Golf Club as identified on Strategic
Framework Map SFM-001b.
d. Infill development in these locations is permitted up to 7 storeys in height and comprises predominately
residential uses with development incorporating commercial and ground level retail uses focussed along
Egerton Street and Hospital Road.
e. In Emerald, a new Urban Neighbourhood is established at Expansion Area 2 west of Codenwarra Road, as
identified on Strategic Framework Map SFM-001b.
f. Development up to 7 storeys in height may be permitted in this new Urban Neighbourhood where it can be
demonstrated that geological constraints can be overcome and safe access, essential servicing and
connectivity to local services and facilities can be achieved.
g. Urban Neighbourhoods are higher density, walkable, mixed use areas and are designed and developed at a
pedestrian scale around a well-located centre that is supported by a network of roads and pathways providing
access to employment and services.
h. Urban Neighbourhoods provide a range of housing types, including dwelling houses, dual occupancies, multiple
dwellings (including row houses, townhouses and apartment buildings) and live-work buildings in a mid-rise built
form.
i. Urban Neighbourhoods optimise the use of finite urban land by consolidating intensive residential development
within or immediately adjacent to areas with access to a relatively high standard of urban services and
amenities.
j. New Urban Neighbourhoods will emerge in identified infill development areas that optimise the use of finite land
resources by providing a mix of dwellings types within a well-structured and walkable neighbourhood form.
3.3.4.7

Specific outcomes – Activity centres

a. The settlement pattern supports and is consistent with the Central Highlands hierarchy of activity centres
identified conceptually on Strategic Framework Map SFM-006 and described in further detail in the
Economic Development Theme of the strategic framework.
b. The Central Highlands hierarchy of activity centres comprises the following:i. Principal Activity Centre – Emerald;
ii. Major Activity Centre – Emerald (Codenwarra Road area) and Blackwater;
iii. District Activity Centres – Springsure and Capella;
iv. Local Activity Centres – Tieri, Gemfields (Rubyvale and Sapphire), Rolleston;
v. Neighbourhood Activity Centres –Emerald (suburbs); and
vi. Specialised Activity Centre – Emerald and Capella.
c. Activity Centres provide concentrations of commercial, retail and community activity that create employment
and provide essential services to local and regional economic catchments.
d. Activity Centres are contained within identified Growth Boundaries.
e. Activity Centres are provided through a combination of infill and broadhectare development to meet the
population’s commercial, retail and community service needs.
Editor’s note—the Economic Development Theme provides more detail of the role and function and specific
outcomes for each activity centre in the Central Highlands hierarchy of activity centres.

3.3.4.8

Specific outcomes – Specific use places

a. Specific Use Places within the Central Highlands region, including those places identified on Strategic
Framework Maps SFM-001a to SFM-001h, are acknowledged appropriately and protected for the specific
functions they perform.
b. The Emerald Airport provides vital connectivity to destinations within and beyond the Central Highlands for the
transport of persons and goods and the gateway for tourists to the region. The Emerald Airport is maintained as
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the primary entry and departure facility for the non-resident workforce.
c. The Emerald Hospital provides the greatest range of health care and supplementary community services to the
Central Highlands region. Other hospitals located at Blackwater and Springsure perform a supporting role.
d. Water treatment plants, sewage treatment plants, solid waste disposal and recycling facilities support the
basic urban function of towns and townships and are protected from the encroachment of incompatible uses.
e. Commodity mining and gemstone fossicking activities of international significance take place at discreet
locations across the Central Highlands, notably the Gemfields, including Willows Gemfields, Sapphire and
Rubyvale.
f. Development maintains the ongoing viability of commodity mining and gemstone fossicking activities in the
declared fossicking lands and declared fossicking areas of the Gemfields as identified on Strategic
Framework Map SFM-003.

3.3.5

Element 4 – Sustainable urban design

3.3.5.1

Specific outcomes

a. Urban development, design and incorporated landscaping are sustainable and responsive to the climatic
conditions of Central Highlands.
b. Road networks and block layouts are designed to provide for lot orientation that facilitates the construction of
energy efficient buildings that respond to local climatic conditions
c. Development is designed to provide adequate shading through structures and planting and natural cooling
through building design and orientation.
d. Development encourages sustainable living with housing in close proximity to employment, community
facilities and services supported by the provision of adequate infrastructure.
e. Development implements principles of Water Sensitive Urban Design as a part of a total water cycle
management system that maximises the utilisation of urban stormwater as a resource.
f. The construction and operation of development manages the potential impact of urban stormwater (in terms of
both quality and quantity) and wastewater on receiving waterways.

3.3.6

Element 5 – Separation of incompatible uses

3.3.6.1

Specific outcomes

a. Development which has the potential to have adverse noise, air, spray drift, hazardous material hazardous
chemical and/or odour impacts on established sensitive land uses is appropriately managed to protect the
health, wellbeing, amenity and safety of people.
b. Where existing development commitments do not permit adequate separation distances to be provided
between incompatible land uses, appropriate mitigation measures are implemented to manage the potential for
impacts upon the sensitive receiver.
c. Land used or intended to be used for industry and rural activities is protected from the encroachment of
incompatible land uses and development.
d. Urban development is consolidated within the Priority Living Area (PLA) identified in the Central Queensland
Regional Plan (October 2013) to maintain the sustainability and liveability of towns and townships.
e. To the greatest extent possible, a 1km wide buffer distance is maintained between land identified as strategic
cropping land (SCL) or potential SCL and land for urban development.
f. Development maintains the statutory buffer requirements, setbacks, and separation distances required by
relevant State and Commonwealth legislation.

3.3.7

Element 6 – Non-resident workforce accommodation

Note—Council acknowledges that there are circumstances such as remoteness, need, seasonal employment and limited
lifespan of projects which require that non-resident workforce accommodation be provided. Council supports well
designed and located non-resident workforce accommodation. However, these facilities will not be supported where they
are simply an alternative to development within the urban areas to accommodate the increasing demand for
accommodation of operational workers who need permanent accommodation solutions.
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3.3.7.1

Specific outcomes

a. Non-resident workforce accommodation:i. is provided in response to a legitimate and demonstrated need;
ii. does not have a detrimental impact on the economy of the wider community; and
iii. demonstrates that it will not have a negative social impact.
b. Non-resident workforce accommodation is located to avoid conflict with adjoining or nearby land uses,
particularly those uses with specific operational requirements, and does not prejudice the orderly
implementation of Council’s plans for growth.
c. Preferred locations for non-resident workforce accommodation in areas in or close to towns and townships are
identified on the Strategic Framework Maps, at:i. Emerald;
ii. Blackwater;
iii. Springsure;
iv. Capella;
v. Bluff;
vi. Dingo;
vii. Anakie;
viii. Comet;
ix. Rolleston; and
x. Bauhinia.
d. It is not intended that non-resident workforce accommodation will be provided in the Rubyvale and Sapphire
area.
e. In rural areas other than referred to in (c) non-resident workforce accommodation is limited to accommodation
associated with the construction phase of projects and the provision of such accommodation does not extend
to provide for the operational phase of those projects. In this regard cessation of the use and the site’s closeout
and rehabilitation will occur no later than 5 years after the establishment of the use.
f. Non-resident workforce accommodation located within or in close proximity to an urban settlement:i. has a high quality design that is consistent with the amenity and built form of its surroundings; and
ii. has either an adaptive re-use strategy or a close-out rehabilitation plan for the development site (to be
implemented when the use ceases).
g. Non-resident workforce accommodation in the form of relocatable modular buildings that do not meet the
specific outcome immediately above is located only on remote work sites.
h. Non-resident workforce accommodation provides a safe and functional living environment for its occupants,
taking into account the potential impact from surrounding land uses which may adversely impact on amenity.
i. Non-resident workforce accommodation ensures a high level of residential amenity for its occupants and
achieves best practice emergency site management, water sensitive urban design, crime prevention through
environmental design (CPTED) and ecologically sustainable design.
3.3.7.2

Land use strategies

a. Ensure that sufficient land is provided in designated urban areas to accommodate the diverse needs of and the
anticipated expansion of the resource and agricultural sectors for the benefit of the wider community, whilst
avoiding negative social impacts.
b. The location of non-resident workforce accommodation on mine sites and infrastructure construction sites as
an alternative to the locations identified on the Strategic Framework Maps is potentially permitted where for the
construction phase of a resource project and infrastructure provision, environmental values and amenity
protection considerations are appropriately addressed and managed.
c. Specific design standards for non-resident workforce accommodation are introduced which require best
practice outcomes having regard to the local environment and adaptive re-use or close-out rehabilitation to
prolong the life of the development.

3.3.8

Element 7 – Natural hazards

3.3.8.1

Specific outcomes
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Avoiding increase to risk
a. Development incorporates best management practices
b. Significant areas of the Central Highlands Region are already established within the floodplains of the Nogoa,
Comet and Mackenzie Rivers together with Theresa Creek. Within these areas, the flood risk will be managed
by avoiding intensification of development in very high and high flood risk hazard areas and ensuring
development is compatible with the risk identified in other areas.
c. New development in areas subject to mitigatebushfire, flood and landslide hazard is compatible with the
adverse impactsnature of the hazard.
d. Development does not materially increase the extent or the severity of natural hazards, and including flood,
bushfiresthe safety of people is maintained and landslide/erosion.
e. Development protects and maintains the natural processes, landforms, and functions of the flood plain including
the storage capacity and conveyance of flood waters, and does not contributedamage to a worsening of the
severity or impact of flood events.
f. The risk of loss of life and property due to the impact of flood, landslide or bushfire hazard is minimised.
g. The through the incorporationsettlement pattern avoids further expansion of appropriate designurban and rural
siting measures that mitigate the level of riskresidential uses into natural hazard areas.
h. Land that is subject to unacceptable levels of hazard due to flood, bushfire, and landslide is not made available
for further development for sensitive land uses.
i.
j. As far as reasonably practicable, community infrastructure is located and designed to function effectively during
and immediately after natural hazard events.
k.
l. Development supports effective and efficient disaster management response actions, and does not unduly
burden the recovery capacity and capability of emergency services and disaster management services to
respond to natural hazard events.
3.3.8.2

Land use strategies

a. Underlying zoning provisions and inclusion in an identified risk category of the Flood hazard overlay, Bushfire
and Landslide hazard overlays direct development to respond to the identified hazard.
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3.9

Community identity and diversity theme

3.9.1

Strategic outcomes

The strategic outcomes for the community identity and diversity theme are the following:a. The Central Highlands is comprised of 13 unique communities and their surrounding rural areas. These are
Arcadia Valley, Bauhinia, Blackwater, Bluff, Capella, Comet, Dingo (Karramara), Duaringa (Apis Creek),
Emerald (Gindie and Fernlees), Gemfields (Anakie, Bogantungan, Rubyvale, Sapphire and Willows
Gemfields), Rolleston (Toprain), Springsure (Buckland, Lochington, Orion and Tresswell) and Tieri.
b. Land use and development recognises that each community has its own history and identity as a town,
township, mining community or rural enclave that is characterised by its people, built form, surrounding
environment and range of services and facilities.
c. Development ensures that residents and visitors to Central Highland’s communities are able to experience a
sense of place in each community and access a range of facilities and services that reflect the size of that
community and its relative accessibility to other higher order facilities and services in neighbouring
communities.
d. The quality of life and wellbeing of residents of the Central Highlands is enhanced through the provision of
healthy and safe environments.
e. Buildings, places and areas of Aboriginal and post-settlement cultural heritage significance are identified
and their cultural heritage values protected from the adverse impacts of development.
f. Community, educational, civic, cultural, recreation and sporting facilities are located and designed to
maximise opportunities for community interaction in a wide variety of ways which strengthen social
networks and encourage active and healthy lifestyles. Social infrastructure engenders a sense of
community and is designed for flexible use and is adaptable to support diverse activities for small and large
groups of people across a full spectrum of physical abilities.
g. New dwellings are predominantly located within towns and townships in broadhectare and infill areas. To
respond to the supply mismatch of small and large dwellings, new dwellings in activity centres and urban
neighbourhoods are generally small dwellings which encourage an increase in residential density in areas
that are well located with access to services and facilities.
h. New housing meets current and future population growth, housing demand and need, is affordable and is
serviced by appropriate urban services.
i. New housing provides an increase in housing choice and a variety of housing forms to improve affordable
living options, provide housing for people of all income levels and disabilities, and allow people the
opportunity to age in place.
j. The location of new housing in close proximity to employment, education facilities and medical or other
social services facilitates affordable and appropriate housing options for youth, homeless, disabled persons
and the aged (including retirement housing, hostel accommodation and nursing home beds).

3.9.2

Element 1 – Diverse, healthy and safe communities

3.9.2.1

Specific outcomes

Urban communities
a. Communities established in towns across the Central Highlands are characterised by a consolidated
settlement pattern that supports increased population and a mix of built forms and land uses including
suburban, urban, commercial and industrial areas.
b. Communities in towns have access to a diverse range of community, social, cultural and commercial
facilities.
c. Communities established in townships across the Central Highlands are characterised by low densities of
population and built forms that are supported by a limited range of community, social, cultural and
commercial facilities.
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d. Towns and townships function as the focal point of community activity and services to the surrounding rural
community.
e. A choice of accommodation types is available in towns and townships to meet the community’s diverse
housing needs and achieve affordable living outcomes in well-serviced locations.
Editor’s note—the name and location of the respective ‘towns’ and ‘townships’ across the Central Highlands are
identified on Strategic Framework Map SFM-001a.

Rural communities
f. Rural communities across the Central Highlands are characterised by the dominant surrounding
environment which accommodates a variety of agricultural practices and natural environments, interspersed
with occasional and very low intensity built forms and sparse population densities.
g. Rural communities have identified strategies for economic development and growth that capitalise on their
rural character, local attributes and cultural heritage values.
h. The surrounding landscape is synonymous with the heritage and character of the rural community’s lifestyle
and livelihood.
i. The development of rural communities occurs consistent with the intent for rural places as established
throughout the Strategic Framework.
Editor’s note— rural communities in the Central Highlands include Arcadia Valley, Rolleston and Bauhinia.

Mining communities
j. Mining communities across the Central Highlands are characterised by increased densities of population
and built forms including suburban, urban, commercial and industrial areas within a consolidated settlement
pattern.
k. Mining communities may also accommodate an increased concentration of non-resident workforce
accommodation which may be integrated within or located adjacent to a town‘s urban form.
l. Non-resident workforce accommodation has either a close-out rehabilitation plan or an adaptive re-use
strategy for the future use of any permanent buildings and infrastructure at cessation of the use.
m. Development of additional non-resident workforce accommodation in Tieri respects the town’s familyoriented nature and minimises travel time between accommodation and the mine site.
n. Development addresses the known and inferred conflicts between permanent residents and non-resident
workforces in regional communities associated with fly-in/fly-out or drive-in/drive-out employment.
o. Mining communities share a nexus with nearby mining activities which are synonymous with the heritage
and character of a mining community’s lifestyle and livelihood.
p. Development is sympathetic to the unique character and amenity of the Gemfields community which is
characterised by a unique urban form that combines dwelling, business and fossicking activities on
individual self-serviced properties.
q. Appropriate separation distances are provided between known mining leases and urban development areas
to ensure there is no encroachment of incompatible land uses.
Editor’s note— mining communities in the Central Highlands include Blackwater, Tieri and Capella.

Community health and safety
r. Communities across the Central Highlands enjoy a healthy and safe quality of life that is enhanced through
the effective design and servicing of urban and suburban neighbourhoods.
s. The Central Highlands settlement pattern establishes an orderly distribution and separation of land uses
minimising risk of impacts as a result of incompatible neighbouring land uses.
t. Development incorporates appropriate crime prevention through environmental design (CPTED) principles to
ensure communities are kept safe through design.
u. Development provides opportunities to facilitate active and healthy communities, through provision of
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parkland and/or private open space and recreation areas; and contributes towards the provision of bicycle
and pedestrian facilities and the like, in accordance with the requirements of the Local Government
Infrastructure Plan.

3.9.3

Element 2 – Cultural heritage

3.9.3.1

Specific outcomes

a. Development on land that is identified as containing an item or place of Aboriginal cultural heritage
significance ensures that the heritage value is not diminished and is protected in accordance with the
requirements of the Aboriginal Cultural Heritage Act 2003.
b. Landscape elements of Aboriginal cultural significance are protected in partnership with traditional owners.
c. Buildings and places of local, State and Federal cultural heritage significance are conserved and enhanced
to ensure their values and relationship with the Central Highlands is maintained in perpetuity.

3.9.4

Element 3 – Social infrastructure

3.9.4.1

Specific outcomes

Open space for sport and recreation
a. The Central Highlands is a healthy, active and connected community with well-resourced sporting,
recreation and leisure facilities.
b. A range of flexible and informal sport and recreation opportunities are provided to cater for the lifestyle of the
local community.
c. Recreation parks contribute to a community’s identity and sense of place and in many cases provide
facilities that support informal outdoor activities.
d. Sport and recreation is an important component of the community’s identity and heritage, which is
supported by the provision of an accessible hierarchy of sporting facilities, recreation parks and community
support networks.
e. Where practicable, open space is co-located with community facilities and activity centres to encourage
use.
f. Recreation parks are designed to be safe for all users, with crime prevention through environmental design
(CPTED) principles ensuring appropriate surveillance from park boundaries and clear views into the park
from the street/road and nearby residences.
g. Showgrounds preserve the character and heritage of towns and townships within the Central Highlands and
provide access to community and sporting opportunities.
h. Prominent open space facilities that contribute to the community’s health, wellbeing and character are
protected and enhanced, including:i. Emerald Botanic Gardens;
ii. Morton Park (Emerald);
iii. Bridgeman Park Sports Complex and Capella Covered Arena;
iv. Rundle Park Precinct (including the Aquatic Centre);
v. Hunter Street Sports Complex;
vi. Emerald Racecourse;
vii. The Central Highlands Driver Training and Motor Sport Precinct;
viii. Capella Nature Walk and Capella Parklands;
ix. Roy Dark Park (Gemfields);
x. Tieri Oval #1;
xi. Zamia Parklands (Springsure);
xii. Bedford Weir;
xiii. Nogoa River Corridor (Emerald); and
xiv. Fairbairn Dam.
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Community facilities and services
i. Communities in the Central Highlands have access to quality social, medical and education facilities and
services, including entertainment and attractions, community meeting places, hospitals, schools and higher
education facilities and the like.
j. Key community facilities and services within the Central Highlands are facilitated, protected and enhanced
to promote increased social inclusion, interaction and community participation in a range of formal and
informal activities that meet the needs of all ages and abilities
k. Where practicable, social infrastructure is co-located with other frequently utilised services and facilities in
highly visible and accessible locations, to ensure their convenient availability to the greatest cross section
of the community.
Arts and cultural infrastructure

3.9.5

Element 4 – Diverse and affordable housing

3.9.5.1

Specific outcomes

a. The Central Highlands Settlement Pattern facilitates the delivery of diverse, affordable and well-located
housing.
b. Central Highlands has equal access to affordable, quality, housing through:i. increasing housing diversity and choice through a mix of housing tenure, size, type and intensity,
resulting in a range of price points for housing stock;
ii. locating new housing in existing communities within close proximity to infrastructure, centres, services,
transport and open space; and
iii. providing higher density housing in the Principal, Major and District Activity Centres, particularly where
part of a mixed use development, to meet the changing needs of the community, especially providing
housing for the aged, the disabled, and key service workers.
c. A choice of accommodation types is provided in towns and townships to meet the community’s diverse
housing needs and achieve affordable living outcomes in well-serviced locations. Such housing options
potentially include dual occupancy, dwelling house, multiple dwelling, retirement facility, residential care
facility, short term accommodation and tourist parks.
d. Social housing (including public housing and housing provided through community based, not-for-profit
entities and housing cooperatives) that meets the particular needs of the community is also encouraged in
towns and townships.
e. Additional housing is located in areas of greatest economic benefit and community need.
f. New housing provision is predominantly supplied through infill development and broadhectare development
within Expansion Areas as identified on Strategic Framework Map SFM-001b to SFM-001h.
g. The highest mix of housing options is provided within walking distance to existing or planned activity
centres.
h. Multiple dwelling complexes include a proportion of one (1) bedroom units to diversify housing stock in infill
areas within 400m of an Activity Centre.
i. Accommodation is encouraged and facilitated on educational campuses for the use of students.
j. Dwelling houses may be supplemented with secondary dwellings to encourage housing diversity.
k. Housing construction is innovative and flexible, allowing for changes in the use of such accommodation to
respond to changing needs over time (including the incorporation of universal design principles to assist the
ageing population to age in place).
l. Residential buildings located within identified flood hazard flood hazard areas are raiseddesigned to ensure
appropriate hazard immunityrespond to the identified flood risk.
m. Building design applies contemporary measures to sensitively respond to the local climatic conditions and
conserve and reduce demand on water and energy usage.
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5.3

Categories of development and assessment

5.3.1

Process for determining the category of development and the category of
assessment for assessable development

The process for determining a category of development and category of assessment is:1. for a material change of use, establish the use by reference to the use definitions in Schedule 1
(Definitions);
2. for all development, identify the following:a. the zone or zone precinct that applies to the premises, by reference to the zone map in Schedule 2
(Mapping);
b. if an overlay applies to the premises, by reference to the overlay map in Schedule 2 (Mapping);
3. determine if the development is accepted development under schedule 6 of the Regulation
Editor’s note—Schedule 6 of the Regulation prescribes development that a planning can not state is assessable
development where matters identified in the schedule are met.

4. determine if the development is assessable development under Schedule 10 of the Regulation by reference
to the tables in section 5.4 (Table 5.4.2 Regulated development: Reconfiguring a Lot or Table 5.4.3
Regulated development: Operational Work);
5. if the development is not listed in the tables in section 5.4, determine the initial category of assessment by
reference to the tables in section 5.5 (Categories of development and assessment – Material change
of use), section 5.6 (Categories of development and assessment – Reconfiguring a lot), section 5.7
(Categories of development and assessment – Building work) and section 5.8 (Categories of
development and assessment – Operational work);
6. a precinct of a zone may change the category of development or assessment and this will be shown in the
“category of development and assessment” column of the tables in sections 5.5, 5.6, 5.7 and 5.8;
7. if an overlay applies, refer to section 5.9 (Category of development and assessment – Overlays) to
determine if the overlay further changes the category of development or assessment.

5.3.2

Determining the category of development and categories of assessment

1. A material change of use is assessable development requiring impact assessment:a. unless the table of assessment states otherwise; or
b. if the use is not listed or defined; or
c. unless otherwise prescribed within the Act or the Regulation.
2. Reconfiguring a lot is assessable development requiring code assessment unless the tables of assessment
state otherwise or unless otherwise prescribed within the Act or the Regulation.
3. Building work and operational work are accepted development, unless the tables of assessment state
otherwise or unless otherwise prescribed within the Act or the Regulation.
4. Where an aspect of development is proposed on premises included in more than one zone or overlay, the
category of development or assessment is the highest category for each aspect of the development under
each of the applicable zones or overlays.
5. Where development is proposed on premises partly affected by an overlay, the category of development or
assessment for the overlay only relates to the part of the premises affected by the overlay.
6. For the purposes of Schedule 6, Part 2, Material change of use section (2)(2)(d)(i) or (ii) of the Regulation,
an overlay does not apply to the premises if the development meets the acceptable outcomes that form the
requirements for accepted development in the relevant overlay code.
7. If development is identified as having a different category of development or category of assessment under a
zone than under an overlay, the highest category of development or assessment applies as follows:a. accepted development subject to requirements prevails over accepted development;
b. code assessment prevails over accepted development subject to requirements and accepted
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development; and
c. impact assessment prevails over code assessment, accepted development subject to requirements
and accepted development.
8. Despite sub-sections 5.3.2(4) and (7) above, a category of assessment in an overlay overrides a category
of assessment in a zone.
9. Provisions of Part 9 Other Plans may override any of the above.
10. The category of development prescribed under schedule 6 of the Regulation overrides all other categories of
development or assessment for that development under the planning scheme to the extent of any
inconsistency.
Editor’s note—Schedule 7 of the Regulation also identifies development that the state categorises as accepted
development. Some development in the schedule may still be made assessable under the planning scheme.

11. Despite all of the above, if development is listed as prohibited development under Schedule 10 of the
Regulation, a development application cannot be made.
Note—development will be taken to be prohibited development under the planning scheme only if it is identified in
Schedule 10 of the Regulation.
Note—the Minister has agreed by letter of 28 August 2012 that brothel development is prohibited development in
the Central Highlands local government area under Schedule 10, Part 2 of the Regulation.

5.3.3

Determining the requirements for accepted development and assessment
benchmarks and other matters for assessable development

1. Accepted development does not require a development approval and is not subject to assessment
benchmarks. However, certain requirements may apply to some types of development for it to be accepted
development. Where nominated in the tables of assessment, accepted development must comply with the
requirements identified as acceptable outcomes in the relevant parts of the applicable code(s) as identified
in the relevant column.
2. Accepted development that does not comply with one or more of the nominated acceptable outcomes in the
relevant parts of the applicable code(s) becomes code assessable development, unless otherwise specified.
3. The following rules apply in determining assessment benchmarks for each category of development and
assessment.
4. Code assessable development:a. is to be assessed against all of the assessment benchmarks identified in the “assessment
benchmarks for assessable development and requirements for accepted development” column;
b. that occurs as a result of development becoming code assessable pursuant to sub-section 5.3.3(2),
must:i. be assessed against the assessment benchmarks for the development application, limited to the
subject matter of the required acceptable outcomes that were not complied with or were not
capable of being complied with under sub-section 5.3.3(2) (that is, the performance outcome(s)
corresponding to the relevant acceptable outcomes);
ii. comply with all required acceptable outcomes identified in sub-section 5.3.3(1), other than those
mentioned in subsection 5.3.3(2);
c. that complies with:i. the purpose and overall outcomes of the code complies with the code;
ii. the performance or acceptable outcomes complies with the purpose and overall outcomes of the
code;
d. is to be assessed against any assessment benchmarks for the development identified in section 26 of
the Regulation.
Editor’s note—Section 27 of the Regulation identifies the matters code assessment must have regard to.
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a. is to be assessed against the identified assessment benchmarks in the “assessment benchmark for
assessable development and requirements for accepted development” column (where relevant);
b. is to have regard to the whole of the planning scheme, to the extent relevant; and
c. is to be assessed against any assessment benchmarks for the development identified in section 30 of
the Regulation.
Note—the first row of each table of assessment is to be checked to confirm if there are assessment
benchmarks that commonly apply to generic scenarios in the zone or overlay.
Editor’s note—Section 31 of the Regulation identifies the matters that impact assessment must have regard
to.
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5.9

Categories of development and assessment – Overlays

The following table identifies where an overlay changes the category of development and assessment from that
stated in a zone and the relevant additional assessment criteria.
Table 5.10.9.1 Assessment benchmarks for overlays
Development9

Category of development and Assessment benchmarks for
assessment
assessable development and
requirements for accepted
development

Agriculture overlay
Material change of use for a
Renewable energy facility if on land
identified as 'irrigated land' on an
Agriculture overlay map.

Impact assessment

Agriculture overlay code

Material change of use, other than in
an existing building, if on land subject
to the Agriculture overlay as identified
on an Agriculture overlay map.

Code assessment if:a. the change of use is for:i. nature based tourism;
ii. permanent plantation; or
iii. rural industry; and
b. the change of use is
provisionally identified as
being accepted development
or accepted development
subject to requirements by
another table of
assessment.

Agriculture overlay code

No change if not otherwise
specified.
Reconfiguring a lot if on land subject
to the Agriculture overlay as identified
on an Agriculture overlay map.

No change

Agriculture overlay code

Operational work involving
excavation and filling not
associated with a material change
of use or reconfiguring a lot:a. on land subject to the Agriculture
overlay as identified on an
Agriculture overlay map; and
b. involving more than 50m3 of
material.

No change

Agriculture overlay code

Airport environs overlay – if within the outer horizontal limits of the obstacle limitation surface (OLS)
Material change of use if:a. within the outer horizontal limits of
the OLS as identified on an Airport
environs overlay map; and
b. involving the following:-

Code assessment if the change
of use is provisionally identified
as being accepted development
or accepted development subject
to requirements by another table
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i. buildings or works that intrude
into the OLS; or
ii. the emission of gaseous
plumes, smoke, dust, ash or
steam.

of assessment.
No change if not otherwise
specified.

Operational work if:No change
a. within the outer horizontal limits of
the OLS as identified on an Airport
environs overlay map: and
b. involving the following:i. the emission of gaseous
plumes, smoke, dust, ash or
steam; or
ii. external lighting not associated
with a material change of use
that includes the following:A. straight parallel lines 500m
to 1,000m long; or
B. flare plumes, buildings or
machinery with reflective
cladding, upward shining
lights, flashing or sodium
lights.

Airport environs overlay code

Airport environs overlay code

Airport environs overlay – if within specified airport runway separation distances
Material change of use if:a. within the specified airport runway
separation distances as identified
on an Airport environs overlay map;
and
b. involving the following:i. the disposal of putrescible
waste within 13km of a
runway; or
ii. the following uses within 8km
of a runway:A. aquaculture (other than
minor aquaculture);
B. any industrial activity
involving food processing
or an abattoir;
C. intensive animal industry;
or
iii. the following within 6km of a
runway:A. external lighting that
includes straight parallel
lines 500m to 1,000m
long; or
B. external lighting that
includes flare plumes,
buildings with reflective
cladding, upward shining
lights, flashing or sodium

Code assessment if the change
of use is provisionally identified
as being accepted development
or accepted development subject
to requirements by another table
of assessment.

Airport environs overlay code

No change if not otherwise
specified
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lights; or
iv. major sports, recreation and
entertainment facilities or
outdoor sport and recreation
facilities involving outdoor
theatres or outdoor cinemas
within 3km of a runway; or
v. the creation of a constructed
waterbody within 3km of a
runway.
Reconfiguring a lot if:No change
a. within the specified airport runway
separation distances as identified
on an Airport environs overlay map;
and
b. involving the following:i. the construction of a new road
within 6km of a runway; or
ii. the creation of a constructed
waterbody within 3km of a
runway.

Airport environs overlay code

Operational work if:No change
a. within the specified airport runway
separation distances as identified
on an Airport environs overlay map;
and
b. involving the creation of a
constructed waterbody within 3km
of a runway.

Airport environs overlay code

Airport environs overlay – if within specified ANEF contours
Material change of use if:a. involving the following uses within
the 20 ANEF contour as identified
on an Airport environs overlay map:i. a use in the residential
activities activity group;
ii. a use in the community
activities activity group, other
than emergency services;
iii. a use in the sport and
recreation activities activity
group;
iv. a use in the business activities
activity group being a function
facility, market, shopping
centre or tourist attraction; or
b. involving a use in the business
activities activity group not
mentioned in clause (a)(iv), other
than a sales office, and located
within the 25 ANEF contour as
identified on an Airport environs
overlay map; or

Code assessment if the change
of use is provisionally identified
as being accepted development
subject to requirements by
another table of assessment.

Airport environs overlay code

No change if not otherwise
specified.
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c. one or more of the following uses in
the industrial activities activity
group where located within the 30
ANEF contour as identified on an
Airport environs overlay map:i. low impact industry;
ii. research and technology
industry; or
iii. service industry.
Reconfiguring a lot if creating
additional lots within an ANEF contour
as identified on an Airport environs
overlay map.

No change

Airport environs overlay code

Airport environs overlay – if within the public safety area
Material change of use if:a. within the public safety area as
identified on an Airport environs
overlay map; and
b. involving one or more of the
following uses, other than where in
an existing building:i. a use in the residential
activities activity group;
ii. a use in the business activities
activity group;
iii. a use in the industrial activities
activity group;
iv. a use in the community
activities activity group;
v. a use in the sport and
recreation activities activity
group;
OR
c. a use involving the manufacture or
bulk storage of hazardous or
flammable materials.

Code assessment if the change
of use is provisionally identified
as being accepted development
subject to requirements by
another table of assessment.

Reconfiguring a lot if creating
additional lots within the public safety
area as identified on an Airport environs
overlay map.

No change

Airport environs overlay code

No change if not otherwise
specified.

Airport environs overlay code

Airport environs overlay – if within a building restricted area or area of interest of a Communications
facility
Material change of use if:No change
a. within a Building Restricted Area or
Area of Interest as identified on an
Airport environs overlay map; and
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b. involving the construction of
temporary or permanent buildings
or structures.
Operational work if:No change
a. within a Building Restricted Area or
Area of Interest as identified on an
Airport environs overlay map; and
b. involving the construction of
temporary or permanent buildings
or structures.

Airport environs overlay code

Biodiversity areas, waterways and wetlands overlay
Material change of use, other than in
an existing building, if on land subject
to the Biodiversity areas, waterways
and wetlands overlay as identified on a
Biodiversity areas, waterways and
wetlands overlay map.

No change

Biodiversity areas, waterways
and wetlands overlay code

Reconfiguring a lot if on land subject
to the Biodiversity areas, waterways
and wetlands overlay as identified on a
Biodiversity areas, waterways and
wetlands overlay map.

No change

Biodiversity areas, waterways
and wetlands overlay code

Operational work, other than placing
an advertising device on premises, if on
land subject to the Biodiversity areas,
waterways and wetlands overlay as
identified on a Biodiversity areas,
waterways and wetlands overlay map.

No change

Biodiversity areas, waterways
and wetlands overlay code

Bushfire hazard overlay
Material change of use, other than in No change
an existing building, if:a. within a medium or high bushfire
hazard area as identified on a
Bushfire hazard overlay map; and
b. involving any of the following:i. a use in the residential
activities activity group;
ii. a use in the business activities
activity group;
iii. a use in the industrial activities
activity group, other than an
extractive industry;
iv. a use in the community
activities activity group; or
v. a use in the recreation
activities activity group.

Bushfire hazard overlay code

Reconfiguring a lot if within a medium No change
or high bushfire hazard area as
identified on a Bushfire hazard overlay
map.

Bushfire hazard overlay code
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Building work if:a. within a medium or high bushfire
hazard area as identified on a
Bushfire hazard overlay map; and
b. involving a dwelling house.

No change

Bushfire hazard overlay code

Extractive and mineral resources overlay – if within a resource/processing area or separation area
Material change of use, other than in No change
an existing building, if:a. within a resource/processing area
or separation area as identified on
an Extractive and mineral
resources overlay map; and
b. involving any of the following:i. a use in the residential activity
group, other than caretaker’s
accommodation (where
associated with the extractive
industry) and home based
business;
ii. a use in the business activities
activity group;
iii. a use in the entertainment
activities activity group;
iv. a use in the industry activities
activity group;
v. a use in the community
activities activity group;
vi. a use in the recreation
activities activity group;
vii. a use in the rural activities
activity group being intensive
animal industry or winery; or
viii. a use in the other activities
activity group other than utility
installation (where a landfill or
refuse station).

Extractive resources overlay
code

Reconfiguring a lot if within a
resource/processing area or separation
area as identified on an Extractive and
mineral resources overlay map.

Extractive resources overlay
code

No change

Extractive and mineral resources overlay – if within a transport route separation area
Material change of use, other than in No change
an existing building, if:a. within a transport route separation
area as identified on an Extractive
and mineral resources overlay map;
and
b. involving the following:i. a use in the residential
activities activity group; or
ii. a use in the community
activities activity group.
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Reconfiguring a lot if:No change
a. within a transport route separation
area as identified on an Extractive
and mineral resources overlay map;
and
b. increasing the number of lots for a
use in the residential activities
activity group.

Extractive resources overlay
code

Operational work if:No change
a. within a transport route separation
area as identified on an Extractive
and mineral resources overlay map;
and
b. associated with the creation of, or
upgrade to, a vehicular access
point to the transport route.

Extractive resources overlay
code

Flood hazard overlay
Material change of use, other than in
an existing building, if within a flood
hazard area as identified on a Flood
hazard overlay map.

Code assessment if the change
of use is provisionally identified
as being accepted development
subject to requirements by
another table of assessment.

Flood hazard overlay code

No change if not otherwise
specified.
Reconfiguring a lot if within a flood
hazard area as identified on a Flood
hazard overlay map.

No change

Flood hazard overlay code

Operational work if within a flood
hazard area as identified on a Flood
hazard overlay map and involving:a. any physical alteration to a
watercourse or floodway, including
vegetation clearing; or
b. filling exceeding 50m3.

No change

Flood hazard overlay code

Material change of use, Building
work or Operational work for:Animal husbandry
Cropping
Environment facility
Intensive horticulture
Park
Permanent plantation

No change

None

Material change of use or Building
Works within the Balance Flood Risk
Category for a Dwelling House

Accepted development
where:
a. located on the highest part
of the site;
b. habitable floor of the
development is a minimum
300mm above the natural
ground level; and

None
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c. no earthworks (filling) are
involved.
All other development within
the Balance Flood Risk Category

No change

Material change of use within the Low Accepted development
Risk Flood Category
where:
Caretaker’s accommodation
a. habitable floor of the
Dwelling house
development is a minimum
Dwelling unit
of the Defined Flood Event +
Dual occupancy
300mm freeboard; and
Home based business
b. no earthworks (filling) are
involved.

Flood hazard overlay code
None

Note: if a higher level of
assessment is triggered
elsewhere in the planning
scheme, the level of assessment
is not lowered to Accepted
development.

Otherwise, Code Assessment
Material change of use within the Low Accepted development
Risk Flood Category
where:
a use in the Business activities
a. using an existing building or
defined activity group;
premises; and
a use in the Entertainment activities
b. any proposed building work
defined activity group;
does not exceed 50m2
a use in the Industry activities
gross floor area; and
defined activity group.
c. the non-residential finished
floor level for any new
building works is
constructed to a minimum of
the Defined Flood Event; and
d. no earthworks (filling) are
involved.

None

Note: if a higher level of
assessment is triggered
elsewhere in the planning
scheme, the level of assessment
is not lowered to Accepted
development.

Otherwise, Code Assessment
Material change of use within the
Medium, High or Very High Flood Risk
Categories if for the following:
a use in the Community activities
defined activity group; or
Community residence; or
Multiple dwelling; or
Non-resident workforce
accommodation; or
Relocatable home park; or
Residential care facility; or
Retirement facility; or
Rooming accommodation; or

Impact assessment
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Rural worker’s accommodation.
Material change of use within the
Low, Medium, High or Very High Flood
Risk Category and not otherwise
specified within this table.

Code assessment

Flood hazard overlay code

Building work within the Low Risk
Flood Category and not otherwise
specified within this table.

Accepted development
a. For non-residential
i. the finished floor of the
development is a
minimum of the Defined
Flood Event; and
ii. no earthworks (filling)
are involved.
b. For residential
i. the habitable floor of the
development is a
minimum of the Defined
Flood Event + 300mm
freeboard; and
ii. no earthworks (filling)
are involved.
Otherwise, Code Assessment

None

Building Work within the Medium,
High or Very High Flood Risk Category
and not otherwise specified within this
table.

Code assessment

Flood hazard overlay code

Reconfiguring a lot

Code assessment

Flood hazard overlay code

Operational Work for earthworks (fill
only) within the Emerald Growth
Boundary (SFM001b)

Impact Assessment

The planning scheme including
the Flood hazard overlay code

Operational Work within the Rural
zone and outside of the Emerald
Growth Boundary (SFM001b)

No change

None

Operational Work involving placing an
advertising device on premises.

No change

None

Operational work within the Low,
Medium, High or Very High Flood Risk
Category and not otherwise specified
within this table.

Code assessment

Flood hazard overlay code

Heritage overlay – if involving a heritage place or adjoining a heritage place
Material change of use if:a. involving a local heritage place as
identified on a Heritage overlay
map; and
b. the change of use will result in
building work involving the
alteration, demolition, relocation or
removal of the local heritage place.

Code assessment if the change
of use is provisionally identified
as being accepted development
subject to requirements by
another table of assessment.

Heritage overlay code

N o c h a n g e if not otherwise
specified.
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Material change of use if on a lot or
premises adjoining a State or local
heritage place as identified on a
Heritage overlay map.

No change

Heritage overlay code

Reconfiguring a lot if:a. involving a local heritage place as
identified on a Heritage overlay
map; or
b. on a lot or premises adjoining a
State or local heritage place as
identified on a Heritage overlay
map.

No change

Heritage overlay code

Building work not associated with a
material change of use if:a. involving a local heritage place as
identified on a Heritage overlay
map; and
b. the building work involves the
alteration, demolition, relocation or
removal of the local heritage place.

Code assessment if the change
of use is provisionally identified
as being accepted development
subject to requirements by
another table of assessment.

Heritage overlay code

Operational work involving
excavating or filling exceeding
50m3 if on a local heritage place as
identified on a Heritage overlay map.

No change

Heritage overlay code

Operational work involving placing
an advertising device on premises
if:a. involving a local heritage place as
identified on a Heritage overlay
map; or
b. on a lot or premises adjoining a
State or local heritage place as
identified on a Heritage overlay
map.

No change

Heritage overlay code

No change
If not otherwise specified.

Regional infrastructure overlay – high voltage electricity transmission line buffer
Material change of use, other than in No change
an existing building, if:a. within a high voltage electricity
transmission line buffer as identified
on a Regional infrastructure overlay
map; and
b. involving any of the following:i. a use in the residential activity
group other than home based
business;
ii. a use in the business activities
activity group;
iii. a use in the entertainment
activities activity group;
iv. a use in the industry activities
activity group;
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v. a use in the community
activities activity group;
vi. a use in the recreation
activities activity group;
vii. a use in the rural activities
activity group, other than
animal husbandry, cropping,
permanent plantation, roadside
stall or wholesale nursery;
viii. a use in the other activities
activity group.
Reconfiguring a lot if:No change
a. within a high voltage electricity
transmission line buffer as identified
on a Regional infrastructure overlay
map; and
b. increasing the number of lots.

Regional infrastructure overlay
code

Operational work associated with
reconfiguring a lot if within a high
voltage electricity transmission line
buffer as identified on a Regional
infrastructure overlay map.

No change

Regional infrastructure overlay
code

Operational work involving
No change
excavating or filling not associated
with a material change of use or
reconfiguring a lot if:a. within a high voltage electricity
transmission line buffer as identified
on a Regional infrastructure overlay
map; and
b. involving excavation or filling of
more than 50m3 of material.

Regional infrastructure overlay
code

Regional infrastructure overlay – if within a wastewater treatment plant buffer
Material change of use, other than in No change
an existing building, if:a. within a wastewater treatment plant
buffer as identified on a Regional
infrastructure overlay map; and
b. involving any of the following uses:i. a use in the residential
activities activity group other
than home based business;
ii. a use in the business activities
activity group;
iii. a use in the community
activities activity group, other
than a cemetery; or
iv. a use in the sport and
recreation activities activity
group.

Regional infrastructure overlay
code

Reconfiguring a lot if:-

Regional infrastructure overlay

No change
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a. within a wastewater treatment plant
buffer as identified on a Regional
infrastructure overlay map; and
b. increasing the number of residential
lots

code

Regional infrastructure overlay – if within a waste management facility buffer
Material change of use, other than in
an existing building, if:a. within a waste management facility
buffer as identified on a Regional
infrastructure overlay map; and
b. involving a sensitive land use10

No change

Regional infrastructure overlay
code

Reconfiguring a lot if:a. within a waste management facility
buffer as identified on a Regional
infrastructure overlay map; and
b. increasing the number of lots used
or intended to be used for a
sensitive land use.

No change

Regional infrastructure overlay
code

Regional infrastructure overlay – if within a major road corridor or railway corridor buffer
Material change of use, other than in No change
an existing building, if:a. within a major road corridor buffer or
railway corridor buffer as identified
on a Regional infrastructure overlay
map; and
b. involving a sensitive land use.

Regional infrastructure overlay
code

Reconfiguring a lot if:No change
a. within a major road corridor buffer or
railway corridor buffer as identified
on a Regional infrastructure overlay
map; and
b. increasing the number of lots used
or intended to be used for a
sensitive land use.

Regional infrastructure overlay
code

Regional infrastructure overlay – if within or adjacent to a stock route
Material change of use, other than in
an existing building, if within a stock
route as identified on a Regional
infrastructure overlay map.

No change

Regional infrastructure overlay
code

Reconfiguring a lot if within or having
frontage to a stock route as identified
on a Regional infrastructure overlay
map.

No change

Regional infrastructure overlay
code

Operational work if:a. within or adjacent to a stock route
as identified on a Regional
infrastructure overlay map; and
b. associated with the creation of, or

No change

Regional infrastructure overlay
code
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upgrade to, a vehicular access
point to the stock route.
Water resource catchments overlay
Material change of use if:No change
a. within a water resource catchment
area as identified on a Water
resource catchment overlay map;
and
b. involving any of the following uses:i. a use in the industry activities
activity group;
ii. animal keeping;
iii. aquaculture other than minor
aquaculture;
iv. cemetery;
v. intensive animal industry;
vi. motor sport facility;
vii. rural industry;
viii. service station; or
ix. utility installation (where landfill
or refuse station).

Water resource catchment
overlay code

Reconfiguring a lot if:a. within a water resource catchment
area as identified on a Water
resource catchment overlay map;
and
b. increasing the number of lots.

No change

Water resource catchment
overlay code

Operational work involving
excavating or filling not associated
with a material change of use or
reconfiguring a lot if:a. within a water resource catchment
area as identified on a Water
resource catchment overlay map;
and
b. involving excavating or filling of
more than 50m3 of material.

No change

Water resource catchment
overlay code

9 Note—where development is not identified in this column of the table as being subject to a particular overlay, then that

overlay is not applicable to the development.
10Editor’s note—the term “sensitive land use” is defined in Schedule 1 (Definitions).
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7.2.5

Flood hazard overlay code6 7

7.2.5.1

Application

This code applies to assessable development:a. subject to the flood hazard overlay shown on the overlay maps contained withinSchedule 2 (Mapping); and
b. identified as requiring assessment against the Flood hazard overlay code by the tables of assessment in Part
5 (Tables of assessment).
Note—the Building Regulation 2006 contains provisions applying to building work in a natural hazard management
area (flood) and the Queensland Development Code (QDC) MP3.5 is triggered by a flood hazard area. “Natural hazard
management area (flood)” for the purposes of the Building Regulation 2006 (Part 2A and Part 3) and “flood hazard
area” for the purposes of QDC MP3.5 – Construction of Building in Flood Hazard Areas are identified as the flood
hazard area on the {Link, 12295,flood hazard area overlay maps} in Schedule 2 (Mapping).

This code applies to assessing material change of use, reconfiguring a lot, building works assessable against the
planning scheme or operational works development applications for development within a Flood Risk Category as
shown on the Flood hazard overlay maps (OM 5) contained in Schedule 2 and identified as requiring assessment
against the Flood hazard overlay code by the table of assessment 5.9.1.
7.2.5.2

Purpose and overall outcomes

1. The purpose of the Flood hazard overlay code is to ensure that development protects people and avoids or
mitigates the potential adverse impacts of flood on property, economic activity and the environment, taking into
account the predicted effects of climate change.
2. The purpose of the code will be achieved through the following overall outcomes:a. floodplains and the flood conveyance capacity of waterways are protected;
b. development in areas at risk from flood is compatible with the nature of the flood event;
c. sensitive development avoids locating in areas subject to unacceptable levels of flood risk;
d. the safety of people is protected and the risk of harm to property and the natural environment from flood is
minimised to an acceptable or tolerable level;
e. wherever practical, infrastructure essential to the health, safety and wellbeing of the community is located
and designed to function effectively during and immediately after a flood event; and
f. development does not result in a material increase in the extent or severity of flood.
1. The purpose of the Flood hazard overlay code is to manage development outcomes in flood hazard areas
so that risk to life, property, community, economic activity and the environment during future flood events is
minimised, and to ensure that development does not increase the potential for flood damage on-site or to other
property.
2. The purpose of the code will be achieved through the following overall outcomes:a. where development is not compatible with the identified flood risk but there is an overriding need for the
development in the public interest and no other site is suitable and reasonably available for the proposal:
i. development minimises as far as practicable the adverse impacts from the flood hazard on-site; and
ii. does not result in unacceptable risk to people or property off-site.
b. development in the Very High Flood Risk Category
i. maintains and enhances the hydrological function of the land;
ii. does not involve filling (earthworks) or changes to existing landform or drainage lines;
iii. is limited to the following activities where there is no increase to the number of persons or property at
risk of flood and where development reduces existing or potential risks to life and property:
A. Animal husbandry
B. Cropping
C. Environment facility
D. Intensive horticulture
E. Park
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F. Permanent plantation
iv. Reconfiguring a lot is limited to boundary realignment or for creating lots by subdividing another lot for
the purposes of Park or Permanent plantation only.
c. development in the High Flood Risk Category
i. maintains the hydrological function of the land;
ii. does not involve filling (earthworks) or changes to existing landform or drainage lines;
iii. does not occur for:
a. a use in the Community activities defined activity group; or
b. Community residence; or
c. Multiple Dwelling; or
d. Non-resident workforce accommodation; or
e. Relocatable home park; or
f. Residential care facility; or
g. Retirement facility; or
h. Rooming accommodation; or
i. Rural worker’s accommodation
iv. is limited to activities (other than those identified in iii. above) where there is no increase to the number
of persons and property at risk of flood and where development reduces existing or potential risks to
life and property;
v. protects surrounding land and land uses from increased flood hazard impacts;
vi. Reconfiguring a lot is limited to boundary realignment or for creating lots by subdividing another lot for
the purposes of Park or Permanent plantation only.
vii. elevates habitable rooms for all residential development above the defined flood event, and 300mm
freeboard;
viii. elevates the finished floor level for non-residential development above the defined flood event or to a
level which is demonstrated to be suitable to respond to the site-specific flood risk.
d. Development in the Medium Flood Risk Category
i. minimises risk to life and property from flood events;
ii. involves changes to the existing landform or drainage lines in this area only and where detrimental
impacts to the flood hazard risk of surrounding areas is avoided;
iii. despite ii. above, filling (earthworks) do not occur within the Emerald Growth Boundary;
iv. does not occur for:
a. a use in the Community activities defined activity group; or
b. Community residence; or
c. Multiple Dwelling; or
d. Non-resident workforce accommodation; or
e. Relocatable home park; or
f. Residential care facility; or
g. Retirement facility; or
h. Rooming accommodation; or
i. Rural worker’s accommodation
v. protects surrounding land and land uses from increased flood hazard impacts;
vi. locates habitable rooms for all residential development above the defined flood event, and 300mm
freeboard;
vii. locates the finished floor level for non-residential development above the defined flood event or to a level
which is demonstrated to be suitable to respond to the site-specific flood risk.
e. Development in the Low Flood Risk Category
i. maintains the safety of people on the development site from flood events and minimises the potential
damage from flooding to property;
ii. does not result in adverse impacts on people’s safety, the environment or the capacity to use land
within the floodplain;
iii. filling (earthworks) may occur within the Emerald Growth Boundary where it is demonstrated the works
do not worsen flood impacts on other adjacent properties and do not increase flood severity within the
Emerald Growth Boundary;
iv. locates habitable rooms for all residential development above the defined flood event, and 300mm
freeboard;
v. locates the finished floor level for non-residential development above the defined flood event or to a level
which is demonstrated to be suitable to respond to the site-specific flood risk.
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f. Development in the Balance Flood Risk Category
i. maintains the safety of people on the development site from flood events and minimises the potential
damage from flooding to property.
g. All proposals for development are evaluated against the following criteria:
i. Cumulative impact of development does not cause or increase the adverse impacts of flooding.
ii. Development does not cause or worsen flood hazard.
iii. Risks associated with the development are fully known, quantifiable and capable of being dealt with to
council's satisfaction, without any uncertainties.
iv. Flood mitigation works, intended to reduce flood risk, hazard and damage, do so without adversely
impacting upon other land and/or premises; and
v. No extra or undue burden is placed on the region’s disaster response efforts during a flood emergency.
7.2.5.3

Assessment benchmarks

Table 7.2.5.3.1 Assessment benchmarks for assessable development and requirements for accepted
subject to requirements development
Performance outcomes6

Acceptable outcomes

Development siting and layout
PO1
For all flood events up to and including the defined flood
event (DFE):a. the safety of people on the site is protected at all
times;
b. p o t e n t i a l d a m a g e t o p r o p e r t y o n t h e s i t e i s
prevented.

AO1.1
Development is located on the highest part of the site
practicable.
AO1.2
Finished surface levels for reconfiguring a lot and
finished floor levels for habitable rooms are a minimum
of 300mm above the defined flood event (DFE).
OR
AO1.3
Where involving an extension to an existing dwelling
house that is situated below the DFE:a. the extension has a gross floor area not exceeding
50m2; and
b. the finished floor level of all habitable rooms is not
less than the floor level of existing habitable rooms.
Note—the Reconfiguring a lot code provides further detail
about finished surface levels for lots.

AO1.4
Non-habitable floor areas are designed and constructed
to be resilient to the effects of flood, up to and including
the DFE.
AO1.5
A safe evacuation route that remains passable with
sufficient flood warning time to enable people to
progressively evacuate to a gathering point above the
DFE in the face of advancing flood waters is available.
AO1.6
For reconfiguring a lot, roads provide safe, clear and
direct evacuation routes that are trafficable by both
vehicles and pedestrians in the DFE.
AO1.7
For reconfiguring a lot the following signage is provided
on-site:a. signage indicating the position and path of all safe
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evacuation routes off the site;
b. if the site contains or is within 100m of a floodable
waterway, hazard warning signage indicating depth
at key hazard points, such as floodway crossings
or entrances to low-lying reserves.
Building design and built form
PO2
Building design and built form is resilient to flood events
by appropriately responding to the potential risks of
flooding

For material change of use – Residential uses
AO2.1
Residential dwellings are not designed as single-storey
slab on ground construction.
AO2.2
Residential buildings:a. provide parking and other low intensity, nonhabitable uses at ground level;
b. have ground storeys that allow for the flow through
of flood water.
For material change of use – Non-residential uses
AO2.3
Non-residential buildings:a. are orientated to the street by activating the street
frontage through ground storey business activities
or urban design treatments such as recess wall
treatments, screening and/or landscaping;
b. have ground storeys that allow for the flow through
of flood water.
Notes—
a. Businesses should ensure that the necessary
continuity plans are in place to account for the potential
need to relocate property prior to a flood event (e.g.
allow enough time to transfer stock to the upper-storey
of a building or off-site).
b. Resilient building materials should be determined in
consultation with Council, in accordance with the
relevant building assessment provisions.

Flood impacts
PO3
AO3.1
Development does not directly, indirectly or cumulatively Development within the flood hazard area does not
change flood characteristics which may cause adverse result in a reduction in flood storage.
impacts external to the development site.
AO3.2
Development does not change flows, velocities or levels
external to the development site for flood events up to
the DFE.
AO3.3
Development and associated works do not involve any
physical modifications to a waterway or flood
conveyance channel, including vegetation clearing.
AO3.4
Stormwater peak discharges and levels and flood flows
external to the site are equivalent to the pre-developed
condition.
Essential network infrastructure
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PO4
Development involving the provision of essential network
infrastructure (e.g. on-site electricity, water supply,
sewerage and telecommunications) is maintained during
and immediately after flood events.

AO4.1
Any components of essential network infrastructure that
are likely to fail to function or may result in
contamination when inundated by flood water (e.g.
electrical switchgear and motors, water supply pipeline
air valves and the like) are:a. located above the DFE; or
b. designed and constructed to exclude floodwater
intrusion or infiltration.
AO4.2
Essential network infrastructure is designed and
constructed to resist hydrostatic and hydrodynamic
forces as a result of inundation in the DFE.

Community infrastructure
PO5
Community infrastructure is able to function effectively
during and immediately after flood events.

AO5
Community infrastructure is located in accordance with
the recommended flood level (RFL) for that infrastructure
specified in Table 7.2.5.3.2 (Recommended flood
levels for community infrastructure).

Hazardous materials
PO6
Public safety and the environment are not adversely
affected by the detrimental impacts of floodwater on
hazardous materials or hazardous chemicals
manufactured or stored in bulk during the DFE.

AO6.1
The manufacture or storage in bulk of hazardous
materials or hazardous chemicals occurs above the
DFE.
OR
Structures used for the manufacture or storage of
hazardous materials or hazardous chemicals in bulk are
designed and constructed to prevent the intrusion of
flood waters up to and including the DFE.
AO6.2
Tanks used for the storage of hazardous chemicals or
hazardous material are
a. anchored to prevent off-site transport of the
structure during a flood event; and
b. any tank openings not provided with a liquid tight
seal (i.e. an atmospheric vent) are extended so the
opening is above the DFE

Extreme flood hazard area
PO7
AO7.1
Development within the Extreme flood hazard area is
Uses within the following activity groups are not located
appropriate for the level of risk having regard to:within an Extreme flood hazard area:
a. the likelihood and frequency of flooding;
a. Residential activities;
b. the vulnerability of persons associated with the use; b. Business activities;
and
c. Community activities;
c. associated consequences of flooding in regard to
d. Entertainment activities;
impacts on proposed buildings, structures and
e. Industry activities;
supporting infrastructure.
f. Rural activities, except where involving animal
husbandry, cropping, or permanent plantation.
AO7.3
Recreation activities are not located within an Extreme
flood hazard area except where for:
a. Environment facility;
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b. Park;
c. Outdoor sport and recreation (excluding the
provision of ancillary facilities or amenities
conducted within a building)
PO8
AO8.1
Development does not increase the number of people or Development does not increase the number of lots in an
properties at risk from flooding.
area identified as an Extreme flood hazard area except
for the purposes of public open space.
High flood hazard area
PO9
AO9.1
Development within a High flood hazard area is
Uses within the following activity groups are not located
appropriate for the level of risk having regard to:within a High flood hazard area:
a. the likelihood and frequency of flooding;
a. Residential activities except where for a Dwelling
b. the flood risk acceptability of development;
house on an existing lot on land within a
c. the vulnerability of persons associated with the use;
Residential zone or Centre zone;
and
b. Community activities;
d. associated consequences of flooding in regard to
c. Entertainment activities;
impacts on proposed buildings, structures and
d. Industry activities;
supporting infrastructure.
e. Rural activities, except where involving animal
husbandry, cropping, or permanent plantation.
AO9.2
Recreation activities are not located within a High flood
hazard area except where for:
a. Environment facility;
b. Park;
c. Outdoor sport and recreation (excluding the
provision of ancillary facilities or amenities
conducted within a building)
AO9.3
There is no intensification of residential uses on
premises within the High flood hazard area, including
the development of dual occupancy and multiple
residential uses.
Significant flood hazard area
PO11
Development within a Significant flood hazard area is
appropriate for the level of risk having regard to:a. the likelihood and frequency of flooding;
b. the flood risk acceptability of development;
c. the vulnerability of persons associated with the use;
and
d. associated consequences of flooding in regard to
impacts on proposed buildings, structures and
supporting infrastructure.

AO10
No acceptable outcome provided.
Note-The following uses are not located within a Significant
flood hazard area:
1. Residential care facility;
2. Retirement facility;
3. Child care centre;
4. Hospital; or
5. Community use.

All flood risk categories
PO1
Development prevents the carriage or dispersal of
contaminants or pollutants into the receiving
environment.
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AO1
The processing or storage of dangerous goods or
hazardous materials is:
a. not undertaken in a flood risk category; or
b. is located above the defined flood event plus
300mm freeboard.
See Figure 1
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PO2
Community infrastructure is able to function effectively
during and immediately after flood events.

AO2
Design levels for buildings must comply with the flood
immunity standards specified in Table 7.2.5.3.2 where
within an identified flood risk area.
See Figure 2

Development in the Very High Flood Risk Category
PO3
Development within a Very High Flood Risk Category is
only for
a. Animal husbandry
b. Cropping
c. Environment facility
d. Intensive horticulture
e. Park
f. Permanent plantation

No acceptable outcome provided.

PO4
Development is located and designed to:
a. maintain and enhance the flood conveyance
capacity of the premises;
b. not increase the number of people calculated to be
at risk from flooding;
c. not increase the flood impact on adjoining
premises;
d. ensure the safety of all persons by ensuring that
development levels are set above the defined flood
event;
e. reduce property damage; and
f. provide flood safe access to buildings.

For material change of use or building work
AO4.1
Buildings, including extensions to existing buildings are:
a. not located within a Very High Flood Risk Category;
or
b. elevated above the defined flood event; and
c. elevated above the defined flood event plus 300mm
freeboard where for habitable rooms.
AO4.2
All building work must be high set (comprising pier and
beam construction) and retains the flood storage and
conveyance capacity of the premises.
Refer to Figure 3
Note- Building work must be certified by a qualified
structural engineer to be flood proof including the ability to
withstand damage from floodwater and debris.

AO4.3
New buildings are provided with flood free pedestrian
and vehicle evacuation access between the building and
a flood safe accessible road.
Note- a flood safe accessible road includes a road where
identified as no flood hazard, or in a Low flood risk
category.

PO5
No acceptable outcome provided.
Reconfiguring a lot is limited to boundary realignment or
for creating lots by subdividing another lot for the
purposes of Park or Permanent plantation only.
PO6
No acceptable outcome provided.
Flood risk management minimises the impact on
property and appropriately protects the health and
safety of persons at risk of Very High flood risk hazard,
and:
a. i n d i c a t e s t h e p o s i t i o n a n d p a t h o f a l l s a f e
evacuation routes off the site; and
b. if within 100 metres of a Very High flood risk hazard
area, hazard warning signage and depth indicators
are provided at key hazard points, such as at
floodway crossings.
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Note- A material change of use or reconfiguring a lot that
involves new gross floor area or increases the number of
persons living, working or residing in areas of Very High
Risk Category is supported by a Flood Emergency
Evacuation Plan prepared by suitably qualified persons.

PO7
No acceptable outcome provided.
Development does not involve filling (earthworks) or
changes to existing landform or drainage lines.
Development in the High Flood Risk Category
PO8
For material change of use or building work
Development within a High Flood Risk Category is
AO8
appropriate to the flood hazard risk having regard to the: Development does not include a:
a. likelihood and frequency of flooding;
a. use in the Community activities defined activity
b. the flood risk acceptability of development;
group; or
c. the vulnerability of and safety risk to persons
b. Community residence; or
associated with the use; and
c. Multiple Dwelling; or
d. associated consequences of flooding in regard to
d. Non-resident workforce accommodation; or
impacts on proposed buildings, structures and
e. Relocatable Home Park; or
supporting infrastructure.
f. Residential care facility; or
g. Retirement facility; or
h. Rooming accommodation; or
i. Rural worker’s accommodation;
PO9
Development is located and designed to:
a. maintain and enhance the flood conveyance
capacity of the premises;
b. not increase the number of people calculated to be
at risk from flooding;
c. n o t i n c r e a s e t h e f l o o d i m p a c t o n a d j o i n i n g
premises;
d. ensure the safety of all persons by ensuring that
development levels are set above the defined flood
event;
e. reduce property damage; and
f. provide flood safe access.

For material change of use or building work
AO9.1
Buildings, including extensions to existing buildings are:
a. not located within a High Flood Risk Category; or
b. elevated above the defined flood event; and
c. elevated above the defined flood event plus 300mm
freeboard where for habitable rooms.
AO9.2
All building work must be high set (comprising pier and
beam construction) and retains the flood storage and
conveyance capacity of the premises.
Refer to Figure 3.
Note- Building work must be certified by a qualified
structural engineer to be flood proof including the ability to
withstand damage from floodwater and debris.

AO9.3
New buildings are provided with flood safe pedestrian
and vehicle evacuation access between the building and
a flood safe accessible road.
Note- a flood safe accessible road includes a road where
identified as no flood hazard, or in a Low risk category.

PO10
No acceptable outcome provided.
Reconfiguring a lot for boundary realignment or creating
lots by subdividing another lot only occurs for the
purposes of Park or Permanent plantation.
PO11
No acceptable outcome provided.
Flood risk management minimises the impact on
property and appropriately protects the health and
safety of persons at risk of High flood risk hazard, and:
a. i n d i c a t e s t h e p o s i t i o n a n d p a t h o f a l l s a f e
evacuation routes off the site; and
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b. if the site contains or is within 100 metres of a flood
hazard area, hazard warning signage and depth
indicators are provided at key hazard points, such
as at floodway crossings.
Note- A material change of use or reconfiguring a lot that
involves new gross floor area or increases the number of
persons living, working or residing in areas of High Risk
Category is supported by a Flood Emergency Evacuation
Plan prepared by suitably qualified persons.

PO12
Development does not involve earthworks (filling) or
changes to existing landform or drainage lines.

No acceptable outcome provided.

Development in the Medium Flood Risk Category
PO13
For material change of use or building work
Development within a Medium Flood Risk Category is
AO13
appropriate to the flood hazard risk having regard to the: Development is not for:
a. likelihood and frequency of flooding;
a. use in the Community activities defined activity
b. the flood risk acceptability of development;
group; or
c. the vulnerability of and safety risk to persons
b. Community residence; or
associated with the use; and
c. Multiple Dwelling; or
d. associated consequences of flooding in regard to
d. Non-resident workforce accommodation; or
impacts on proposed buildings, structures and
e. Relocatable Home Park; or
supporting infrastructure.
f. Residential care facility; or
g. Retirement facility; or
h. Rooming accommodation; or
i. Rural worker’s accommodation;
PO14
Development is located and designed to:
a. maintain and enhance the flood conveyance
capacity of the premises;
b. not increase the number of people calculated to be
at risk from flooding;
c. not increase the flood impact on adjoining
premises;
d. ensure the safety of all persons by ensuring that
development levels are set to at least the defined
flood level;
e. reduce property damage; and
f. provide road access to buildings above the level of
the 1% AEP flood level.

For material change of use or building work
AO14.1
Buildings, including extensions to existing buildings
are:
a. elevated above the defined flood event; and
b. elevated above the defined flood event plus 300mm
freeboard where for habitable rooms.
AO14.2
All building work must be high set (comprising pier and
beam construction) and retains the flood storage and
conveyance capacity of the premises.
Refer to Figure 3
Note- Building work must be certified by a qualified
structural engineer to be flood proof including the ability to
withstand damage from floodwater and debris.

AO14.3
New buildings are provided with flood safe pedestrian
and vehicle evacuation access between the building and
a flood safe accessible road.
Note- a flood safe accessible road includes a road where
identified as no flood hazard, or in a Low risk category.

Where for reconfiguring a lot
AO14.4
Additional lots:a. are not located in areas of Medium flood risk
category; or
b. are demonstrated to be above the defined flood
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event.
AO14.5
Reconfiguration and road design ensure residents are
not physically isolated from adjacent urban areas that
are above the 1% AEP flood level and provides a safe
and clear evacuation route:
a. by locating the access into the reconfiguration
above the defined flood level or connecting to a road
that is above the 1% AEP flood level;
b. by direct and simple routes to main roads; and
c. by avoiding cul-de-sac and other non-permeable
layouts.
PO15
Filling (earthworks) do not occur within the Emerald
Growth Boundary.

No acceptable outcome provided.

Development in the Low Flood Risk Category
PO16
Development is located and designed to:
a. maintain hydrological function of the premises;
b. not increase the number of people calculated to be
at risk from flooding;
c. not increase the flood impact on adjoining
premises;
d. ensure the safety of all persons by ensuring that
development levels are set above the defined flood
event;
e. reduce property damage; and
f. provide flood immune access to buildings.

For material change of use or building work
AO16.1
Buildings, including extensions to existing buildings
are:
a. elevated above the defined flood event; and
b. elevated above the defined flood event plus 300mm
freeboard where for habitable rooms.
Refer to Figure 3
Note- Building work must be certified by a qualified
structural engineer to be flood proof including the ability to
withstand damage from floodwater and debris.

Where for reconfiguring a lot
AO16.2
Additional lots:a. are not located in areas of Low flood risk category;
b. are demonstrated to be above the defined flood
event.
AO16.3
Reconfiguration and road design ensure residents are
not physically isolated from adjacent urban areas that
are above the 1% AEP flood level and provides a safe
and clear evacuation route:
a. by locating the access into the reconfiguration
above the defined flood level or connecting to a road
that is above the 1% AEP flood level;
b. by direct and simple routes to main roads; and
c. by avoiding cul-de-sac and other non-permeable
layouts
Refer to Figure 4

PO17
No acceptable outcome provided.
Development involving earthworks outside the Emerald
Growth Boundary and below the defined flood event
protects life and property on premises and off premises
through maintaining:
a. flood storage capacity of land;
b. flood conveyance function of land;
c. flood and drainage channels;
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d. overland flow paths; and
e. flood warning times.
PO18
No acceptable outcome provided.
Earthworks (filling) in the Low Flood Risk category may
occur within the Emerald Growth Boundary where it is
demonstrated the works do not worsen flood impacts on
other adjacent properties and do not increase flood
severity within the Emerald Growth Boundary.
Development in the Balance Flood Risk Category
PO19
Development is located and designed to:
a. maintain hydrological function of the premises;
b. not increase the number of people calculated to be
at risk of from flooding;
c. n o t i n c r e a s e t h e f l o o d i m p a c t o n a d j o i n i n g
premises;
d. ensure the safety of all persons by ensuring that
development levels are set above the natural ground
level;
e. reduce property damage; and
f. provide flood immune access to buildings.

For material change of use or building work
AO19.1
Buildings are:
a. located on the highest part of the site; and
b. elevated above the natural ground level plus 300mm
freeboard where for habitable rooms.
Refer to Figure 3
Where for reconfiguring a lot
AO19.2
Additional lots:
a. are not located in areas of Balance flood risk
category
AO19.3
Reconfiguration and road design ensure residents are
not physically isolated from adjacent urban areas that
are above the 1% AEP flood level and provides a safe
and clear evacuation route:
a. by locating the access into the subdivision to a
road that is above the 1% AEP flood level and
outside the Balance flood risk category;
b. by direct and simple routes to main roads; and
c. by avoiding cul-de-sac and other non-permeable
layouts
Refer to Figure 4

PO20
No acceptable outcome provided.
Development involving earthworks within the Balance
flood risk category protects life and property on
premises and off premises through maintaining:
a. flood storage capacity of land;
b. flood conveyance function of land;
c. flood and drainage channels; overland flow paths;
and
d. flood warning times.
Table 7.2.5.3.2 Recommended flood levels for community infrastructure
Type of community infrastructure

Recommended Flood Level

Air services

0.5% AEP

Community use incorporating the storage of valuable
records or items of historic or cultural significance (e.g.
art galleries, libraries, museums, archives)

Where practicable above the PMF
OR
0.5% AEP
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Child care centre

0.5% AEP

Educational establishment

0.2% AEP if used for evacuation
0.5% AEP otherwise

Emergency services

0.2% AEP (0.5% for police stations and fire stations)

Substation

0.5% AEP

Utility installation (sewage treatment plant)

0.5% AEP

Utility installation (water treatment plant)

0.5% AEP

Utility installation (telephone
exchange(telecommunications)

0.1% AEP

Figure 1

Figure 2 – Adapted to community infrastructure only and change the AEPs
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Figure 3 - New Residential Dwelling

Figure 4 - Reconfiguring a Lot outcomes
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6 Editor’s

note—the {Link, 12295,Flood hazard overlay maps} in Schedule 2 (Mapping) identify areas where flood
modelling has been undertaken on behalf of the Council. Other areas not identified by the Flood hazard overlay may also
be subject to the Defined Flood event.
7 Editor’s

note—to demonstrate compliance with the relevant performance outcomes of this code, a site-based flood study
that investigates the impact of the development on the floodplain may be required. The Planning scheme policy for
information that Council may require provides guidance for preparing a site-based flood study.
6 to demonstrate compliance with the relevant performance outcomes of this code, a flood risk assessment that

investigates the impact of the development on the floodplain may be required. The Planning scheme policy for
information that Council may require provides guidance for preparing a site-based flood risk assessment.
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7.2.6

Heritage overlay code87

7.2.6.1

Application

This code applies to assessable development:a. subject to the Heritage overlay shown on the overlay maps contained within Schedule 2 (Mapping); and
b. identified as requiring assessment against the Heritage overlay code by the tables of assessment in Part 5
(Tables of assessment).
7.2.6.2

Purpose and overall outcomes

1. The purpose of the Heritage overlay code is to ensure that development on or adjoining a heritage place is
compatible with the cultural heritage significance of the place;
2. The purpose of the code will be achieved through the following overall outcomes:a. the cultural heritage significance of individual sites and places is conserved;
b. development on a local heritage place is compatible with the cultural heritage significance of the place
by:i. preventing the demolition or removal of the local heritage place, unless there is no prudent and
feasible alternative to the demolition or removal;
Note—in considering whether there is no prudent and feasible alternative to the demolition or removal of
a local heritage place, the Council will have regard to:-

A. safety, health and economic considerations;
B. any other matters the Council considers relevant.
ii. maintaining or encouraging, as far as practicable, the appropriate use (including adaptive reuse) of
the local heritage place whilst protecting the amenity of adjacent uses;
iii. protecting, as far as practicable, the materials and setting of the local heritage place;
iv. ensuring that any exposed archaeological artefact/s and/or features are identified and managed
prior to the redevelopment of a site98;
v. ensuring, as far as practicable, development on the local heritage place is compatible with the
cultural heritage significance of the place;
c. development adjoining a local or State heritage place109 is sympathetic to the cultural heritage
significance of that place;
7.2.6.3

Assessment benchmarks

Table 7.2.6.3.1 Assessment benchmarks for assessable development on a local heritage place or
adjoining a State or local heritage place
Performance outcomes

Acceptable outcomes

Material change of use involving a local heritage place
PO1
The material change of use is compatible with the
conservation and/or management of the cultural
significance of the local heritage place.

AO1
Development is undertaken in accordance with the
Australian ICOMOS Charter{Link, 3571,1110 for Places
of Cultural Significance (Burra Charter).

Reconfiguring a lot involving a local heritage place
PO2
Reconfiguring a lot does not:a. reduce public access to the local heritage place;
b. result in the local heritage place being severed or
Central Highlands Regional Council Planning Scheme 2016
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AO2
Development is undertaken in accordance with the
Australian ICOMOS Charter for Places of Cultural
Significance (Burra Charter).
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obscured from public view; or
c. obscure or destroy any of the following elements
relating to the local heritage place:i. pattern of historic subdivision;
ii. the landscape setting; or
iii. the scale and consistency of the urban fabric.
Building work or operational work involving a local heritage place
PO3
Development conserves and is subservient to the
features and values of the local heritage place that
contribute to its cultural heritage significance.

AO3
Development:a. does not alter, remove or conceal significant
features of the local heritage place; or
b. is minor and necessary to maintain a significant
use for the local heritage place.

PO4
Changes to a local heritage place are appropriately
managed and documented.

AO4.1
Development is compatible with a conservation
management plan prepared in accordance with the
Australian ICOMOS Charter for Places of Cultural
Significance (Burra Charter).
AO4.2
An archival quality photographic record is made of the
features of the place that are destroyed because of
the development that meets the standards outlined in
the Guideline: Archival Recording of Heritage
Registered Places (Department of Environment and
Heritage Protection).

PO5
Development does not adversely affect the character,
setting or appearance of the local heritage place,
including removal of vegetation that contributes to the
cultural heritage significance of the place.

AO5.1
The scale, location and design of the development are
compatible with the character, setting and appearance
of the local heritage place.
AO5.2
The development is unobtrusive and cannot readily be
seen from surrounding streets or other public places.
AO5.3
Existing vegetation that forms part of the local heritage
place is retained and incorporated into the design and
layout of development.
Editor’s note-guidance on how development can comply
with the acceptable outcomes can be found in the
guideline Developing heritage places – Using the
development criteria (Department of Environment and
heritage protection).

PO6
Excavation or other earthworks do not have a
detrimental impact on archaeological sites.

AO6.1
The impact on excavation is minor and limited to parts
of the local heritage place that have been disturbed by
previous excavation.
AO6.2
An archaeological investigation is carried out for
development involving a high level of surface or subsurface disturbance.
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Editor’s note-guidance on how development can
comply with the acceptable outcomes can be found in
the guideline Archaeological Investigations
(Department of Environment and heritage protection).
PO7
Advertising devices located on a local heritage place
or adjoining a State or a local heritage place are sited
and designed in a manner that:a. is compatible with the cultural heritage
significance of the place;
b. does not obscure the appearance or prominence
of the heritage place when viewed from the street
or other public places.

AO7
No acceptable outcome provided.

Development adjoining a State or local heritage place
PO8
Where on a lot or premises adjoining a State heritage
place or a local heritage place, development is
designed and constructed in a manner that does not
adversely affect the cultural heritage significance of
the heritage place, including its context, setting,
appearance and archaeology.

AO8.1
The scale, location and design of the development is
compatible with the cultural heritage significance of
the adjoining State heritage place or local heritage
place, including its context, setting and appearance.
Editor’s note-guidance on how development can comply
with the acceptable outcome can be found in the
guideline Developing heritage places – Using the
development criteria (Department of Environment and
Heritage Protection).

AO8.2
Where the site adjoins a State heritage place or a
local heritage place that has been identified as an
archaeological place, an archaeological investigation
is carried out for development involving a high level of
surface or sub-surface disturbance.
Editor’s note-guidance on how development can comply
with the acceptable outcomes can be found in the
guideline Archaeological Investigations (Department of
Environment and Heritage Protection).
87 Editor’s note—this code does not apply to indigenous cultural heritage which is protected under the Aboriginal

Cultural Heritage Act 2003. In accordance with this legislation, a person who carries out an activity must take all
reasonable and practicable measures to ensure the activity does not harm Aboriginal cultural heritage (“the cultural
heritage duty of care”).
98 Editor’s note—under the Queensland Heritage Act 1992, a person must report to the Department of Environment

and Heritage Protection (DEHP) if they discover an archaeological artefact that is an important source of information
about an aspect of Queensland’s history. Under the Queensland Heritage Act 1992, archaeological artefacts include
any relic or other remains located above, on or below the present land surface, or found in State waters, that relate to
past human behaviour.
109 Editor’s note—amongst other things, this code seeks to regulate development on sites adjoining a State heritage

place. Development on State heritage places is regulated by the Queensland Heritage Act 1992.
1110Editor’s note—Australia ICOMOS Inc. is the national chapter of ICOMOS (International Council of Monuments and

Sites), a non-government international organisation primarily concerned with the philosophy, terminology,
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methodology and techniques of cultural heritage conservation.
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7.2.7

Agriculture overlay code1211

7.2.7.1

Application

This code applies to assessable development:a. subject to the ALC Class A and Class B land overlay shown on the overlay maps contained within
Schedule 2 (Mapping); and
b. identified as requiring assessment against the Agriculture overlay code by the tables of assessment in Part
5 (Tables of assessment)
7.2.7.2

Purpose and overall outcomes

1. The purpose of the Agriculture overlay code is to ensure that ALC Class A and Class B land is protected
from development that leads to its alienation, fragmentation, or diminished productivity.
2. The purpose of the code will be achieved through the following overall outcomes:a. ALC Class A and Class B land is only used for appropriate rural and complementary uses;
b. conflict between agricultural activities and sensitive land uses is avoided;
c. ALC Class A and Class B land is not fragmented into lot sizes that diminishes the viability of the land
for productive rural uses; and
d. development avoids permanent adverse impacts on ALC Class A and Class B land.
7.2.7.3

Assessment benchmarks

Table 7.2.7.3.1 Assessment benchmarks for assessable development
Performance outcomes

Acceptable outcomes

Conservation of good quality agricultural land
PO1
Development on ALC Class A and Class B land
comprises of:a. rural and agricultural uses that make use of and
rely upon the quality of the agricultural land
resource;
b. other rural and agricultural uses that are
compatible with the Rural zone and do not
diminish the long term productivity of the
agricultural land resource; and
c. non-agricultural uses that can successfully coexist with rural and agricultural uses and do not
diminish agricultural productivity
Note—a site specific agricultural land assessment may
be used to demonstrate that although the proposed
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AO1.1
Development on ALC Class A and Class B land is
limited to the following:a. primary uses in the form of animal husbandry,
aquaculture, cropping, intensive animal industry,
intensive horticulture, or winery, and associated
buildings, structures and
infrastructure13infrastructure12;
b. complementary uses in the form of caretaker’s
accommodation, dwelling house, home-based
business, landing, nature based tourism, rural
industry, rural worker’s accommodation and
roadside stall where impacts on the productive
capacity of ALC Class A and Class B land are
minimised.
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development is shown on an Agriculture overlay map as
being ALC Class A or Class B land, it is in fact not ALC
Class A or Class B pursuant to the State Planning Policy.
If such an assessment confirms that the land is not ALC
Class A or Class B land (and this is independently
verified where necessary), then performance outcome
PO1 will not be relevant to the development.
Editor’s note—a site specific agricultural land
assessment will be required to be prepared in
accordance with the Guidelines for Agricultural Land
Evaluation (State of Queensland, 2012).

AO1.2
Development ensures that for any site the total area of
ALC Class A and Class B land covered by all of the
following does not exceed 1,000m2 or 10% of the site,
whichever is the lesser:a. buildings and structures except for buildings and
structures associated with the primary use and
used for a productive purpose;
b. on-site car and truck parking, access and
manoeuvring areas;
c. on-site waste water treatment systems and subsurface irrigation areas.
Note—other uses or development will only be permitted
to occur on ALC Class A and Class B land where:a. on the balance of social, economic and
environmental considerations it is demonstrated that
the development is in the interests of the community;
b. no suitable alternative site exists; and
c. loss or fragmentation of ALC Class A and Class B
land is minimised to the greatest extent possible.

Avoidance or mitigation of land use conflicts
PO2
Development for residential activities and other
sensitive land uses does not adversely impact on the
ongoing operational efficiency and productive
agricultural use of ALC Class A and Class B land.

AO2
No acceptable outcome provided.

Note—to demonstrate compliance with this performance
outcome, an assessment of appropriate separation
distances and buffers between the proposed
development and areas of ALC Class A and Class B land
may need to be undertaken in accordance with the State
Planning Policy – State interest guideline - Agriculture.

Reconfiguring a lot and rearrangement of lot boundaries
PO3
Reconfiguring a lot on ALC Class A and Class B land
does not result in lot sizes that lead to:a. fragmentation of rural land and loss of land to
viable rural production;
b. the potential for conflict between existing or
potential farming and proposed lots intended for
residential or rural residential use;
c. loss of farming flexibility.

AO3
Development ensures that the minimum lot size of all
created lots complies with Table 8.4.3.3.2 of the
Reconfiguring a lot code.

PO4
AO4
The boundaries of existing lots containing ALC Class No acceptable outcome provided.
A and Class B land are not rearranged, unless it can
be demonstrated that a rearrangement of lot
boundaries would:a. aggregate ALC Class A and Class B resources
and maximise the utility of the land for agricultural
purposes;
b. provide for better land management; and
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c. does not increase the potential for conflict
between agricultural and non-agricultural land
uses.
Sediment and stormwater run-off
PO5
Development for non-agricultural purposes is located,
designed and constructed to minimise the impact of
sediment and stormwater run-off on ALC Class A and
Class B land.

AO5
No acceptable outcome provided.

1211Editor’s note—ALC Class A and Class B land is identified on the Agriculture overlay maps in Schedule 2

(Mapping);
1312Note—associated buildings, structures and infrastructure include greenhouses or shade structures where

associated with the production of plants in natural ground or other imported growing media, packing sheds and
storage for fresh produce, animal shelters and agricultural production machinery sheds.
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7.2.8

Regional infrastructure overlay code1413

7.2.8.1

Application

This code applies to assessable development:a. subject to the Regional infrastructure overlay shown on the overlay maps contained within Schedule 2
(Mapping); and
b. identified as requiring assessment against the Regional infrastructure overlay code by the tables of
assessment in Part 5 (Tables of assessment).
7.2.8.2

Purpose and overall outcomes

1. The purpose of the Regional infrastructure overlay code is to ensure that development is compatible with,
and does not adversely affect the viability, integrity, operation and maintenance of the following existing and
planned infrastructure within the Central Highlands:a. high voltage electricity transmission lines;
b. wastewater treatment plants;
c. waste management facilities;
d. major roads and railways;
e. gas pipelines and buffer; and
f. stock routes.
2. The purpose of the code will be achieved through the following overall outcomes:a. existing and planned infrastructure facilities, networks and corridors are protected from incompatible
development; and
b. development in proximity to existing and planned infrastructure facilities, networks and corridors is
appropriately located, designed, constructed and operated to:i. avoid compromising the integrity, operational efficiency and maintenance of infrastructure;
ii. protect the amenity, health and safety of people and property.
7.2.8.3.

Assessment benchmarks

Table 7.2.8.3.1 Assessment benchmarks for assessable development
Performance outcomes

Acceptable outcomes

High voltage electricity transmission lines
PO1
Development does not adversely impact on existing
and planned high voltage electricity transmission
infrastructure.

AO1
Residential lots and buildings and structures are not
located within the corridor of a high voltage electricity
transmission line as identified on a Regional
infrastructure overlay map.

PO2
Sensitive land uses are not located in close proximity
to high voltage electricity transmission lines.

AO2
Buildings and outdoor use areas associated with a
sensitive land use are setback from the closest
boundary of an easement for, or an area otherwise
affected by, a high voltage electricity transmission line
as identified on a Regional infrastructure overlay map
in accordance with the following:a. 20m for transmission lines up to 132kV;
b. 30m for transmission lines between133kV and
275kV; and
c. 40m for transmission lines exceeding 275kV.
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Wastewater treatment plants
PO3
Residential activities and other sensitive land uses are
not adversely affected by odour emissions from
existing or planned wastewater treatment plants.

AO3.1
A sensitive land use involving a residential activity is
not located or intensified within a wastewater
treatment plant buffer as identified on a Regional
infrastructure overlay map.
AO3.2
A sensitive land use (other than a residential activity)
located within a wastewater treatment plant buffer as
identified on a Regional infrastructure overlay map
demonstrates that occupants and users will not be
adversely affected by odour emissions from activities
associated with the wastewater treatment plant.
AO3.3
Reconfiguring a lot within a wastewater treatment
plant buffer as identified on a infrastructure overlay
map:a. does not result in the creation of additional lots
used or capable of being used for residential
purposes;
b. where rearranging boundaries, does not worsen
the existing situation with respect to the distance
between available house sites and the wastewater
treatment plant.

Waste management facilities
PO4
Residential activities and other sensitive land uses are
not adversely affected by noise emissions from
existing or planned waste management facilities.

AO4.1
A sensitive land use involving a residential activity is
not located or intensified within a waste management
facility buffer as identified on a Regional infrastructure
overlay map.
A04.2
A sensitive land use (other than a residential activity)
located within a waste management facility buffer as
identified on a Regional infrastructure overlay map:a. incorporates appropriate measures to minimise
noise impacts; and
b. demonstrates that occupants and users will not
be adversely affected by noise emissions from
activities associated with the waste management
facility.
Reconfiguring a lot within a waste management facility
buffer as identified on a Regional infrastructure overlay
map:a. does not result in the creation of additional lots
used or capable of being used for residential
purposes;
b. where rearranging boundaries, does not worsen
the existing situation with respect to the distance
between available house sites and the waste
management facility.

Major road and railway corridors1514
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PO5
Sensitive land uses are located, designed and
constructed to ensure that noise emissions from
major road corridors and railway corridors do not
adversely affect:
a. the development’s primary function;
b. the wellbeing of occupants including their ability
to sleep, work or otherwise undertake quiet
enjoyment without unreasonable interference from
road traffic or rail noise.

AO5
A sensitive land use is separated by a minimum of
40m from the property boundary adjoining a major
road or railway corridor as identified on a Regional
Infrastructure overlay map.
Note—The major road corridor and buffer shown on the
Regional infrastructure overlay maps incorporates the
designated Transport Noise Corridors identified for the
purposes of the Building Act 1975.
Part 4.4 of the Queensland Development Code provides
requirements for residential buildings in designated
transport corridors.

PO6
Development within a major road or railway corridor
buffer as identified on an Infrastructure overlay map
maintains and, where practicable, enhances the
safety, efficiency and effectiveness of the corridor.

AO6
No acceptable outcome provided.

Gas pipeline corridor and buffer
PO7
Development provides and maintains adequate
separation between the use or works and the gas
pipeline corridor to minimise the risk of harm to people
or property.

AO7
Buildings and structures are set back a minimum of
40m from a gas pipeline as identified on the Regional
infrastructure overlay map.
Editor’s Note—should a lesser setback be proposed the
applicant should consult with the relevant pipeline
manager or operator prior to the lodgement of a
development application to determine how compliance
with the performance outcome can be achieved.

PO8
Development and works are constructed and operated
to avoid:a. damaging or negatively impacting on the ability of
the existing or future gas pipeline to operate; or
b. compromising the ongoing safe and efficient use
of the gas pipeline corridor.

AO8
No acceptable outcome provided.
Editor’s Note—the applicant should consult with the
relevant pipeline manager or operator prior to the
lodgement of a development application to determine
how compliance with the performance outcome can be
achieved.

Stock routes
PO9
Development maintains the operational efficiency and
ongoing integrity and useability of stock routes.

AO9.1
Development is not located on a stock route identified
on a Regional Infrastructure Overlay Map.
AO9.2
All new access points from a road servicing a stock
route incorporate a grid or effective gate to prevent
stock entry into adjoining premises.
AO9.3
Boundary fencing is maintained to the road boundary
adjoining a stock route.
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1413Editor’s note—the following elements referred to in this code are identified on the Regional infrastructure overlay

maps in Schedule 2 (Mapping):a. high voltage electricity lines and buffers;
b. waste water treatment plants and buffers;
c. waste management facilities and buffers;
d. major road and railway corridors and buffers;
e. stock route corridors.
1514Major Road Corridors and Buffers identified on the Regional Infrastructure Overlay Maps incorporate designated

Transport Noise Corridors for the purposes of the Building Act 1975.
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7.2.9

Water resource catchments overlay code15 16 17

7.2.9.1

Application

This code applies to assessable development:a. subject to the water resource catchments overlay code shown on the overlay maps contained within
Schedule 2 (Mapping); and
b. identified as requiring assessment against the Water resource catchments overlay code by the tables of
assessment in Part 5 (Tables of assessment).
7.2.9.2

Purpose and overall outcomes

1. The purpose of the Water resource catchments overlay code is to ensure that development preserves and,
where possible, enhances water quality and quantity entering Lake Maraboon.
2. The purpose of the code will be achieved through the following overall outcomes:a. the quality of surface water and groundwater in the catchment area of Lake Maraboon is protected from
potential contamination by inappropriate land use and development;
b. development maintains and, where possible, improves the quantity of surface water and groundwater
entering the catchment of Lake Maraboon;
c. development promotes sustainable land use practices within the catchment of Lake Maraboon; and
d. development protects and, where possible, enhances land resources, natural systems and vegetation
within the catchment of Lake Maraboon.
7.2.9.3

Assessment benchmarks

Table 7.2.9.3.1 Assessment benchmarks for assessable development
Performance outcomes

Acceptable outcomes

High risk land use activities
PO1
High risk land use activities which have the potential
to adversely affect water quality are not located within
a water resource catchment.

AO1
No acceptable outcome provided.

Water quality, waste water disposal and stormwater management
PO2
Development does not have adverse effects on the
quality or quantity of surface water or groundwater
entering water resource catchments, including effects
on:a. nutrient or other chemical levels;
b. sediment loads;
c. turbidity;
d. volumes and velocities.

AO2.1
Development provides an on-site waste water
treatment system which includes the following:a. a disinfection process to achieve the
microbiological quality and processes specified in
the Queensland Plumbing and Wastewater Code
2006; and
b. an emergency storage capacity of 1000L and
adequate buffering for shock loading/down time
and the like.
AO2.2
Development provides for the effluent disposal
application area for an on-site waste water treatment
system to:a. comply with the Queensland Plumbing and
Wastewater Code 2006; and
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b. protect surface and ground water quality by
including diversion mounds up slope of the effluent
disposal application area so that these waters do
not flow onto or across the effluent disposal
application area.
AO2.3
All on-site waste water treatment facilities are
maintained and managed in a manner which ensures
their ongoing efficient operation in accordance with the
manufacturer’s specifications.
Development is designed and constructed so that it:a. does not increase stormwater quantity or flow
velocity from the subject site;
b. releases stormwater of a quality that will not
adversely impact on receiving waters;
c. releases stormwater of a high quality and which
will require minimum treatment before supply;
d. minimises the potential for erosion;
e. minimises disturbance to natural or artificial
drainage systems (including the bed and banks of
receiving waters) and riparian areas).
AO2.4
Development, including effluent disposal application
areas, provides a minimum separation distance of:a. 400m to the full supply level or planned full supply
level of Lake Maraboon; and
b. 100m from the top of the high bank of the
sections of the Nogoa River and Comet River
within the water resource catchment area.
PO3
AO3
The storage and/or use of chemicals or other potential No acceptable outcome provided.
contaminants does not adversely impact on water
quality within the water resource catchment.
Protection and maintenance of natural systems
PO4
AO4
Development which adjoins or incorporates waterways No acceptable outcome provided.
or wetlands:a. does not alter their physical form;
b. provides for the retention and enhancement of
their natural environmental values.
PO5
Development maintains and, where possible,
enhances riparian vegetation along waterways so as
to:a. maintain their natural drainage function;
b. minimise erosion of stream banks and verges;
c. reduce sediment and nutrient loads reaching
waterways within the water resource catchment.

AO5
No acceptable outcome provided.

PO6
AO6
Development does not create or increase weed or pest No acceptable outcome provided.
management problems within the water resource
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catchment area.
1615Editor’s note—water supply storages are identified on the Water resource catchments overlay maps in Schedule 2

(Mapping).
1716Editor’s note—in addition to the assessment criteria contained in this code, the Council will have regard to any

catchment management plan prepared by the responsible management entity.
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8.3.8

Industry uses code

8.3.8.1

Application

This code applies to accepted subject to requirements and assessable development identified as requiring
assessment against the Industry uses code by the tables of assessment in Part 5 (Tables of assessment).
8.3.8.2

Purpose and overall outcomes

1. The purpose of the Industry uses code is to ensure industry uses are designed and operated in a manner
which meets the needs of the industry use, protects public safety and environmental values and
appropriately responds to amenity considerations.
2. The purpose of the Industry uses code will be achieved through the following overall outcomes:a. the scale and intensity of an industry use is compatible with its location and setting;
b. an industry use incorporates a site layout and building design that provides for the efficient and safe
conduct of industrial activities and contributes to a well organised development that is attractive when
viewed from the street;
c. an industry use does not cause environmental harm or nuisance, including the contamination of land or
water;
d. an industry use avoids or effectively mitigates adverse impacts on the amenity of adjoining and nearby
non-industrial uses where these uses are located in a zone other than an industry zone; and
e. an industry use incorporates service areas and waste management processes that are efficient and
maximise opportunities for reuse or recycling.
8.3.8.3

Assessment benchmarks

Table 8.3.8.3.1 Assessment benchmarks for assessable development and requirements for accepted
subject to requirements development
Performance outcomes

Acceptable outcomes

Built form, streetscape character and protection of amenity
PO1
Buildings and structures associated with the industrial
use:a. are of a scale and design which is appropriate to
an industrial setting whilst contributing positively
to the visual character and streetscape of the
area; and
b. are designed to avoid or mitigate the potential for
adverse amenity impacts on adjoining or nearby
non-industrial uses.

AO1.1
The site cover of all buildings and structures on the
site does not exceed 70%.
AO1.2
Buildings and structures are setback a minimum of:a. 6m to the primary street frontage;
b. 3m to any secondary street frontage;
c. 3m from any side or rear boundary except where
otherwise provided for in AO1.3 below.
AO1.3
Where the site has a common boundary with a nonindustrial land use:a. buildings or structures are set back a minimum of
5m;
b. no openings occur in walls facing a common
boundary;
c. effective acoustic screening is provided to all
areas where work could be conducted outside of
the building, including waste storage and refuse
areas, so that off-site noise emissions are avoided
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or do not cause a nuisance;
d. a solid fence with a minimum height of 1.8m is
provided along the common boundary to visually
screen buildings, parking, work, and storage
areas; and
e. noise emitting services such as air conditioning
equipment, pumps and ventilation fans are located
as far away as possible from residential areas.
AO1.4
The main entry to any building is easily identifiable,
and directly accessible, from the street, or the primary
street frontage if the site has more than one street
frontage.
PO2
The industrial use has a high quality built form that
presents as a modern industrial facility when viewed
from a major road.

AO2
Where the industrial use has frontage to or overlooks
a major road:a. building design incorporates variations in parapet
design, roofing heights and treatments;
b. a 3m wide landscape strip is provided adjacent to
the frontage of the site within the site boundaries;
and
c. any security fencing is set within or located
behind the landscaping strip rather than adjacent
to the major road.

Gemfields Precincts
PO3
AO3.1
Industry uses in the Gemfields Precincts should adopt Where located in a Gemfields Precinct, the Industry
setbacks, forms, styles, materials and design
use is set back:
elements that enhance the individuality and
1. 10m from the lot frontage where on a lot greater
unconventional form and style that distinguishes the
than 1,000m2; or
character of the Gemfields.
2. 6m from the lot frontage where on a lot less than
1,000m2.
AO3.2
Where buildings or structures are within 20m of the
primary road frontage, the buildings incorporate
articulated front facades with recesses, setbacks, or
verandahs along a minimum of 50% of the length of
the building.
AO3.3
Where an Industry use is within 20m of the primary
road frontage, the fascia of any building visible from
the road shall be constructed from one or a
combination of the following materials:
a. local stone;
b. concrete masonry blocks;
c. corrugated iron;
d. fibrous cement (fibro) sheets;
e. rendered brick;
f. timber.
AO3 alternative provision to QDC.
Landscaping and buffering
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PO4
The industrial use incorporates landscaping that:a. makes a positive contribution to the streetscape;
b. provides shade to open car parking areas; and
c. buffers the development from adjoining sensitive
uses.

AO4.1
A minimum of 10% of the site is landscaped.
AO4.2
For car parking areas with 12 or more spaces, shade
trees are provided in car parking areas at a ratio of 1
tree for every 4 car parking spaces.
AO4.3
Where adjoining a sensitive land use, or land included
in a residential zone, a minimum 1.8m high solid
screen fence and a minimum 3m wide landscaping
strip is provided for the full length of the common
boundary.

Services and utilities
PO5
The industrial use is provided with and connected to
essential infrastructure and services.

AO5
The industrial use is connected to the reticulated
water supply, sewerage, stormwater drainage and
electricity infrastructure networks (where available).

PO6
The industrial use provides the site frontage works,
access and manoeuvring arrangements and on-site
infrastructure and services necessary to
accommodate the use and facilitate coordinated
development of the site.

AO6.1
Kerb and channel is constructed for the full length of
the road frontage of the site in accordance with the
standards specified in the Planning scheme policy
for development works.
AO6.2
Reinforced industrial rated crossovers are provided in
accordance with the standards specified in the
Planning scheme policy for development works.
AO6.3
The layout and design of the industrial use provides for
the loading and un-loading of goods to be
accommodated on-site.
AO6.4
The layout and design of the industrial use provides for
on-site storage of refuse so that it is not visible from
the street.

Environmental performance
PO7
The industrial use ensures that any emissions of
odour, dust, air pollutants, noise, light or vibration
does not cause nuisance to or have an unreasonable
impact on adjoining or nearby premises.
Editor’s note—in addition to complying with the
corresponding acceptable outcomes, development
involving industry activities will also need to comply with
relevant environmental legislation including
the Environmental Protection Act 1994 and subordinate
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The industrial use achieves the environmental values
for the acoustic environment and acoustic quality
objectives for sensitive receiving environments set out
in the Environment Protection (Noise) Policy.
AO7.2
The industrial use achieves the environmental values
and air quality objectives set out in the Environmental
Protection (Air) Policy.
AO7.3
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legislation.

The industrial use does not produce any odour
emissions in excess of 1 odour unit beyond the site
boundaries.
AO7.4
The industrial use ensures that any vertical
illumination resulting from direct, reflected or other
incidental lighting emanating from the site does not
exceed 8 lux when measured at any point 1.5m
outside the site boundaries and at any level from
ground level upwards.
AO7.5
Vibrations resulting from the industrial use do not
exceed the maximum acceptable levels identified in
Australian Standard AS2670 Evaluation of human
exposure to whole of body vibration, Part 2:
continuous and shock induced vibration in buildings
(1-80Hz).

PO8
The industrial use provides for the collection,
treatment and disposal of all liquid waste such that:a. there is no off-site release of contaminants;
b. all wastes are collected and disposed of in
accordance with relevant license and approval
conditions and/or relevant government or industry
standards; and
c. there are adverse impacts on the quality of
surface water or groundwater resources.

AO8.1
Waste water associated with the industrial use is
disposed of to Council’s sewerage system or an onsite industrial waste treatment system.
AO8.2
Liquid wastes that cannot be disposed of to Council’s
sewerage system or the on-site industrial waste
treatment system are disposed of off-site to an
approved waste disposal facility.
AO8.3
No discharge of waste occurs to local waterways
(including dry waterways) or natural wetlands.

PO9
The industrial use ensures that stormwater does not
contaminate surface water.

AO9.1
Areas where potentially contaminating substances are
stored or used are roofed.
AO9.2
Provision is made for spills to be bunded and retained
on site for removal and disposal by an approved
means.

Hazardous materials and dangerous goods
PO10
AO10
Development involving the use, storage and disposal of No acceptable outcome provided.
hazardous materials, hazardous chemicals,
dangerous goods or flammable and combustible
substances is designed to prevent and minimise:a. fire risk;
b. the hazard posed by the off-site release of toxic
substances;
c. the off-site impacts of explosion; and
d. environmental harm and nuisance.
Flood free storage
PO11
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Essential plant, equipment, or goods associated with
the industrial use are resilient to the impacts of flood.

Where subject to High or Extreme Flood Hazard, a
flood free storage area with a maximum GFA of 200m2
is provided within the building or structure to provide
for a safe refuge for goods, plant and equipment.
Editor’s note—the storage area may be in the form of a
mezzanine floor with a finished floor level above the DFE.

On-site office and administration functions
PO12
Any office and administration functions conducted
from the premises are ancillary and subordinate to the
industrial use.

AO12
The area used for office and administration functions is
limited to 200m2 or 10% of the gross floor area of the
premises, whichever is the lesser.

On-site retail sales
PO13
Any retail sales conducted from the premises are
ancillary and subordinate to the industrial use.

AO13
On-site retail sales are limited to goods manufactured
or assembled on the premises.
OR
On-site retail sale of goods not manufactured or
assembled on the premises, including display areas,
is limited to a gross floor area of 50m2 or 5% of the
gross floor area of the premises, whichever is the
lesser.
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8.3.14

Rural uses code

8.3.14.1

Application

This code applies to accepted subject to requirements and assessable development identified as requiring
assessment against the Rural uses code by the tables of assessment in Part 5 (Tables of assessment).
8.3.14.2

Purpose and overall outcomes

1. The purpose of the Rural uses code is to facilitate rural uses and ensure rural uses are developed in a
sustainable manner which conserves the productive characteristics of rural land, protects environmental and
landscape values, and maintains the amenity of surrounding premises.
2. The purpose of the Rural uses code will be achieved through the following overall outcomes:a. rural uses and intensive rural uses are undertaken on a sustainable basis;
b. rural uses and intensive rural uses are located to provide adequate separation distances and buffers to
adjoining sensitive land uses;
c. uses that support rural production are established on suitable sites where environmental and amenity
impacts can be effectively managed;
d. adverse impacts on the surrounding or downstream environments or natural environmental processes
are avoided.
8.3.14.3

Assessment benchmarks

Table 8.3.14.3.1 Requirements for accepted subject to requirements development
Performance outcomes

Acceptable outcomes

Requirements for animal husbandry, cropping, permanent plantation and wholesale nursery
PO1
AO1
Rural uses are conducted on a lot that is of sufficient The rural use is conducted on a site with a minimum
size to reasonably accommodate the use and mitigate area of 2.5 hectares.
potential nuisance arising from noise, dust, odour and
other emissions or contaminants generated by the
use.
PO2
Buildings and structures associated with rural uses
are sited and designed to avoid or minimise adverse
visual impacts on the rural landscape.

AO2
Buildings and structures (other than a dwelling house)
associated with the rural use are set back at least
10m from any road frontage or other property
boundary.

PO3
A rural use for animal husbandry ensures that the
amenity of the surrounding area is maintained having
regard to:a. the nature of existing and future uses on adjoining
land and in the surrounding area;
b. the setbacks of animal enclosures or paddocks;
c. the natural features of the site including
topography, soils, watercourses; and
d. the existence of vegetation on the site which may
be retained to screen the development.

AO3
Animal enclosures (including stables, barns, and
holding yards) are located at least 100m from any
existing or approved residential use.
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Table 8.3.14.3.2 Assessment benchmarks for assessable development
Performance outcomes

Acceptable outcomes

Assessment benchmarks for intensive animal industry, intensive horticulture, aquaculture, animal
keeping and rural industry (intensive rural uses)
Location and site suitability
PO1
The intensive rural use is located on a site which has
sufficient area to accommodate the use (including
buildings, pens, ponds, other structures and waste
disposal areas involved in the use) and to provide for
adequate setbacks to:a. road frontages;
b. site boundaries;
c. residential uses on surrounding land; and
d. waterways or wetlands.

AO1
The intensive rural use is located on a site which has
a minimum area and separation distances complying
with Table 8.3.14.3.3.

Editor’s note-the provision of adequate setbacks and site
area may be demonstrated by ensuring that the design
and operation of an intensive animal industry complies
with the following industry guidelines:Queensland Guidelines for Meat Chicken Farms 2012;
Reference Manual for the Establishment and
Operation of Beef Cattle feedlots in Queensland;
Interim Guideline – Sheep Feedlot Assessment in
Queensland May 2010;
National Environmental Guidelines for Piggeries 2nd
Edition (revised) 2010.

PO2
AO2
The intensive rural use is located on a site which is
The intensive rural use is located on a site which is a
sufficiently separated from any existing or planned
minimum of:residential use or other sensitive receptor to avoid any a. 5,000m from land included in a Residential zone;
adverse impacts with regard to noise, dust, odour,
or
visual impact, traffic generation, lighting, radiation or
b. 5,000m from land included in the Emerging
other emissions or contaminants.
community zone or Township zone; or
c. 1,000m from land included in the Rural residential
Editor’s note-the provision of adequate separation
zone; or
distances may be demonstrated by ensuring that the
d. 1,000m from any community activity where people
design and operation of an intensive animal industry
gather (e.g. educational establishment or child
complies with the following industry guidelines:care centre).
Queensland Guidelines for Meat Chicken Farms 2012;
Reference Manual for the Establishment and
Operation of Beef Cattle feedlots in Queensland;
Interim Guideline – Sheep Feedlot Assessment in
Queensland May 2010;
National Environmental Guidelines for Piggeries 2nd
Edition (revised) 2010.

PO3
The intensive rural use is located on land which has
suitable terrain and is sufficiently elevated to facilitate
ventilation and drainage.
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OR
If the intensive rural use is a rural industry, the use is
located on a site which is a minimum of 500m from
land included in a residential zone, the Rural
residential zone or any community activity where
people gather (e.g. educational establishment or child
care centre).
AO3.1
The intensive rural use is located on a site which has
slopes not exceeding 10%.
AO3.2
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The intensive rural use is not located on land subject
to the Flood hazard overlay or otherwise identified as
being subject to inundation in the defined flood event
(DFE).
AO3.3.2
The intensive rural use is not located in an overland
flow path.
PO4
The intensive rural use is located on a site which has
a reliable, good quality water supply.

AO4
The intensive rural use is provided with a reliable water
supply with capacity to store a minimum of two weeks
supply.

PO5
Buildings and structures associated with the intensive
rural use are sited and to avoid or minimise adverse
visual impacts on the rural landscape.

AO5
The intensive rural use is setback from road frontages
and property boundaries in accordance with Table
8.3.14.3.3.

Environmental and amenity impacts
PO6
The intensive rural use incorporates waste disposal
systems and practices which:a. ensure that off-site release of contaminants does
not cause environmental harm or nuisance;
b. ensure no significant adverse impacts on surface
or ground water resources; and
c. comply with relevant Government or industry
guidelines, codes and standards applicable to a
specific use or on–site waste disposal.

AO6
No acceptable outcome provided.

PO7
AO7
The intensive rural use provides for all animals to be
No acceptable outcome provided.
kept in suitable enclosures such that they are
contained within the site and not allowed to roam free.
PO8
AO8
The intensive rural use limits the generation of noise
No acceptable outcome provided.
such that:a. desired ambient noise levels for residential areas
are not exceeded; and
b. nuisance to other sensitive receptors is avoided or
minimised.
PO9
AO9
The intensive rural use prevents or minimises any
No acceptable outcome provided.
emissions of odour, dust and air pollutants such that:a. environmental harm is not caused at sensitive
receptors; and
b. air quality conducive to the health and wellbeing of
people is maintained.
PO10
The intensive rural use prevents or manages any
discharges of stormwater runoff or wastewater from
the site to any waterway, wetland, roadside gutter or
stormwater drainage system such that:a. no unacceptable levels of sediment, nutrients,
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AO10
No acceptable outcome provided.
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chemicals or other pollutants enter a waterway or
wetland; and
b. the ecological and hydraulic processes of the
waterway or wetland are not adversely affected.
Assessment benchmarks for winery
Bona fide use
PO11
AO11
The winery is associated with, and ancillary to, a bona No acceptable outcome provided.
fide cropping use located on the same site.
PO12
Ancillary activities associated with the winery are
limited to those which are legitimately associated with
a winery.

AO12
Ancillary activities associated with the winery are
limited to cellar door sales, winery tours and
restaurant facilities.

Location and site suitability
PO13
AO13
The winery is in a location, and is of a size, scale, and No acceptable outcome provided.
design that is compatible with the desired character of
the local area.
PO14
The winery is sited and designed to avoid or minimise
conflict between the winery and its ancillary uses
and:a. existing or potential rural uses on surrounding
properties; or
b. residential uses on surrounding properties.

AO14.1
Any public areas associated with the winery are set
back a minimum of 100m from all site boundaries.

PO15
The winery is sited and designed to avoid or minimise
adverse visual impacts on the rural landscape.

AO15.1
Manufacturing activities associated with the winery
including wine-making and wine-storage activities and
any ancillary bottling activities occur within enclosed
buildings.

AO14.2
Any public areas or manufacturing areas associated
with the winery are set back a minimum of 100m from
any dwelling on surrounding properties.

AO15.2
Landscaping is provided around winery buildings,
parking areas and other public spaces.
Site layout, building design and landscaping
PO17
Buildings and structures associated with the winery
are designed and landscaped so as to complement
the rural character and integrate with the surrounding
natural landscape.

AO17.1
Buildings and structures associated with the winery
are set back at least 10m from all side and rear
property boundaries.
AO17.2
On-site landscaping provides for the effective
screening of all non-residential buildings, structures
and outdoor use areas from surrounding roads and
dwellings.

Table 8.3.14.3.3 Siting and separation benchmarks for intensive rural uses
Column 1
Rural Use

Column 2
Column 3
Minimum site Minimum boundary
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Column 4
Minimum

Column 5
Distance from a
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area in
hectares (ha)

setbacks in metres (m)

distance from a wetland or
residential
waterway
building on
surrounding
land

Animal Keeping

4ha

50m from any road frontage.
15m from any side or rear
boundary.

300m

50m

Aquaculture

5ha

50m from any road frontage.
15m from any side or rear
boundary.

100m

100m

Intensive Animal
Industry (Piggery or
Feedlot)

20ha

200m from any road frontage. 500m
15m from any side or rear
boundary.

100m

Intensive Animal
Industry (Poultry Farm)

50ha

100m from any road frontage. 500m
100m from any side or rear
boundary.

100m

Intensive Animal
Industry (Emu or
Ostrich Hatching and
Brooding Facility)

4ha

60m from any road frontage.
15m from any side or rear
boundary.

500m

100m

Intensive Horticulture

10ha

50m from any road frontage
15m from any side or rear
boundary.

100m

100m

Rural Industry

1ha

50m from any road frontage.
10m from any side or rear
boundary

100m

50m
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8.4.3

Reconfiguring a lot code

8.4.3.1

Application

This code applies to assessable development identified as requiring assessment against the Reconfiguring a lot
code by the tables of assessment in Part 5 (Tables of assessment).
8.4.3.2

Purpose and overall outcomes

1. The purpose of the Reconfiguring a lot code is to ensure that new lots are configured in a manner which:a. is appropriate for their intended use;
b. is responsive to site constraints;
c. provides appropriate access; and
d. supports high quality urban design outcomes.
2. The overall outcomes sought for the Reconfiguring a lot code are the following:a. development provides for lots that are of a size and have dimensions that:i. are appropriate for their intended use;
ii. promote a range of housing types in the case of residential development;
iii. are compatible with the prevailing character and density of development; and
iv. sensitively respond to site constraints;
b. development provides for lots that have a suitable and safe means of access to a public road;
c. the rearrangement of lot boundaries maintains or improves the usability of the land and access to all
lots;
d. development provides for subdivisions that result in the creation of safe and healthy communities by:i. incorporating a well-designed and efficient lot layout that promotes walking and cycling;
ii. incorporating a road and transport network with a grid or modified grid street pattern that is
responsive to and integrated with the natural topography of the site, is integrated with existing or
planned adjoining development, and facilitates the provision of public transport;
iii. avoiding adverse impacts on native vegetation, waterways, wetlands and other ecologically
important areas present on, or adjoining the site;
iv. avoiding, or if avoidance is not practicable, mitigating the risk to people and property of natural
hazards, including hazards posed by bushfire, flooding, landslide and steep slopes;
v. incorporating a lot layout that is responsive to natural climatic influences and allows for new
dwellings to reflect the principles of sustainable design; and
vi. providing the appropriate infrastructure necessary to support the development including reticulated
water and sewerage (where available), sealed roads, pedestrian and bicycle paths, and open space
and community facilities in urban areas.
8.4.3.3

Assessment benchmarks

Table 8.4.3.3.1 Assessment benchmarks for assessable development
Performance outcomes

Acceptable outcomes

Lot layout and configuration
PO1
Development provides for a lot layout and configuration
of roads and other infrastructure that:a. minimises adverse impacts on any natural
environmental values present on, or adjoining the
site;
b. avoids areas at risk from natural hazards such as
flood, landslip or bushfire;
Central Highlands Regional Council Planning Scheme 2016
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AO1
No acceptable outcome provided.
Note—the Council may require an applicant to prepare a
local area structure plan for a site exceeding two hectares
in area or a development involving the creation of 10 or
more new lots so as to demonstrate compliance with
performance outcome PO1.
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c. protects places of cultural heritage significance or
character areas present on, or adjoining the site;
d. retains and protects important landmarks, views,
vistas or other areas of high scenic quality
present on, or able to be viewed from the site;
e. effectively connects and integrates the site with
existing or planned development on adjoining
sites;
f. provides for the creation of a diverse range of lot
sizes capable of accommodating a mix of housing
types and other uses required to support the
community;
g. provides for a high level of amenity and access to
services and facilities; and
h. accommodates and provides for the efficient and
timely delivery of infrastructure.
PO2
Development provides for new lots to maintain the
safety of people and property from potential landslip
and landslide hazard.

AO2.1
New lots are not created on land with a slope greater
than 15%.
OR
New lots contain a development envelope marked on a
plan of development that has a maximum slope of less
than 15%.

Size and dimensions of lots
PO3
Development provides for the size, dimensions and
orientation of lots to:a. be compatible with the preferred character of the
streetscape and local area;
b. provide a useable building envelope and sufficient
area for suitable and useable private open space;
c. where not located in a sewered area, provide for
the safe and sustainable on-site treatment and
disposal of effluent; and
d. take account of and respond sensitively to site
constraints.

AO3.1
A lot complies with the minimum lot size specified in
Column 2 of Table 8.4.3.3.2.
A lot has a minimum frontage and a minimum frontage
to depth ratio that complies with Columns 3 and 4
respectively of Table 8.4.3.3.2.
AO3.2
A lot has a minimum frontage and a minimum frontage
to depth ratio that complies with Columns 3 and 4
respectively of Table 8.4.3.3.2.
AO3.3
Lots for residential purposes contain a rectangular
developable area with a minimum area and dimension
as specified in Table 8.4.3.2.2.
AO3.4
A lot located on land subject to a constraint or
valuable feature identified on an overlay map contains
a development envelope marked on a plan of
development that:
a. is of sufficient area to accommodate the intended
use (including on-site sewerage disposal where
required); and
b. is not subject to the constraint or valuable feature.
AO3.5
New lots provide sufficient flood immunity for
residential development by:-
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a. for greenfield subdivision development, each lot
provides for a house pad that is flood free at the
DFE; or
b. for infill development, interference with the natural
ground level of the site is avoided.
AO3.6.5
A lot has a development envelope located a minimum
of 300mm above the defined flood level that complies
with the minimum rectangular developable area and
dimension specified in Table 8.4.3.3.2.
Small residential lots
PO4
Development may provide for small residential lots (of
less than 600m2) to be created where:a. they are part of an integrated development;
b. the development will be consistent with the
preferred character for the zone in which the land
is located; and
c. the land is fit for purpose and not subject to
significant topographic constraints.

AO4.1
Small residential lots are located on land:a. included within the Emerging community zone; or
b. included in the Medium Density Precinct only
where the parent lot has a minimum area of
2,000m2;
AO4.2
Small residential lots comply with:
a. the minimum lot sizes specified in Table
8.4.3.3.2.;
b. the minimum frontage to depth ratios specified in
Table 8.4.3.3.2.; and
c. the minimum rectangular developable area and
dimension specified in Table 8.4.3.3.2.
AO4.3
Small residential lots are not created on a s l o p e
greater than 10%.

PO5
Small residential lots (of less than 600m2) are
distributed across a development in a proportion that
avoids an area being dominated by a particular lot
type whilst providing for the development of a diverse
range of housing products.

AO5
No acceptable outcome provided.

PO6
Small residential lots (of less than 600m2) are
developed in accordance with a plan of development
which demonstrates that:a. the majority of lots are provided with a north-south
outlook to optimise opportunities for passive solar
design;
b. an appropriate development envelope can be
accommodated; and
c. any building contained within the development
envelope is unlikely to impact adversely upon the
amenity of adjoining premises as a result of
overshadowing, privacy and access to sunlight.

AO6
A plan of development for a proposal incorporating a
lot under 600m2 identifies:a. the building footprint;
b. the indicative development envelope of the
proposed house or dwelling to be constructed on
the lot; and
c. lots where a zero lot line is incorporated.
Note—the Residential 30 PDA guideline No.1 March
2014 provides guidance in preparing a plan of
development for a mixed residential development
incorporating small lots that demonstrates compliance
with Performance Outcome PO5.

Irregular shaped lots
PO7
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Development provides for irregular shaped lots to be
created only where:a. the creation of regular shaped lots is impractical
such as at a curve in the road;
b. safe access to and from the site can be provided
whilst maintaining the safe and efficient
functioning of the surrounding road network; and
c. the lot is suitable for its intended purpose.

Irregular lots:a. accommodate a rectangular developable area with
minimum area and dimension as specified in
Table 8.4.3.3.2.; and
b. comply with the dimensions specified in Table
8.4.3.3.3 (Minimum width for irregular shaped
lots).
AO7.2
Rear lots or battle-axe lots are not created.

Rearrangement of lot boundaries
PO8
Development provides that the rearrangement of lot
boundaries:a. does not result in the creation, or in the potential
creation of, additional lots; and
b. is an improvement on the existing situation.

AO8
The rearrangement of lot boundaries results in an
improvement to the existing situation whereby the size
and dimensions of proposed lots comply more fully
with Table 8.4.3.3.2 and at least one of the following
is achieved:a. the rearrangement of lots remedies an existing
boundary encroachment by a building, structure
or other use areas;
b. the rearranged lots will be made more regular in
shape;
c. access is provided to a lot that previously had no
access or an unsuitable access;
d. the rearranged lots better meet the overall
outcomes for the zone in which the site is
situated;
e. in the Rural zone the rearrangement of lots
maintains or enhances the viability of new lots for
ongoing rural production; and
f. the rearrangement of lots remedies a situation
where an existing lot has multiple zonings.

Reconfiguring lots containing existing buildings
PO9
Reconfigured lots containing an existing building:
a. do not give rise to boundary encroachments
though or across the building;
b. maintain appropriate setbacks, site cover and
open space;
c. maintain safe and efficient access; and
d. retain any necessary building services on the
same lot.
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AO9
Reconfiguring a lot containing an existing building:
a. does not provide for the alignment of boundaries
through an existing building, unless the boundary
aligns with the common wall between attached
but independently constructed buildings; and
b. ensures the created lots and existing building
complies with the relevant sections of the
planning scheme and building legislation
regarding:i. minimum lot size and dimensions;
ii. setbacks;
iii. site cover; and
iv. open space requirements; and
c. does not compromise, restrict or prevent access
between the existing building and a constructed
public road; and
d. does not excise the building from the car parking
or other building services that are required to be
within the same lot.
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Buffers to agricultural land, incompatible uses and infrastructure
PO10
Development provides for lots to be created in
locations that:a. are adequately buffered to prevent potential
adverse impacts on future users of the lots;
b. do not compromise the ongoing viability of rural
production activities on adjoining land;
c. separate the lots from incompatible uses and
infrastructure; and
d. do not create “reverse amenity” situations where
the continued operation of existing uses is
compromised by the proposed development.

AO10.1
Setbacks for any part of a lot included in a residential
zone, the Emerging community zone or the Rural
residential zone are designed in accordance with Part
E of the State Planning Policy – State interest
guideline – Agriculture.
AO10.2
Any part of any lot included in a residential zone, the
Emerging community zone or the Rural residential
zone:a. achieves the minimum lot size specified in
Column 1 of Table 8.4.3.3.2 clear of any
electricity transmission line easement;
b. is not located within 50m of an existing or planned
high voltage transmission grid substation site;
c. is not located within 10m of any other existing or
planned substation site; and
d. is not located within any area subject to
unacceptable noise, vibration, lighting or odour
nuisance from the operation of an existing lawful,
adjoining or nearby use.
AO10.3
Any reconfiguring a lot involving land in a residential
zone, the Emerging community zone or the Rural
residential zone provides for the number of lots
burdened by electrical transmission line easements to
be reduced to one.

Public parks and open space infrastructure
PO11
Development provides for public parks and open space
infrastructure that:a. provides for a range of passive and active
recreation settings and can accommodate
adequate facilities to meet the needs of the
community;
b. is well distributed and contributes to the legibility,
accessibility and character of the locality;
c. creates attractive settings and focal points for the
community;
d. benefits the amenity of adjoining land uses;
e. incorporates appropriate measures for stormwater
and flood management;
f. facilitates the retention of native vegetation,
waterways, wetlands and other ecologically
important areas and natural and cultural features;
g. is cost effective to maintain; and
h. is dedicated as public land in the early stages of
the subdivision.

AO11
No acceptable outcome provided.
Note—Part 4 Priority Infrastructure Plan of the Planning
Scheme and Central Highlands Regional Council Open
Space and Recreation Plan March 2014 provide guidance
on the rate of provision, layout and design, and
embellishments for public parks and open space to
demonstrate compliance with performance outcome
PO9.

Infrastructure and services
PO12
Development provides that each lot is provided with
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appropriate development infrastructure and services
commensurate with the nature and location of the
subdivision.

a. the reticulated water supply infrastructure
network;
b. the reticulated sewerage infrastructure networks;
c. the reticulated electricity infrastructure network
(undergrounded where creating five (5) lots and
above); and
d. where available, a telecommunications
infrastructure network.
AO12.2
In non-urban areas, new lots:a. are provided with potable water from an on-site
water storage sufficient to meet demand for
potable water and fire-fighting purposes;
b. have sufficient site area and suitable soil
characteristics for a sustainable on-site effluent
treatment and disposal system;
c. have access to the reticulated electricity
infrastructure network and telecommunications
network.
Note—the ability of a site to sustainably accommodate
on-site effluent treatment and disposal is supported by a
site based investigation and report prepared by a suitably
qualified person.

Table 8.4.3.3.2 Minimum lot size and dimensions3 4
Column 1
Zone

Column 2
Minimum lot
size

Column 3
Minimum
frontage
(metres)

Column 4
Maximum
depth to
frontage ratio

Column 5
Minimum
rectangular
developable
area

Column 6
Minimum
dimension of
developable
area

Rural residential zone

In Capella:
2 hectares

80

4:1

4,000m2

30

All other areas: 40
4,000m2

4:1

2,000m2

30

General residential zone

600m2

20

4:1

252m2

12

General residential zone Medium density
residential precinct

300m2

10

4:1

180m2 where
9
the lot is to be
occupied by a
Dwelling house

250m2 per
15
dwelling where
the lot is to be
occupied by a
dual
occupancy or
multiple
dwelling
High density residential

1,500m2

25
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4:1

1,200m2

20
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zone
Centre

700m2

20

4:1

Not specified

Not specified

Neighbourhood centre

700m2

20

4:1

Not specified

Not specified

Principal centre zone

800m2

18

4:1

Not specified

Not specified

Specialised centre zone

4,000m2

30

4:1

Not specified

Not specified

Low impact industry zone

1,000m2

20

4:1

Not specified

Not specified

Industry zone

4,000m2

30

4:1

Not specified

Not specified

Special industry zone

2 Hectares

30

4:1

4,000m2

Not specified

Industry investigation zone 10 hectares
unless in
accordance
with an
approved Plan
of Development

100 unless in
Not specified
accordance
with an
approved Plan
of Development

Not specified

Not specified

Environmental
management and
conservation zone

Not specified

Not specified

Not specified

Not specified

Not specified

Recreation and open
space zone

Not specified

Not specified

Not specified

Not specified

Not specified

Community facilities zone Not specified

Not specified

Not specified

Not specified

Not specified

Emerging community
zone

10 hectares
unless in
accordance
with an
approved Plan
of Development

Not specified
Not specified
unless in
accordance
with an
approved Plan
of Development

Not specified

Not specified

Rural zone

2,000 hectares Not specified

Not specified

Not specified

Not specified

Rural zone – Precinct RZ1 2,000m2 where Not specified
Gemfields Core Precinct
connecting to
the reticulated
water network
and
accompanied
by an
accredited OnSite Sewerage
Evaluators
design and
report
confirming soil
type is
adequate for
on-site effluent
treatment and
disposal.

Not specified

Not specified

Not specified

4,000m2 where Not specified
not otherwise

Not specified

Not specified

Not specified
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specified
Rural zone – Precinct RZ2 2,000m2 when
Gemfields Frame Precinct connected to
reticulated
water network

Not specified

Not specified

Not specified

Not specified

4,000m2 where Not specified
not otherwise
specified.

Not specified

Not specified

Not specified

Rural zone – Precinct RZ3 5,000 hectares Not specified
Gemfields Balance
Precinct

Not specified

Not specified

Not specified

20

4:1

400m2

20

2,000m2 where 20
accompanied
by an
accredited OnSite Sewerage
Evaluators
design and
report
confirming soil
type is
adequate for
on-site effluent
treatment and
disposal.

4:1

800m2

20

4,000m2 where 40
not otherwise
specified

4:1

2,000m2

30

Township zone

800m2 where
connected to
reticulated
sewerage
network

3 Note—for land included in the General residential zone Precinct MDR1 - Medium Density Residential Precinct or

Emerging community zone, the minimum lot size and dimension requirements specified in Table 8.4.3.3.2 may be
varied by an approved plan of development.
4 Note—where Table 8.4.3.3.2 does not specify a minimum lot size or other dimension, development is required to

satisfy Performance Outcome PO2.

Table 8.4.3.3.3 Minimum width for irregular shaped lots5
Column 1
Zone

Column 2
Minimum width measured
at site frontage (metres)

Column 3
Minimum width measured
6m from the site frontage
(metres)

Rural residential zone

12

20

General residential zone

10

Not specified

General residential zone - Medium density

5

10
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precinct
High density residential zone

10

15

Industry zone

15

25

5 Note—where Table 8.4.3.3.3 does not specify a minimum width or other dimension, development is required to

satisfy Performance Outcome PO6.
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SC1.2

Administrative terms

1. Administrative terms and definitions assist with the interpretation of the planning scheme but do not have a
meaning in relation to a use term.
2. An administrative term listed in column 1 of Table SC1.2.2 (Administrative definitions) has the meaning
set out beside that administrative term in column 2 of Table SC1.2.2.
3. The administrative terms and definitions listed here are the terms and definitions for the purpose of the
planning scheme.
Table SC1.2.1 Index of administrative terms and definitions
Index of administrative terms and definitions
1.
2.
3.
4.
5.
6.
7.
8.
9.
10.
11.
12.
13.
14.
15.
16.
17.
18.
19.
20.
21.
22.
23.
24.
25.
26.
27.
28.
29.
30.
31.
32.
33.
34.

Access
Acid sulfate soils (ASS)
Active transport
Adjoining premises
Advertising device
Affordable housing
Agriculture
Ancillary
Annual exceedance probability
(AEP)
Articulation
Australian height datum (AHD)
Australian noise exposure
forecast (ANEF)
Average width
Aviation facilities
Aviation facility sensitive area
Base date
Basement
Best practice
Boundary clearance
Buffer
Building height
Corner store
Council
Crime prevention through
environmental design (CPTED)
Defined flood event (DFE)
Demand unit
Department store
Development envelope
Development footprint
Discount department store
Domestic outbuilding
Dwelling
Environmental harm
Environmental nuisance

35. Essential community service
infrastructure
36. Extractive resources
37. Filling or excavation
38. Frontage
39. Gross floor area (GFA)
40. Gross leasable floor area
41. Ground level
42. Hazardous chemical
43. Hazardous material
44. Heritage place
45. High impact home based
business activity
46. Household
47. Intensive rural use
48. Local utility
49. Minor aquaculture
50. Minor building work
51. Minor electricity infrastructure
52. Minor operational work
53. Mixed use building
54. Movement network
55. Nature of the hazard
56. Net developable area
57. Non-resident workers
58. Obstacle limitation surface
(OLS)
59. Operational airspace
60. Outermost projection
61. Overland flow path
62. Planning assumptions

63.
64.
65.
66.
67.
68.
69.
70.
71.
72.
73.
74.
75.
76.
77.
78.
79.
80.
81.
82.
83.
84.
85.
86.
87.
88.
89.
90.
91.
92.
93.
94.
95.

Primary street frontage
Private open space
Probable maximum flood (PMF)
Projection area(s)
Public open space
Public safety areas
Recommended flood level (RFL)
Removable structure
Resource/processing area
Secondary dwelling
Sensitive land use
Separation area for a
resource/processing area
Service catchment
Setback
Signface area
Site
Site cover
State-controlled road
State heritage place
Storey
Streetscape
Structure
Temporary use
Transport route
Transport route separation area
Ultimate development
Urban purposes
Vegetation
Vegetation clearing
Vegetation management offset
Verge
Waterway
Wetland

Table SC1.2.2 Administrative definitions
Column 1

Column 2
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Term

Definition

1. Access

The entry of persons and vehicles onto a lot, either existing or proposed, from a road
which abuts the frontage of that lot.

2. Acid sulfate
soils (ASS)

Soils, sediments, or other materials containing iron sulphides and/or acid generated by
their breakdown.
Note—definition from State Planning Policy.

3. Active
transport

Non-motorised travel such as walking and cycling.

4. Adjoining
premises

Premises that share all or part of a common boundary. A common boundary may be a
single point such as a corner point.

5. Advertising
device

Any permanent structure, device, sign or the like intended for advertising purposes. It
includes any framework, supporting structure or building feature that is provided
exclusively or mainly as part of the advertisement.

6. Affordable
housing

Housing that is appropriate to the needs of households with low to moderate incomes.

7. Agriculture

The growing, production and harvesting of food, fish or fibre, timber and foliage, including
but not limited to: animal husbandry, aquaculture, cropping, fishing, intensive animal
industries, intensive horticulture, native forestry, plantation forestry, production nursery
and other complementary primary production activities.

8. Ancillary

Associated with, but incidental and subordinate to.

9. Annual
exceedance
probability
(AEP)

The likelihood of occurrence of a flood of a given size or larger in any one year, usually
expressed as a percentage.
Note—definition from State Planning Policy.

10. Articulation

Designing a building, or the façade of a building, with clearly distinguishable parts.

11. Australian
height datum
(AHD)

The survey height datum adopted by the National Mapping Council as the datum to
which all vertical control for mapping is to be referred. 0.0 metres AHD approximates
mean sea level.

12. Australian
noise
exposure
forecast (ANEF)

A single number index (expressed on an ANEF chart as a series of contours) that
predicts for a particular future year (usually 10 or 20 years ahead) the cumulative
exposure to aircraft noise likely to be experienced by communities near airports during
a specified time period (usually one year).
Note—definition from State Planning Policy.

13. Average width

In regard to a lot, the distance between the midpoints of the side boundaries of the lot.

14. Aviation
facilities

Navigation, communication or surveillance installations identified in Appendix 1 of the
State Planning Policy Guideline: Strategic Airports and Aviation Facilities.
Note—definition from State Planning Policy.

15. Aviation
facility
sensitive area

The area around an aviation facility that is sensitive to development including physical
obstructions, competing radio transmissions or significant electromagnetic emissions.

16. Base date

The date from which a local government has estimated its projected infrastructure
demands and costs.
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17. Basement

A storey substantially below ground level where the floor level of the level above projects
no more than one metre above ground level.

18. Best practice

The application of measures that are comparable with the acknowledged best measures
applied nationally and internationally.

19. Boundary
clearance

The shortest distance from the outermost projection of a structural part of the building or
structure to the property boundary, including:a. if the projection is a roof and there is a fascia – the outside face of the fascia; or
b. if the projection is a roof and there is no fascia – the roof structure.
The term does not include rainwater fittings or ornamental or architectural attachments.

20. Buffer

An area required for ecological, acoustic or scenic amenity protection purposes that
incorporates a separation distance and associated landscaping, structures and works:a. between different land uses;
b. from a major noise source;
c. from a conservation area or a public recreation area; or
d. from a wetland, waterway or waterbody.

21. Building
height

If specified:
a. in metres, the vertical distance between the ground level and the highest point of
the building roof (apex) or parapet at any point, but not including load-bearing
antenna, aerial, chimney, flagpole or the like;
b. in storeys, the number of storeys above ground level; or
c. in both metres and storeys, both (a) and (b) apply.

22. Corner store

A shop used for the display and retail sale of convenience goods to members of the
public in a residential setting, where the gross leasable floor area does not exceed
100m2.

23. Council

The Central Highlands Regional Council.

24. Crime
prevention
through
environmental
design
(CPTED)

A crime prevention philosophy based on proper design and effective use of the built
environment leading to a reduction in the fear and incidence of crime, as well as an
improvement in quality of life.

25. Defined flood
event (DFE)

Means the event, measured in terms of the likelihood of occurrence, and associated
inundation level adopted by the Council to manage development, being the 1% AEP
flood event incorporating climate change. The DFE incorporatesdoes incorporate a n
allowance for future climate change over the design life of the development, through
increased rainfall intensities, mean sea level rise and a greater frequency of extreme
weather events. The level associated with the DFE is predicted to change over time due
to the effect of climate change so is specific to a particular point in time or planning
period.

26. Demand unit

A standard of unit measurement to express demand on a trunk infrastructure network.

27. Department
store

A single self-contained retailing outlet in a department based structure and with
department based service facilities offering a wide variety of goods and services
generally of a non-food nature for sale.

The use of CPTED is intended to reduce crime and fear by reducing criminal opportunity
and fostering positive social interaction among legitimate users of space. The emphasis
is on prevention rather than apprehension and punishment.

Note—examples – David Jones, Myer.

28. Development
envelope

The area of a lot defined by metes and bounds within which all development including
but not limited to a building, structure, private open space, accessway, car park,
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storage, on-site wastewater treatment and associated clearing of vegetation must be
confined other than a boundary fence. The term does not include an accessway from a
road to the development envelope area.
29. Development
footprint

The location and extent of all development proposed on a site. This includes all
buildings and structures, setbacks, communal and private open space, all associated
facilities, landscaping, on-site stormwater drainage, on-site wastewater treatment, all
areas of disturbance, on-site parking, access and manoeuvring areas.

30. Discount
department
store

A single self-contained retailing outlet with fast service checkout facilities offering a wide
variety of goods and services generally of a non-food nature for sale.
Note—examples – Big W, K Mart, Target.

31. Domestic
outbuilding

A Class 10a building, as defined in the Building Code of Australia, that is ancillary to a
residential use on the same premises and is limited to non-habitable buildings for the
purpose of a shed, garage and carport.

32. Dwelling

A building or part of a building used or capable of being used as a self contained
residence and which must include the following:a. food preparation facilities;
b. a bath or shower;
c. a toilet and wash basin;
d. clothes washing facilities.
The term includes outbuildings, structures and works normally associated with a
dwelling.

33. Environmental Any adverse effect, or potential adverse effect (whether temporary or permanent and of
harm
whatever magnitude, duration or frequency) on an environmental value, and includes
environmental nuisance.
Environmental harm may be caused by an activity:a. whether the harm is a direct or indirect result of the activity; or
b. whether the harm results from the activity alone or from the combined effects of the
activity and other activities or factors.
Note—definition from the Environmental Protection Act 1994.

34. Environmental An unreasonable interference or likely interference with an environmental value caused
nuisance
by:a. noise, dust, odour, light; or
b. an unhealthy, offensive or unsightly condition because of contamination; or
c. another way prescribed by regulation.
Note—definition from the Environmental Protection Act 1994.

35. Essential
community
service
infrastructure

Any one or more of the following:a. emergency services infrastructure;
b. emergency shelters;
c. police facilities;
d. hospitals and associated facilities;
e. stores of valuable records or heritage items;
f. power stations and substations;
g. major switch yards;
h. communications facilities;
i. sewerage treatment plants; and
j. water treatment plants.
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36. Extractive
resources

Natural deposits of sand, gravel, quarry rock, clay, and soil extracted from the earth’s
crust and processed for use in construction. Extractive resources do not include
minerals under the Mineral Resources Act 1989.
Note—definition from State Planning Policy.

37. Filling or
excavation

Removal or importation of material to, from or within a lot that will change the ground
level of the land.

38. Frontage

Means any boundary line, or part thereof, of a lot which coincides with the alignment of
a road.

39. Gross floor
area (GFA)

The total floor area of all storeys of a building (measured from the outside of the external
walls or the centre of any common walls of the building), other than areas used for the
following:a. building services, plant and equipment;
b. access between levels;
c. ground floor public lobby;
d. a mall;
e. the parking, loading or manoeuvring of vehicles;
f. unenclosed private balconies, whether roofed or not.

40. Gross leasable That part of the gross floor area of a building accommodating non-residential activities
floor area
available to be rented by a tenant for exclusive use.
(GLA)
41. Ground level

The level of the natural ground or, where the level of the natural ground has been
changed, the level as lawfully changed.

42. Hazardous
chemical

Means any of the following substances:
a. those that are toxic or very toxic substances under the Globally Harmonised
System for identification and labelling of chemicals (GHS); or
b. classes 2, 3, 4, 5, 6.1 and 8 of the ADG code; or
c. those of Class 9 of the ADG code that are environmentally hazardous substances;
or
d. those listed in Appendix A of the ADG code; or
e. any other liquid with a flash point less than or equal to 93oC

43. Hazardous
material

A substance with potential to cause harm to persons, property or the environment
because of one or more the following:a. the chemical properties of the substance;
b. the physical properties of the substance;
c. the biological properties of the substance.
Without limiting the first paragraph, all dangerous goods, combustible liquids and
chemicals are hazardous materials.

44. Heritage place A place, area, land, landscape, building or work which is of cultural heritage
significance.
45. High impact
home based
business
activity

A type of home based business that involves one or more of the following activities:
a. any form of vehicle repairs, services, detailing;
b. panel beating;
c. spray painting;
d. engine reconditioning, repairs;
e. wood working/manufacturing involving the use of power tools;
f. furniture manufacturing;
g. metal work;
h. welding.
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46. Household

An individual or a group of two or more related or unrelated people who reside in the
same dwelling, with the common intention to live together on a long-term basis and who
make common provision for food or other essentials for living.

47. Intensive rural
uses

A rural use that has potentially significant environmental and amenity impacts including
intensive animal industry, intensive horticulture, aquaculture, animal keeping and rural
industry.

48. Local utility

A utility installation involving one or more of the following:a. any undertaking by the Council or other public sector entity for:i. the reticulation or conveyance of water, sewerage and stormwater drainage;
ii. the provision or maintenance of roads and traffic controls; or
iii. a public purpose carried out by the Council pursuant to the Local Government
Act 2009;
b. the reticulation of power (including electricity and gas);
c. activities and associated facilities that support the effective functioning of public
transport services, including bus, rail, road and water transport;
d. activities and associated facilities that support the effective management of a State
Forest, National Park or Conservation Park;
e. the provision of postal services; or
f. the provision of telecommunication services not involving the erection of a
telecommunications facility.
The term includes ancillary maintenance and storage depots and other facilities for the
operation of the local utility.

49. Minor
aquaculture

Aquaculture:a. involving:
i. freshwater tanks with a total production area of less than 2,000m2 (or less than
75m2 where oxygen injection is used); or

ii. freshwater ponds with a total surface area of less than 5ha; and
b. not involving off site discharge of wastes from the tanks or ponds to natural waters.
50. Minor building
work

An alteration, addition or extension to an existing building(s) which results in an
increase in the gross floor area of the building(s) of less than five percent of the gross
floor area of the existing building(s) or 50m2, whichever is the lesser.

51. Minor
electricity
infrastructure

All aspects of development for an electricity supply network as defined under the
Electricity Act 1994, (or for private electricity works that form an extension of, or provide
service connections to properties from the network), if the network operates at standard
voltages up to and including 66kV).
This includes:a. augmentations/upgrades to existing powerlines where the voltage of the
infrastructure does not increase;
b. augmentations to existing substations (including communication facilities for
controlling works as defined under the Electricity Act 1994) where the voltage of the
infrastructure does not increase, and where they are located on an existing
substation lot.

52. Minor
operational
work

Operational work associated with a dwelling house, including any driveway, kerb
crossover, internal path or outbuildings.

53. Mixed use
building

A use of premises that integrates residential uses with non-residential uses such as
business activities or community activities.

54. Movement
network

All road, rail, bus, pedestrian and cycle corridors together with passenger transport
stations and interchanges that provide access to these corridors.
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55. Nature of the
hazard

Means the important characteristics of the hazard including the type of hazard and its
severity.

56. Net
developable
area

The area of land available for development. It does not include land that cannot be
developed due to constraints such as acid sulphate soils, conservation land, flood
affected land or steep slope.
Note – for the purposes of a local government infrastructure plan, net developable area is
usually measured in net developable hectares (net dev ha).

57. Non-resident
workers

Workers who reside in areas for extended periods when employed on projects directly
associated with mining, major industry, major infrastructure or rural uses, but have a
permanent place of residence in another area.
This includes workers engaged in fly-in/fly-out or drive-in/drive-out arrangements.

58. Obstacle
limitation
surface (OLS)

Means the surface that establishes the limit to which objects may project into the
airspace associated with an airport or aerodrome to maintain safe aeronautical
operations. The OLS consists of an outer surface, a take-off/approach surface and a
transitional surface.

59. Operational
airspace

Means the areas and vertical dimensions of the OLS of the Emerald Airport as identified
on the relevant Airport Environs Overlay Map.

60. Outermost
projection

The outermost projection of any part of a building or structure including, in the case of a
roof, the outside face of the fascia, or the roof structure where there is no fascia, or
attached sunhoods or the like, but does not include retractable blinds, fixed screens,
rainwater fittings or ornamental attachments.

61. Overland flow
path

Where a piped drainage system exists, the path where flood waters exceeding the
capacity of the underground drainage system would flow. Where no piped drainage
system or other form of defined waterway exists, the path taken by surface run–off from
higher parts of the catchment.
This does not include a waterway or wetland.

62. Planning
assumptions

Assumptions about the type, scale, location and timing of future growth.

63. Primary street
frontage

Means:
a. where a lot is vacant, the frontage most commonly addressed by other buildings in
the block as the front of the lot; or
b. where a lot is not vacant, the frontage to which the front of the existing building
addresses the street.

64. Private open
space

An outdoor space for the exclusive use of occupants of a building.

65. Probable
Maximum
Flood (PMF)

The largest flood that could reasonably occur at a particular location, resulting from the
probable maximum precipitation. The PMF defines the extent of flood-prone land.
Generally, it is not physically or financially possible to provide general protection
against this event.

66. Projection
area(s)

An area or areas within the local government area for which a local government carries
out demand growth projections.

67. Public open
space

Outdoor spaces that are generally accessible to the community and provide for a range
of sport, recreation, cultural, entertainment or leisure pursuits.

68. Public safety

An area immediately beyond the end of a runway and having a relatively high risk from
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areas

an aircraft incident. The public safety area for the Emerald Airport is shown on the
relevant Airport Environs Overlay Map.

69. Recommended The minimum recommended level for community infrastructure, defined by particular
flood level
flood and storm tide events, to provide additional immunity from flood and storm tide
(RFL)
hazards.
70. Removable
structure

A dwelling, building or structure including foundations, capable of being completely
removed from a site.

71. Resource /
processing
area

The resource/processing area of a key resource area, as defined in State Planning
Policy 2/07, indicating the extent of the extractive resource and any existing or future
processing operations. The term includes an area identified as a resource/processing
area on an Extractive Resources Overlay Map.

72. Secondary
dwelling

A dwelling used in conjunction with, and subordinate to, a dwelling house on the same
lot.
A secondary dwelling may be constructed under a house, be attached to a house or be
free standing.

73. Sensitive land
use (or
sensitive
receiving
environment)

Means each of the following defined uses:a. child care centre;
b. community care centre;
c. community residence;
d. dual occupancy;
e. dwelling house;
f. educational establishment;
g. health care services;
h. hospital;
i. hostel;
j. multiple dwelling;
k. office;
l. relocatable home park;
m. residential care facility;
n. resort complex
o. retirement facility;
p. short-term accommodation;
q. tourist park.
Note—definition from State Planning Policy.

74. Separation
area for a
resource /
processing
area

The area surrounding a resource processing/processing area needed to maintain
separation of people from undesirable levels of noise, dust, ground vibration, or air blast
overpressure that may be produced as residual impacts from existing or future
extraction or processing of the extractive resource.

75. Service
catchment

An area serviced by an infrastructure network. An infrastructure network is made up of
one or more service catchments. Service catchments are determined by the network
type and how it has been designed to operate and provide service to urban areas.
Note—for example:stormwater network service catchments can be delineated to align with watershed
boundaries;
open space network service catchments can be determined using local government
accessibility standards;
water network service catchments can be established as the area serviced by a particular
reservoir.
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76. Setback

For a building or structure, the shortest distance measured horizontally from the
outermost projection of a building or structure to the vertical projection of the boundary
of the lot.

77. Signface area

In the case of a purpose-built advertising device which is freestanding, the area of the
smallest rectangle that can wholly contain the advertising device, measured from the
outside of the device’s framework.
In the case of an advertising device painted on or otherwise affixed to a building or other
structure (e.g. individual lettering applied to an awning face), the area of the smallest
rectangle that can wholly contain the advertising device, inclusive of any decorative
lines, stripes, borders and architectural trims that immediately surround the device.

78. Site

Any land on which development is carried out or is proposed to be carried out whether
such land comprises the whole or part of one lot or more than one lot if each of such
lots is contiguous.

79. Site cover

The proportion of the site covered by a building(s), structure(s) attached to the
building(s) and carport(s), calculated to the outer most projections of the building(s) and
expressed as a percentage.
The term does not include:a. any structure or part thereof included in a landscaped open space area such as a
gazebo or shade structure;
b. basement car parking areas located wholly below ground level;
c. eaves and sun shading devices.

80. Statecontrolled
road

A road or land, or part of a road or land, declared under section 24 [of the Transport
Infrastructure Act 1994] to be a State-controlled road, and, for chapter 6, part 5, division
2, subdivision 2 [of the Transport Infrastructure Act 1994], see section 53 [of the
Transport Infrastructure Act 1994].
Note—definition from the Transport Infrastructure Act 1994.

81. State heritage
place1

Means a place of State cultural heritage significance as entered in the Queensland
heritage register under the Queensland Heritage Act 1992.

82. Storey

A space that is situated between one floor level and the floor level next above, or if there
is no floor above, the ceiling or roof above, but not a space that contains only:.
a. a lift shaft, stairway or meter room;
b. a bathroom, shower room, laundry, water closet, or other sanitary compartment;
c. a combination of the above
A mezzanine is a storey.
A roofed structure on or part of a rooftop that does not solely accommodate building
plant and equipment is a storey.
A basement is not a storey.

83. Streetscape

The collective combination of urban form elements that constitute the view of a street
and its public and private domains. These elements include buildings, roads, footpaths,
vegetation, open spaces and street furniture.

84. Structure

Includes a wall or fence and anything fixed to or projecting from a building, wall, fence or
other structure.
Note—definition from the Building Act 1975.

85. Temporary use A use that is impermanent and may be irregular or infrequent and does not require the
construction of a permanent building or the installation of permanent infrastructure or
services.
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86. Transport
route

Means a transport route shown on an Extractive Resources Overlay Map, being the
primary route for the transport of extracted resources from the extractive resource area
to a State-controlled road.

87. Transport
route
separation
area

Means an area shown as a transport route separation area on an Extractive Resources
Overlay Map, being the area surrounding the transport route needed to maintain
separation of people from undesirable levels of noise, dust and vibration produced as
residual impacts from the transportation of extractive resources.

88. Ultimate
development

The realistic extent of development anticipated to be achieved when a site (or projection
area or infrastructure service catchment) is fully developed.

89. Urban
purposes

For the purposes of the local government infrastructure plan, urban purposes includes
residential (other than rural residential), retail, commercial, industrial, community and
government related purposes.

90. Vegetation

Trees, plants and all other organisms of vegetable origin, whether living or dead, other
than:a. grass or non-woody herbage;
b. a plant within a grassland regional ecosystem prescribed under a regulation;
c. declared plants within the meaning of the Land Protection (Pest and Stock Route
Management) Act 2002; and
d. environmental weed species as identified in a pest management plan adopted by
the Council.

91. Vegetation
clearing

The destruction of vegetation or interference with its natural growth in any way including
removing, clearing, slashing, cutting down, ringbarking, scar-barking, pushing or pulling
over, poisoning (including by contamination), burning, flooding, draining or compacting of
roots.
The term does not include:a. destruction of standing vegetation by stock;
b. lopping a tree by cutting or pruning its branches, provided that it does not involve:i. removing the tree’s trunk; or
ii. cutting or pruning the tree’s branches so severely that it is likely to die; or
c. mowing of grass or lawn for maintenance purposes provided that it is not
undertaken in an area of remnant vegetation or high value regrowth vegetation.

92. Vegetation
management
offset

An agreement to carry out works or activities to conserve, enhance, maintain, monitor
or rehabilitate an area of vegetation.
Note—definition from the Vegetation Management Act 1999.

93. Verge

That part of the street or a road reserve between the carriageway and the boundary of
the adjacent lot or other limit to the road reserve. The term may accommodate service
provider utility infrastructure, footpaths, stormwater flows, street lighting, poles and
planting.

94. Waterway

A river, creek or other stream, including a stream in the form of an anabranch or a
tributary, in which water flows permanently or intermittently, regardless of the frequency
of flow events, in a natural channel, whether artificially modified or not or in an artificial
channel that has changed the course of the stream.
A waterway includes any of the following located in it:a. in-stream islands;
b. benches;
c. bars.
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The term includes constructed storm water drains with surface water flows but not piped
water drains.
95. Wetland

An area of permanent, periodic or intermittent inundation that includes areas of open
water and/or native vegetation, with water that is static or flowing, fresh, brackish or salt.
The term may include wetlands which lie within floodplains, but does not include the
whole of a floodplain. This definition includes natural features as well as constructed
water bodies but does not include waterways as separately defined.

1 State heritage places are shown on the Heritage and Character Areas Overlay Maps for information purposes only.

Development involving a State heritage place is subject to the provisions of the Queensland Heritage Act 1992.
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Schedule 2 Mapping
SC2.1

Map index

Table SC2.1.1 (Map index) lists any strategic framework, zoning, local plan and overlay maps applicable to
the planning scheme area.
Editor’s note—mapping for the Local Government Infrastructure Plan is contained in Schedule 3 (Local government
infrastructure plan mapping and supporting material).
Editor’s note—the Strategic framework maps are contained in Part 3 (Strategic framework) of the planning scheme.

Table SC2.1.1 Map index
Map number

Map title

Gazettal date

Strategic framework maps
SFM-001a

Settlement Pattern – Hierarchy of Towns and Villages

4 March 2016

SFM-001b

Settlement Pattern - Emerald

4 March 2016

SFM-001c

Settlement Pattern - Blackwater

4 March 2016

SFM-001d

Settlement Pattern - Springsure

4 March 2016

SFM-001e

Settlement Pattern - Capella

4 March 2016

SFM-001f

Settlement Pattern - Tieri

4 March 2016

SFM-001g

Settlement Pattern - Gemfields

4 March 2016

SFM-001h

Settlement Pattern - Villages

4 March 2016

SFM-002

Natural Environment

4 March 2016

SFM-003

Natural Resources and Landscape

4 March 2016

SFM-004

Access and Mobility

4 March 2016

SFM-005

Infrastructure and Services

4 March 2016

SFM-006

Economic Development

4 March 2016

ZM-001

Regional Zone Map and Enlargement Guide

4 March 2016

ZM-002a

Northwest Sub-Region

4 March 2016

ZM-002b

Northeast Sub-Region

4 March 2016

ZM-002c

Southeast Sub-Region

4 March 2016

ZM-002d

Southwest Sub-Region

4 March 2016

ZM-003a

Emerald North

4 March 2016

ZM-003b

Emerald South

4 March 2016

ZM-004

Blackwater

4 March 2016

Zone maps
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ZM-005

Capella

4 March 2016

ZM-006

Springsure

4 March 2016

ZM-007

Tieri

4 March 2016

ZM-008a

Villages

4 March 2016

ZM-008b

Villages

4 March 2016

ZM-008c

Other Areas

4 March 2016

ZM-009a

Gemfields North - Rubyvale

4 March 2016

ZM-009b

Gemfields Central – Rubyvale and Sapphire

4 March 2016

ZM-009c

Gemfields South – Sapphire, Anakie, and Gemfields Willows

4 March 2016

OM-001

Airport environs overlay map

4 March 2016

OM-001a

Airport environs overlay map

4 March 2016

OM-001b

Airport environs overlay map (PANS-Ops)

4 March 2016

OM-002

Biodiversity areas, waterways and wetlands overlay map

4 March 2016

OM-002a

Biodiversity areas, waterways and wetlands overlay map

4 March 2016

OM-002b

Biodiversity areas, waterways and wetlands overlay map

4 March 2016

OM-002c

Biodiversity areas, waterways and wetlands overlay map

4 March 2016

OM-002d

Biodiversity areas, waterways and wetlands overlay map

4 March 2016

OM-002e

Biodiversity areas, waterways and wetlands overlay map

4 March 2016

OM-003

Bushfire hazard overlay map (Regional)

4 March 2016

OM-003a

Bushfire hazard overlay map (Towns)

4 March 2016

OM-004

Extractive and mineral resources overlay map

4 March 2016

OM-004a

Extractive and mineral resources overlay map

4 March 2016

Overlay maps

OM-005aOM05 Flood hazard overlay map (Regional)Region

4 March 2016

OM05.1

Flood hazard Northwest Sub-Region

OM05.2

Flood hazard Northeast Sub-Region

OM05.3

Flood hazard Southeast Sub-Region

OM05.4

Flood hazard Southwest Sub-Region

OM005bOM05.5

Flood hazard overlay map – Emerald North

4 March 2016

OM005cOM05.6

Flood hazard overlay map – Emerald South

4 March 2016

OM005dOM05.7

Flood hazard overlay map - Blackwater

4 March 2016

OM005eOM05.8

Flood hazard overlay map - Capella

4 March 2016
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OM005fOM05.9

Flood hazard overlay map - Springsure

4 March 2016

OM005gOM05.10

Flood hazard overlay map - Tieri

4 March 2016

OM-005h

Flood hazard overlay map - Townships

4 March 2016

OM05.11

Flood hazard Bauhinia

OM05.12

Flood hazard Bluff

OM05.13

Flood hazard Bogantungan

OM05.14

Flood hazard Comet

OM05-15

Flood hazard Dingo

OM05.16

Flood hazard Duaringa

OM05.17

Flood hazard Rolleston

OM05.18

Flood hazard Carnarvon Gorge

OM05.19

Flood hazard Selma Ridge

OM05.20

Flood hazard Yamala

OM005iOM5.21

Flood hazard overlay mapGemfields North – Rubyvale and Sapphire

OM5.22

Flood hazard Gemfields Central – Rubyvale and Sapphire

OM05.23

Flood hazard Gemfields South– Sapphire

OM05.24

Flood hazard Gemfields – Willows

OM05.25

Flood hazard Anakie

OM-006

Agriculture overlay map

4 March 2016

OM-007

Heritage overlay map (Regional)

4 March 2016

OM-007a

Heritage overlay map - Enlargements

4 March 2016

OM-007b

Heritage overlay map - Enlargements

4 March 2016

OM-007c

Heritage overlay map - Enlargements

4 March 2016

OM-008

Regional infrastructure overlay map

4 March 2016

OM-008a

Regional infrastructure overlay map (Emerald)

4 March 2016

OM-008b

Regional infrastructure overlay map (Towns)

4 March 2016

OM-008c

Regional infrastructure overlay map (Townships)

4 March 2016

OM-008d

Regional infrastructure overlay map (Townships)

4 March 2016

OM-009

Water resource catchments overlay map

4 March 2016
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SC2.4

Overlay maps

Airport environs overlay maps
OM001 Airport Environs Overlay Lighting and Reflective Surfaces, Obstacle Limitation Surfaces, Wildlife
Hazards
OM001a Airport Environs Overlay ANEF Contours, Communication Facilities, Navigation Facilities, Public
Safety Areas
OM001b Airport Environs Overlay PANS-OPS - Circling Areas, RNAV Approaches and VSS Areas

Biodiversity overlay maps
OM002 Biodiversity Overlay CONTEXT MAP ONLY - refer to Enlargement Maps 2a, 2b, 2c, 2d, and 2e for
greater detail
OM002a Biodiversity Overlay
OM002b Biodiversity Overlay
OM002c Biodiversity Overlay
OM002d Biodiversity Overlay
OM002e Biodiversity Overlay

Bushfire Hazard overlay maps
OM003 Bushfire Hazard overlay
OM003a Bushfire Hazard overlay

Extractive and Mineral Resources overlay maps
OM004 Extractive & Mineral Resources Overlay
OM004a Extractive & Mineral Resources Overlay

Flood Hazard overlay maps
OM005a Flood Hazard Overlay
OM5.0 - Flood Hazard Region
OM5.1 - Flood Hazard Northwest Sub-Region
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OM5.2 - Flood Hazard Northeast Sub-Region
OM5.3 - Flood Hazard Southeast Sub-Region
OM5.4 - Flood Hazard Southwest Sub-Region
OM005b Flood Hazard Overlay - Emerald North
OM5.5 - Flood Hazard Emerald North
OM005c Flood Hazard Overlay - Emerald South
OM5.6 - Flood Hazard Emerald South
OM005d Flood Hazard Overlay - Blackwater
OM5.7 - Flood Hazard Blackwater
OM005e Flood Hazard Overlay - Capella
OM5.8 - Flood Hazard Capella
OM005f Flood Hazard Overlay - Springsure
OM5.9 - Flood Hazard Springsure
OM005g Flood Hazard Overlay - Tieri
OM5.10 - Flood Hazard Tieri
OM005h Flood Hazard Overlay - Townships
OM5.11 - Flood Hazard Bauhinia
OM5.12 - Flood Hazard Bluff
OM5.13 - Flood Hazard Bogantungan
OM5.14 - Flood Hazard Comet
OM5.15 - Flood Hazard Dingo
OM5.16 - Flood Hazard Duaringa
OM5.17 - Flood Hazard Rolleston
OM5.18 - Flood Hazard Carnarvon Gorge
OM5.19 - Flood Hazard Selma Ridge
OM5.20 - Flood Hazard Yamala
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OM5.20 - Flood Hazard Yamala
OM005i Flood Hazard Overlay - Rubyvale & Sapphire
OM5.21 - Flood Hazard Gemfields North Rubyvale
OM5.22 - Flood Hazard Gemfields Central - Sapphire and Rubyvale
OM5.23 - Flood Hazard Gemfields South - Sapphire
OM5.24 - Flood Hazard Gemfields - Willows
OM5.25 - Flood Hazard Anakie

Agriculture overlay map
OM006 Agriculture Overlay

Heritage overlay maps
OM007 Heritage Overlay
OM007a Heritage Overlay
OM007b Heritage Overlay
OM007c Heritage Overlay

Regional Infrastructure overlay maps
OM008 Regional Infrastructure Overlay
OM008a Regional Infrastructure Overlay - Emerald
OM008b Regional Infrastructure Overlay - Townships
OM008c Regional Infrastructure Overlay - Townships
OM008d Regional Infrastructure Overlay - Townships

Water Resource Catchment overlay maps
OM009 Water Resource Catchment Overlay
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SC6.3

Planning scheme policy for information that Council may
require

SC6.3.3

Purpose

2. The purpose of this planning scheme policy is to identify information, other than that specified in another
planning scheme policy, that the Council may require to inform the proper assessment of a development
application.
1. The purpose of this planning scheme policy is to identify information, other than that specified in another
planning scheme policy, that the Council may require to inform the proper assessment of a development
application.
2. More particularly, this planning scheme policy provides advice and guidance about the circumstances when
the following types of plans and reports may be required as well as the typical content to be included in
such plans and reports.
a. Bushfire hazard assessment report and management plan;
b. Flood hazard studyrisk assessment;
c. Landscaping plan;
d. Traffic Impact Assessment.
Note—nothing in this planning scheme policy limits Council’s discretion to request any other relevant
information that may assist in the assessment of an application in accordance with the Act.

SC6.3.4

Bushfire hazard assessment report and management plan

1. This planning scheme policy applies to development which requires assessment against the Bushfire
hazard overlay code.
2. Where development requires assessment against the Bushfire hazard overlay code, an applicant may be
requested to provide additional information in the form of a bushfire hazard assessment report and
management plan.
3. In particular, compliance with the Bushfire hazard overlay code may be demonstrated (in part) by the
submission of a bushfire hazard assessment report and/or a bushfire hazard management plan prepared by
a competent person in accordance with the following guidelines.
Bushfire hazard assessment report
4. The level of bushfire hazard identified on a {Link, 12055,bushfire hazard overlay map} in Schedule 2
(Mapping) needs to be confirmed via the preparation of a site-specific bushfire hazard assessment report. A
bushfire hazard assessment report is to:a. be prepared generally in accordance with the methodology prescribed in Appendix 5 of the State
Planning Policy Guideline – Guidance on flood, bushfire and landslide hazards;
b. include more detailed site specific calculations of the bushfire hazard score(s) for the development site
based upon:i. a quantitative assessment of predicted bushfire behaviour including calculation of predicted fire
intensity and rate of spread using McArthur’s equation and radiant heat flux using a recognised
model (i.e. the View Factor Model or the Leicester Model). Calculations should be based on an
forest fire danger index (FFDI) of 50 and maximum predicted fuel loads to determine appropriate
setbacks;
ii. a quantitative assessment including discussion of past fire behaviour/history, any prescribed
burning undertaken on the site or adjoining sites, likely fire paths, site factors that would minimise
or maximise fire behaviour, fuel arrangements and loads, potential ignition points, fire run distances
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towards houses (or proposed house sites), slopes and any other matter considered important in
respect to the issue; and
iii. a comparison of the above to the more general calculation methodology prescribed in Appendix 5
of the State Planning Policy Guideline - Guidance on flood bushfire and landslide hazards.
c. include a bushfire hazard management summary detailed on an A3 size map/s at a scale of 1:500; and
d. be informed by consultation with the local Fire Brigade and where the land adjoins Council, State or
Commonwealth land, the relevant land manager.
Note—for the purposes of this planning scheme policy, a competent person is a qualified registered
professional engineer (RPEQ) with appropriate and proven technical experience in geotechnical engineering
or engineering geology.

Bushfire hazard management plan
5. Where a site-specific bushfire hazard assessment confirms that a development site is subject to a medium,
high or very high bushfire hazard, a bushfire hazard management plan may need to be prepared to mitigate
the adverse impacts of the hazard.
6. A bushfire hazard management plan is to:a. state the purpose, aim and objectives of the bushfire hazard management plan (e.g. having regard to
the level of hazard on the land, identify measures, actions and responsibilities for the management of
the hazard);
b. summarise the results of the bushfire hazard assessment undertaken for the land, including
identification of the various parts of the land that have been determined to be very high, high and
medium bushfire hazard area;
c. be informed by consultation with the local Fire Brigade and where the land adjoins Council, State or
Commonwealth land, the relevant land manager;
d. include consideration of potential off-site sources of fire hazard including particular land uses or
physical features of the surrounding area (including details of properties within 100m of the land);
e. address the impacts of the proposed development on the level of fire hazard experienced by other land
in the surrounding area, including any land containing water, electricity, gas or telecommunications
infrastructure;
f. address any implications for ecologically important areas , areas of cultural heritage significance or
areas of landscape significance, including steps taken to minimise the potential impacts of specified
fire hazard mitigation measures;
g. address the potential impacts of bushfire hazard mitigation measures on slope stability, and on water
quality in local receiving waters;
h. specify fire hazard mitigation measures, such as:i. elements of the development design, including the layout of roads and driveways, and the location,
size and orientation of lots and buildings;
ii. specifications and materials for building design and construction in accordance with the Building
Code of Queensland;
iii. fire fighting infrastructure, including water supply and storage, equipment and fittings, fire breaks
and maintenance/access trails;
iv. potential areas of clearing of native vegetation based on an ecological assessment report or
environmental management plan recently prepared for the site;
v. details of landscape design requirements, including installation and maintenance requirements;
vi. information for occupants, including required training for persons employed on the site during both
construction and operational phases;
vii. details of long term management requirements, including the frequency, extent and intensity of
burning in areas proposed to be subject to regular controlled ignitions;
viii. details of areas to be subject to mosaic or patch burning techniques and manual fuel reduction
zones; and
ix. any other measures based on or identified in a recently approved ecological assessment report or
environmental management plan for the site;
i. identify the parties to be responsible for specific actions taken under the terms of the bushfire
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management plan; and
j. provide justification for any variation from the bushfire hazard mitigation measures outlined in the
Bushfire hazard overlay code.

SC6.3.5

Flood hazard risk assessment study

1. This component of the planning scheme policy applies to development which requires assessment against
the Flood hazard overlay code.
2. This component of the planning scheme policy is intended to identify and provide guidance about
information that may be required to support a development application where subject to the Flood hazard
overlay code.
3. In particular, compliance with the Flood hazard overlay code may be demonstrated (in part) by the
submission of a flood hazard assessment report and/or a flood hazard mitigation report prepared by a
competent person in accordance with the following guidelines.
Flood hazard assessment report
4. A flood hazard assessment report is to:a. be prepared and certified by an RPEQ with experience in flood modelling and management in
accordance with industry best practice methodology;
b. consider Council’s adopted flood and drainage studies for the relevant catchment(s); and
c. as relevant, include accurate hydrological and hydraulic modelling of the waterway network and
assessment of existing flooding and flood levels of major water systems, including modelling of the
50%, 10%, 5%, 1%, 0.5% and 0.2% AEP flood events and the PMF.
Flood hazard mitigation report
5. A flood hazard mitigation report is to:a. assess the potential impacts of the development on flood hazard;
b. assess the potential impacts of flood hazard on the development;
c. recommend strategies to be incorporated into the proposed development to satisfy the outcomes of the
Flood hazard overlay code;
d. describe and evaluate the impact of the proposed mitigation strategies on the existing and likely future
use of land and buildings in proximity to the proposed development; and
e. address the following:i. water quality;
ii. waterways, including bank stability;
iii. impacts on adjacent properties both upstream and downstream;
iv. preferred areas and non-preferred areas on site for various activities, based on the probability of
inundation and the volume and velocity of flows;
v. the use of flood resistant materials and construction techniques able to withstand relevant
hydraulic and debris loads where appropriate;
vi. the location and height of means of ingress and egress, including possible flood-free escape
routes;
vii. the location and height of buildings, particularly habitable floor areas;
viii. structural design, including the design of footings and foundations to take account of static and
dynamic loads (including debris loads and any reduced bearing capacity owing to submerged
soils);
ix. the location and design of plant and equipment, including electrical fittings;
x. access requirements for maintenance of proposed infrastructure;
xi. the storage of materials which are likely to cause environmental harm if released as a result of
inundation or stormwater flows;
xii. the appropriate treatment of water supply, sanitation systems and other relevant infrastructure;
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xiii. relevant management practices, including flood warning and evacuation measures;
xiv. details of any easements or reserves required for stormwater design; and
xv. details of detention/retention storages.
6. The level of detail required for a particular development should be determined in consultation with Council’s
development assessment officers.
Flood risk assessment
1. The Flood hazard overlay code set out occasions where a flood risk assessment may be needed to
determine the suitability of a land use to the flood hazard or in setting flood immunity levels for specific
development types.
2. A flood risk assessment is only required if:
a. a land use is nominated as requiring a risk assessment to ensure its suitability to the flood hazard; or
b. addressing the performance outcome of the flood hazard overlay code where the land use is not
compatible with the acceptable outcomes of that code.
Scope of application
1. The flood risk assessment is a formal means of identifying and managing the existing, future and residual
risks of flooding. It may be a stand-alone document or incorporated into a flood study.
2. A suitably qualified professional consultant is to be engaged to undertake the flood risk assessment in
accordance with the framework outlined in AS/NZS 4360:2004 Risk management. Where aspects of the
flood risk assessment discuss engineering principles, the flood risk assessment must be jointly undertaken
and signed by a Registered Professional Engineer Queensland with expertise in that field of engineering.
3. The aim is to ensure that risks, including safety, environmental, social and economic associated with the
proposed use are compatible with the flood hazard and level of flood immunity and the risk to people is
minimised. For example, a warehouse for the purpose of storing concrete pipes will incur less flood damage
losses when compared to a warehouse used to store electrical appliances. The storage of hazardous
chemicals may not be an appropriate use given environmental impacts if flooded, even though the economic
damages and safety risk may be low or moderate.
Risk assessment process
1. There are instances where the exact use of a development is not known, such as centre activities and
industrial activities, and instances where the use is known, such as the child care centre. The risk
management formulation should cover a range of proposed and likely future uses.
2. The flood risk management process is to include the following key elements:
a. estimation of flood risks; that is, the likelihood and consequences of flooding. This evaluation requires a
quantitative analysis that uses numerical values, rather than the descriptive scales used in qualitative
and semi-quantitative analysis for both consequences and likelihood. The quality of the analysis
depends on the accuracy and completeness of the numerical values used;
b. consideration should be given to not only building and contents damages from flooding, but the flood
compatibility of any activities being conducted on the premises and the economic impacts of downtime
during flood recovery on business and employees' economic resilience during a flood;
c. assessment of the flood risk and implications up to and in excess of the defined flood event;
d. identification of all critical electrical services, hazardous storages and other high risk elements;
e. definition of flood risk management strategies is to include:
i. the proposed method of perpetuating the restricted use and required mitigation measures through
appropriate forms of legal documentation, notation on titles and methods for conveying the risk
management data to future owners and leaseholders;
ii. the procedure to conduct emergency flood management, evacuation and rescue operations
including flood emergency management plans.
3. Development which proposes a lowering of flood immunity standards through a risk assessment (usually an
industrial use) is to ensure the building materials are constructed of flood-compatible materials.
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Issues requiring consideration
A flood risk assessment is to address the following issues:
a. number of people likely to be at risk and who may need to be evacuated;
b. hazard in larger floods – the flood risk does not stop at the defined flood event so the suitability of a land
use must consider the implications of larger floods, particularly in regard to the risk to people;
c. flood warning time;
d. evacuation routes – identify applicable routes, if relied upon, and flood immunity of those routes, and an
assessment of the safety of people moving to those routes;
e. isolation – potential to have evacuation route cut off early in the flood;
f. vertical evacuation – while an important element it cannot be totally relied on and will require an estimation
of extreme floods such as the probable maximum flood and isolation issues;
g. burden placed on emergency services – while important to allow safe access for emergency services, they
cannot be relied on as a solution to egress difficulties and evacuation;
h. special care requirements at evacuation destination – uses focused on vulnerable people such as children
or elderly and their special requirements for care and the ability of evacuation centres to provide that care;
i. length of flood recovery and social and economic impacts;
j. hazardous goods, mitigation and associated environmental impacts;
k. flood-resilient design – this may include both using flood-compatible materials and building design aspects
such as locating the least flood-tolerant uses at the highest development levels;
l. impact of increases in rainfall intensity at 2050 and 2100 in regard to safety and property damage.

SC6.3.6

Landscaping plan

1. The purpose of this Planning Scheme Policy is to provide a guide to Council’s requirements for Landscape
Plans and to assist in demonstrating compliance with the Landscaping code.
2. The Landscape Plan should be prepared by a suitably qualified person, and must contain at least the
following information:
Note: Plans are to be submitted at a scale of 1:500 (and not reduced by photocopy).

a. Site analysis identifying the following:
i. Identification and description of the location and extent of views, and a description of local
character and visual quality;
ii. Description and location of existing pedestrian and vehicular access routes into and around the
site;
iii. Description of constraints (soil type, rock, location of existing roads and infrastructure such as
water, sewer and stormwater drainage) that may impact on any landscape works associated with
future development;
iv. Description of topographical features including slope analysis and location of any outstanding
landscape features (including landmarks and built form);
v. Description of prevailing winds and any other climatic conditions that may impact on the
landscaping works associated with development of the site; and
vi. identification of an existing significant vegetation.
b. Statement of Landscape Intent identifying the following:
i. Address and name and Job/File Number of project;
ii. Client’s name and address;
iii. Designer’s name and address;
iv. Locality plan including any adjoining roads, waterways and land uses;
v. North Point;
vi. Real Property Description;
vii. Scale;
viii. Legend;
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ix. Location of existing and proposed above ground and below ground infrastructure, particularly in
road reserves and existing or proposed public land;
x. Existing features on the site to be retained or removed eg vegetation, built form;
xi. Any structures or significant vegetation on adjoining properties that could impact on the site;
xii. Surveyed location and botanical name of existing vegetation, including species’ height and spread,
specifying vegetation to be retained and that to be removed;
xiii. Existing contours and proposed finish levels for earthwork;
xiv. Surface, subsurface and drainage details associated with landscape works;
xv. Notations of design intent for any landscape works, including desired character themes and
proposed function;
xvi. Proposed location and function of public and private open space areas;
xvii. Proposed location of any recreation facilities;
xviii. Approximate location of softscape areas including buffers, screens; rehabilitation areas, any large
garden bed areas and delineation of principle hardscape areas;
xix. Proposed location of any slope batters steeper than 1:3;
xx. Proposed fence size and material;
xxi. Notation of species type for all areas to be replanted (eg Native, exotic, feature planting, form and
colour;
xxii. Approximate location of any building, structure/site furniture and an indication of their form and
character (including entry statements);
xxiii. Any overland drainage paths; and
xxiv. Open space, visual and pedestrian links.
c. Other issues that need to be addressed before a commencement of any detailed landscape plans
include:
i. Open space management statement for any proposed public open space;
ii. Plant procurement; and
iii. Irrigation Strategy.
d. The preparation of a detailed Landscape Plan comprising the following general requirements for
submission at Works stage:
i. All planting plans are to have a Plant Schedule. Plant Schedules are to be divided up into Trees,
Palms, Shrubs, Ground Covers, Climbers, Ferns etc.
ii. Botanical names are to be in alphabetical order and used in conjunction with common names on
the Plant Schedule.
iii. Quantity and pot size of each individual species used in the planting design must be included on
the Plant Schedule.
iv. Height and spread of trees at planting is to be included on the Plant Schedule.
v. Spacing of all species and staking (if necessary) is to be included on the Plant Schedule.
vi. All species used are to be notated on the drawing by either full botanical name or by code which
will be referred to on the plant schedule. The plan and plant schedule should include plant coding
where necessary to avoid plans cluttered with lengthy annotations.
Note: Plans are to be submitted at a scale of 1:200 (and not reduced by photocopy) and any information
accompanying the plans is to be submitted in A4 format.
Note: A Maintenance Program should be included as part of the information accompanying the Detailed
Landscape Plan.The maintenance program should address both softscape and hardscape and
reinforce the overall philosophy and objectives of the landscape design and include accepted
horticultural practices and codes/best practices necessary to establish the proposed landscape works in
the noted maintenance period.

Table SC6.3.6.1 Suitable Plant Species
LEGEND:
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Drought resistance -

V - very resistant
R - resistant
M - moderately resistant
T - tender when young
S - susceptible at all ages.

Frost resistance

V - very resistant
R - resistant
M - moderately resistant
T - tender when young
S - susceptible at all ages.

Height

in metres

Moist soils

* Areas suitable where soil moisture is retained
for short periods, after rain. In gullies, depressions,
low land etc.

Clay heavy soils

* Suitable

Sandstone or rocky subsoils

* Suitable

Origin

N - Australian Native
E - Exotic

It is recommended that proponents reference “Native Plants for the Fitzroy Basin 2003”
Common
Name

Botanical Drought Frost
Height Moist
Name
Resistance
Resistance
Soils

Clay –
Sandy
heavy
Rocky
soils
Subsoil
Other
Hydrological
models

Origin

Type

Bracelet
Honey
Myrtle

Melaleuca
Armillaris

R

M

6

*

*

*

N

Windbreak,
hedge, buffer

Revolution
Green or
Gold

Melaleuca
Bracteata

R

R

5

*

*

*

N

Windbreak,
hedge. buffer

Thyme
Honey
Myrtle

Maleleuca
Thymifolia

M

M

.08

*

8

n

Hedge, purple
bottle
brushes

Vivid Flower Melaleuca
Paperbark Viridifolia

M

S

15

N

Hedge,
speciman tree
well drained
areas
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Yellow
Poinciana

Peltophorum
Pterocarpum

S

S

12

*

*

*

E

Large shade
tree , messy

Yellow
Pittosporum
Pittosporum Revolutum

M

M

2

*

*

*

E

Hedge

Mock
Orange

Pittosporum
Undulatum

M

M

10

*

*

*

E

Sweet smelling
flowers

Tree
Wisteria

Pongamia
Pinnatat

M

M

5

*

E

Biofuel tree,
prolific seed
production

Scotia Drunken
Parrot Tree

Schotia
Brachypetala

R

T

3-5

*

*

E

Huge canopy,
slow growing

Tipuana

Tipuana
Tipu

R

T

7

*

*

E

Very fast
growing, large
canopy

Coral Plant

Russelia
Equisetiformis

S

S

1

*

*

E

Good gap filler

Fish Tail
Palm

Caryota
Mitis

T

T

5

E

Prefers well
drained soil

R

R

10

*

N

Very hardy
palm fast
growing

Alexandra
Palm

Archontophoenix S
Alexandrae

T

10

*

E

Can be difficult
in this area

Cape
Dandelion

Arctotheca
Calendula

M

S

Ground
Cover

*

*

*

E

Excellent
ground cover
under trees etc.

African
Daisies

Osteospermum M
Jucundum

R

0.5

*

*

*

E

Perennial
daisies. Full or
part sun

Gazania

S

R

Ground
Cover

*

*

E

Hardy ground
cover flowers all
year

Chrysanthemum S
Rubellum

yR

60cm

*

*

E

Bush perennial
hardy

Tecoma
Stans

R

RS

5

*

*

*

E

R

R

5-10m

Very hardy ,
good screen
plant
Germinates too
easily ,spreads,
wouldn’t
recommend
Tree –food plant

R

R

Ground
Cover

*

N

Hedge,
specimen tree

Dawson
River Palm

Yellow Bell
Lemon
scented
myrtle

*

*
*

Backhousia
Citriodora

Callistemon Callistemon
Personii

*
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Melaleuca

Melaleuca
Lecandendra

R

RS

15

*

*

*

N

Hedge,
specimen tree

Mount
Morgan
Wattle Qld
Silver
Wattle

Acacia
Podalyriifolia

M

T

4

*

*

N

* Windbreak ,
buffer

Crowded
leaved
Wattle

Acacia
Conferta

R

R

3

N

* Hedge

Brisbane
Wattle

Acacia
Fimbriata

M

M

5

N

* Windbreak,
buffer

Lilly Pilly

Acmena
Smithii
Syzygium
Elite

S

S

18

N

* Windbreak,
buffer

Broad
leaved
Bottle Tree

Brachychiton
Australis

V

M

12

*

*

N

Deciduous Slow growing

Red
Bauhinia
White
flowering
Bauhinia

Bauhinia
Galpinii

M

T

3

*

*

E

* Hedge
windbreak,
buffer

Purple
Bauhinia
Orchid Tree Variegata

M

T

5

*

*

E

* Windbreak,
buffer

Leopard
Tree

Caesalpinea
Ferrea

M

M

15

*

*

E

Ornamental Slow growing
messy

Fiery
Callistemon
Bottlebrush Phoenicus

R

R

3

*

*

N

* Hedge,
screen, buffer

White
Callistemon
Bottlebrush Salignus

R

M

6

*

*

*

N

* Windbreak,
buffer

Weeping
Callistemon
Bottlebrush Viminalis

M

T

6

*

*

*

N

* Windbreak,
buffer

Dwarf
Weeping
Bottle
Brush

Callistemon
Viminalis
Dwarf
Callistemon
Kings Park
special

R

T

1.5

*

*

*

N

* Hedge, buffer
Lower growing
compact shrub

Bribie
Island Pine

Callitris
Columellaris

R

R

20

*

N

Fire hazard,
flammable
* Windbreak

*

*

*

*

*
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Laburnum
Golden
Shower

Cassia
Fistula

M

T

6

*

*

*

E

Can be untidy

Desert
Cassia

Cassis
Eremophila
Nemophila

V

R

2.5

*

*

*

N

Good for hot dry
conditions

River
Sheoak

Casuarina
R
Cunninghamiana

R

30

*

*

N

* Screen - quick
growing

Swamp
Bloodwood

Eucalyptus
Ptychocarpa

S

M

10

*

*

*

N

Good flowering
tree

Red
flowering
Yellow
Gum

Eucalyptus
Leucoxlyon
Macrocarpa

M

R

7

*

*

*

N

Windbreak,
buffer

Ghost Gum Eucalyptus
Papuana

V

M

10-20

*

*

N

Stunted and
crooked in

Red Banks
Grevillea

Grevillea
Banksii

M

T

2.5

*

*

N

Hedge, buffer

Tulipwood

Harpullia
Pendula

S

T

15-20

*

*

N

Good shade
tree

Jacaranda

Jacaranda
Mimosaefolia

M

T

12

*

*

E

Shade and
Ornamental

Bottle Tree

Brachychiton
Rupestris

R

R

12

*

*

*

N

Good Shade

Lemon
Scented
Tea Tree

Leptospermum M
Petersonii

T

3

*

*

*

N

Windbreak,
hedge, buffer

Tuckeroo

Cupaniopsis
Anacardioides

N

Street Tree
Slow growing

Pony Tail

Beaucarnia

T

T

2-3

*

*

E

feature

Spider
Lillies

Crinum Lilly

M

M

1

*

*

N

Ground cover

Hoop Pine

Araucaria
cunninghamil

M

M

Huge
slow
growing

*

R

R

3-5m

*

M

T

8 -15m

Native
grasses
and sedges Viburnum
for Bio
Basin
Podocarpus
Emerald
Elatus
Lustre

*

Tree

E
N

*

Large shrub
,white flowering
followed by red
berries
Large tree 615m edible fruit

Plum
Pine/Brown
Pine
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SC6.3.7

Traffic impact assessment

1. Performance outcome PO2 of Table 9.4.4.3.2 (Criteria for assessable development only) of the Transport
and parking code requires that development involving high trip generating land uses minimises any adverse
impacts on surrounding land uses and the external transport network, including by the provision of
infrastructure and services to increase the use of public and active transport.
2. Compliance with this performance outcome of the Transport and parking code may be demonstrated (in
part) by the submission of a traffic impact assessment report prepared by a competent person in
accordance with the following guidelines.
3. As a minimum, the traffic impact assessment report should provide:a. an assessment of the traffic generation and movements and/or on-site manoeuvring associated with the
proposed development;
b. an assessment of the proposal and its impacts in the context of the surrounding road network; and
c. recommendations and/or design solutions to mitigate any traffic impacts associated with the
development.
4. Depending on the nature and scale of the proposed development and the location and characteristics of the
development site, the traffic impact assessment report may also need to consider:a. specific measures to ensure the proposal will contribute towards encouraging walking, cycling and
greater use of public transport in preference to using private cars;
b. the need to improve public transport services and infrastructure as a result of the development;
c. measures to ensure maximum accessibility to public transport, including future expanded services;
d. a review of the existing and proposed traffic network and traffic operating conditions based on an
appropriate planning horizon (with a minimum of 10 years);
e. the amount of other traffic likely to be generated by the development, particularly in relation to the
capacity of the road system in the locality and the probable effect of traffic on the movement of other
traffic on the road system. This includes the impact of generated traffic on:i. key nearby intersections;
ii. local streets in the neighbourhood of the development;
iii. the environment;
iv. existing nearby major traffic generating development;
v. the major road network;
f. existing parking supply and demand in the vicinity of the proposed development;
g. level of provision for parking in the development based on land use and public transport provision;
h. whether the proposed means of ingress to or egress from the site of the development are adequate and
located appropriately according to the Council’s road hierarchy;
i. adequate provision to be made for the loading, unloading, manoeuvring and parking of vehicles within
that development or on that land;
j. movements of freight carrying vehicles associated with the proposal and how these are to be
minimised;
k. the possibility of integration with adjacent development;
l. the effects on public transport, traffic operations and parking, of any temporary works required during
construction;
m. any comments made by the Department of Transport and Main Roads that are in accordance with the
rights and powers of this agency;
n. the existing and likely future amenity of the surrounding area; and
o. a statement of all of the assumptions made in the preparation of the report and the design parameters
adopted in the technical analysis.
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Appendix 2 Table of amendments
This Planning Scheme was originally adopted on 24 February 2016 and took effect on 4 March 2016.
Table AP2.1 Table of amendments
Date of
adoption and
effective date
Adoption: 13
September 2016
Effective: 23
September 2016
Adoption: 27
June 2017
Effective: 3 July
2017
Adoption: 12
September 2017
Effective: 15
September 2017
Adoption: 5
December 2019
Effective: 16
December 2019

Planning scheme
version number

Amendment
type

Amendment No. 1

Administrative

Amendment No. 2

Alignment

Amendment No. 3

Local Government
Infrastructure Plan

Amendment No. 4

Major

Summary of amendments

Correcting an error in the zone maps
(ZM003b, ZM005, ZM008b, ZM008c) to
address inconsistencies between Ministerial
conditions of approval and the Scheme
adopted.
Alignment of terminology to be consistent
with the Act and to strengthen and clarify
codes for bounded assessment.
Incorporation of a compliant Local
Government Infrastructure Plan.

Renewable energy facilities - applies to
'irrigated land' as shown on an Agriculture
overlay map. It has the purpose and general
effect of making an application for a
renewable energy facility on 'irrigated land'
assessable development requiring impact
assessment against the whole planning
scheme including the Strategic Framework
and the Agriculture overlay code.

Adoption: 24 March Amendment No. 5
2021
Effective: 19 April
2021

Local Government
Infrastructure Plan

Amendment of Local Government
Infrastructure Plan to reflect changes in
population and other growth estimates and to
update the schedule of works.

Adoption: To be
inserted
Effective: To be
inserted

Major

Update the Flood hazard overlay including
mapping with more recent adopted flood
models across critical at-risk communities.
New flood risk categories are included and
updates to level of assessments and
associated development controls intended to
reduce risk to people and property. This
amendment also replaces TLPI 1/2020.

Amendment No. 6

Editor’s note—at the commencement of the planning scheme there were no planning scheme amendments.
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